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THE WORLD OF FALLERON
Introduction
In this tome, I shall attempt to provide you with the rudimentary knowledge required to
survive in the world of Falleron. You might assume, and rightly so, that such knowledge
is hardly necessary. After all, you likely have survived up to this point with only the
common knowledge available to you through your local temple school. Perhaps some of
you are fortunate enough to have gained private education through a learned tutor or
national academy of higher learning. And if so, good for you. Your knowledge of
mathematics, languages, and the basic political, natural, and mechanical natures of this
world likely have done you service in surviving to your academy orientation.
In rare cases, you may not be educated at all save through what knowledge you gained
through direct and perilous observation the world around you. I assure you, should you
lack in the aforementioned schooling you are far from behind in your studies. If anything,
you are more prepared than your peers in surviving the trials ahead of you. No amount of
political theory will allow you to out-plot a Fae, nor will your knowledge of the area of a
triangle save you from the imminent explosion of a fireball. While both are useful in
understanding these situations in retrospect, what will truly save you in both situations is
something you likely already have in spades: instinctive reflexes. Trust your gut when the
time is right, not your head. Thinking through problems of a magical nature usually is a
luxury ill-afforded in the field and overly prized by many of our academy professors.
That said, it is best to avoid such situations entirely. Your time at this academy, and,
indeed, the contents of this book, may assist you with doing just that. For example, a free
nugget of wisdom: the best place to face a fiend is never to do so under any
circumstances. There, already we are learning valuable, pragmatic wisdom. I hope you
feel enriched.
Regardless of your scholarship, it is important to understand that at Versity Magical
Academy we do not explore our world through the lens of the gods as in temple schools.
While Alethia’s Wisdom (or Tamberlain’s, Amalas’, and so forth) may have presided
over your education, it did so with a lens of perspective and reverence of the gods which
will not assist you with understanding the true nature of the world. The gods and their
temple servants are, after all, selfish and secretive and will prevent you from seeing
greater truths, if they can. And rightly so. For what you shall learn will assuredly harm
you and the gods tend to protect their chosen.
For those of you coming from the national academies or from the private scholarship of
the nobility, kindly leave your political maneuverings at the door as you enter. While
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inter-college politics are, unfortunately, unavoidable at this institution I implore you to
remember that such rivalries are driven solely by our approach to seeking knowledge, and
not through a desire to advance a political or nationalistic agenda. The petty states of the
mortal races hold no meaningful sway over the larger forces at work in our world and,
like the ancient societies that have risen and fallen over millennia, will likely perish long
before the knowledge gained by the academy.
As students, you may encounter knowledge in this tome that you may believe to have
seen before, but I implore you: leave your preconceptions at the door. Common
knowledge of the god and goddesses, national histories, and even the basics of some of
our more advanced technologies are imperfect at best and, in many cases, are actively
misleading you on their true natures. In this book we will discuss everything from the
truth behind the mechanisms of common hedge magics to the nature fabric of this
universe around us – and a great deal of practical knowledge in between.
Embrace this knowledge with the apprehension and respect it deserves, for most of this
was hard-earned through the lives of innumerable scholars that came before you (many of
which perished in novel and, occasionally, entertaining ways). Such information will also
be provided in this tome, both as a caution and a lesson, hopefully, in humility when
seeking out your own mysteries.
Let us begin.

The World of Falleron
Our world is a mysterious, and diverse realm filled with thriving kingdoms, ancient ruins,
treacherous wilderness, and dire secrets. But if you put all those things aside for a
moment, you might realize its true purpose. The Cosmos of Falleron is a sanctuary, with
our little world at its core. If you are a poet, perhaps you might call it the yolk of a vast
celestial egg. Or, if you are realist, an inescapable prison.
Scholars and archmages have identified that the vast multiverse must invariably exist in
the vast beyond. But between us and eternity is a little thing we call the Shroud of Peace.
This massive sphere of impermeable magical energy divides Falleron from everything
else, and with one exception nothing has ever passed through it, inside or out.
We see the Shroud in the night sky, a vast blanket of darkness that surrounds us, with
only the motes of lights of the various reflections winking back at us from the beyond.
Because of it, the latent energies passing through our world have nowhere to escape to,
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and instead form on the shroud as vast reflections of our world. These points of light are
innumerable reflection planes, each connected to Falleron in some powerful way. Each
are projected onto the inside of the Shroud like vast countries clinging to the inside of an
eggshell. Each are varied in their nature, and there are so many of these planes that I
doubt humanity will ever truly map them all.
But, despite their vast numbers, these reflections are finite. While beyond the shroud
arcane theory demands that there must be an infinite expanse.
Why the shroud exists has been a subject of debate or scholars and theologians since time
immemorial, and I dare not begin that conjecture in detail lest this entire tome become
dedicated to the various theories.
For now, let us just acknowledge that the shroud simply is. It’s safer that way.
Between us and the shroud two other great celestial bodies exist. The Moon, the Roaming
Shadow, and the Sun. The sun is a vast source of warmth and heat, the moon a quiet
mirror in harmony with the water and seasons, and the Shadow a passing darkness
eclipsing all light at midnight. All spin around the World of Falleron in their quiet dance,
with their powers rising and falling as they do. Occasionally their paths overlap and the
sun’s light or the shadows darkness is blocked by the moon, only briefly, but to stunning
effect both visually and through the currents of arcane energy that bind our world.
And, of course, at the very center is our world. Kept safe from harm far from the edges of
the shroud, around which all of what we know revolves.

THE PLANES OF FALLERON
The inner wall of the Shroud, that vast, celestial eggshell surrounding our cosmos, is a
firm surface made of pure magic. Upon this surface, very few beings can survive. The
vast void between it and Falleron is cold and airless, and while spells and technology may
find ways to keep a mortal warm and to allow breathing in such places, survival only
means you are alone in a dark expanse of a scale nearly impossible for the mind to
fathom.
Yet, not all places are such. The pinpricks of light we see in the night sky, called stars by
some, are, in fact, sanctuaries formed on the shroud. Each of these motes of light are
planes of energy and power that both bind and connect to Falleron. And through those
connections one may travel, if one knows the way.
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It is said that each of these planes has a great beaing of power governing it, and this may
well be true. Some of the more studied planes have strong connections to divine beings
that frequently touch mortal affairs.
Some have questioned if all of the stars have a being of power within them, or if only
those stars with such beings are frequently connected to our world. To those of this line
of thought, I urge caution. Beings of power are dangerous and unpredictable, and to go
snooping around other planes of existing assuming such entities are neither common nor
likely to take offense is a surefire way to find yourself obliterated.
With that said, let us look at a few of the more explored planes in brief detail.

The Mortal Plane, or Material Plane, refers to the physical world of Falleron. The
physical realities of our world are likely quite familiar with you, having survived long
enough to pick up this book. Still, some geological and political specifics of our world
will be discussed in later chapters. Like many others, we have our own beings of power
that govern our plane: the crafting god Wayland, the avenging goddess Amalas, and the
Lovers: Compassion and The Fool. While many mortal beings have gained substantial
power, and many more great powers influence our realm from other planes, only these
three are of god-like power on our plane.

The Astral Plane is the realm of the soul, the dream, and memory. It is the only unbound
plane, existing alongside and within each other plane. The Astral Plane holds a close
connection to the thoughts and dreams of mortals and beings of power alike. Dreams of
power, spells releasing one to the Astral Plane, and waking visions of the past frequently
draw all sorts of beings into this plane over all others. It resembles a sea of stars, with
transient, floating structures resembling the memories of those in the area winking in and
out of existence. Time and space are fluid in the Astral Plane, occasionally one might
encounter memories of the past, or even travelers from other eras. Those with the power
to wander the Astral Plane in their dreams have been able to communicate across vast
distances, and event across considerable differences in time, with fellow dreamers.
While the Astral Plane is usually associated with the mind’s eye and travel via soul, it is
possible to occasionally slip into it via physical form. Doing so is fought with danger,
however, as the realm is transient and makes the visions, memories, and nightmares of
those within it real to the physical body. Physical material acquired in the Astral Plane
nearly always evaporates upon returning to Falleron. Most teleportation magic relies
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upon the curious properties of the Astral Plane to function, punching a portal or quick
travel between two locations by linking those on the Astral Plane. Failure to concentrate,
however, can lead to such spells failing and sending those traveling to unknown locations
or, worse, stranding them in the sea of stars forever. Some spells which summon the
spirits of the dead attempt to tap them through the natures of the Astral Plane, connecting
their formerly living souls to a point in time beyond their passing. In many cases, these
visions and spirits are simply echoes of those lost to us, rather than their true seemings.
Such attempts at resurrection rarely succeed for long, as upon death the spirit is lost as it
flows back into the magic that binds the universe. With each attempt to bind an echo of a
soul to the mortal plane, the success slowly fades until the creature is little more than a
mindless automaton.
Little lives for long on the Astral Plane, and those beings that do tend to be made of raw
magical essence. With few exceptions, such entities rarely have self awareness, instead
taking on life only as echoes of the memories and imaginings of those venturing into the
plane,and returning to formlessness once such travelers depart. An exception to this is the
collective entity known as The Great Clont, a powerful amalgamation spirits and
memories that all of the Clontish race is connected with. While other rare exceptions do
exist, the one true constant of the Astral Plane is the sleeping Goddess, knows as Peace,
who sleeps at the heart of the plane, and, indeed, at the heart of all things.

The Ethereal Plane is the reflection of order and true reality, and is bound to the Moon.
Unlike other planes, the Ethereal Plane itself has no true form of it’s own, instead
reflecting the realities of the realm of Falleron and, when the right conditions are met,
even other planes. Rarely entered, the Ethereal Plane functions as a great mirror,
revealing the true nature of the world (for those who know how to look). Mortals finding
themselves on the Ethereal Plane usually know it instantly, seeing the world in a form of
monochrome gray, yet with perfect understanding of the colors and vibrancy everything
they see entails. The dangers of entering this plane physically are many, as your mortal
form is much more malleable than your ethereal one.
Mirrors are said to be conduits and portals to the Ethereal Plane. Enchantments, spells,
and even some forms of technology that seek to alter or mask the true nature of things
rarely have the ability to alter a reflection in the Ethereal Plane if created on the Mortal
Plane, with the true nature of the thing remaining permanent. This allows for many forms
of augury and divination to operate by referencing the true nature of a being on the
Ethereal Plane, rather than how it would appear on Falleron. It is said that if you have the
power to alter the Ethereal Plane, you can thus alter the Mortal Plane. A dangerous
theory, to be sure, and one yet accomplished on a variety of scales by many forms of
magic. Spells such as Alter Self or Polymorph tend to be permanent transfigurations
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when accomplished on the Ethereal Plane. Similarly, many forms of permanent
enchantment of objects and entities involve directly transmuting their Ethereal forms.
Only a small amount of beings dwell exclusively on the Ethereal Plane, and none of them
are pleasant to encounter. The great demon Masque dwells on the Ethereal Plane, trapped
forever in the Moon’s reflection and unable to escape. Masque’s minions, formless
entities trapped in the reflections of each and every mortal, frequently seek to escape.
These minions are changelings, doppelgangers, mirror like entities that steal the faces and
forms of others to give themselves permanent form. While they take many shapes and
have many natures, they are usually safely bound to the Ethereal Plane unless given more
permanent form through a spell or technology.

The Celestial Plane is the reflection of light, and is bound to the Sun. The Celestial
Plane is a place of seemingly endless power, warmth, and restoration. It is here that many
of the the beings of great power that we have come to call Goddesses and Gods reside,
watching over the Mortal Plane with a steady parental gaze. The Celestial Plane orbits
Falleron with the sun, watching every corner it can with great regularity, but as with the
sun there are plenty of times where the Celestials vision is obscured and their power
wanes. Without the steady flow of positive energy from the Celestial Plane the world
would quickly die, but so too would the world perish with the constant attention of these
beings, as they would try to order us to the extent of lacking free will. It is in the balance
of attention and neglect that we mortals find our ability to live freely. The plane itself is a
place of great light and beauty, though difficult for mortal minds to comprehend.
Divine magics tend to flow directly from the Celestial Plane, and are strongest during the
daylight in many cases. Nearly all forms of radiant energy have their source from the
Celestial Plane, and many forms of entities directly bound to necrotic energies are unable
to withstand even moments under this influence. Even the most powerful spellcasters are
unable to conjure necrotic energies on the Celestial Plane, making it an ideal location for
banishment or depowering of some of the more sinister sects of magus.
The gods Tamberlain and Gien, whom govern life and light, dwell on the Celestial plane,
as do their retainers and attendant creatures. These beings, known as Celestials, tend to be
agents of their god or goddess will and rarely operate truly with full free will of their
own. The rare occasion in which they are sent to the Mortal Plane tends to be a confusing
or liberating experience for them, as their separation from the Celestial Plane, especially
at night, frees them from the direct influence of their patron god or goddess.
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The Faewild, a reflection of madness, creation, and magic, is one of the most commonly
traveled planes by mortals. Bound to the Morning Star, also known as the East Star, the
Faewild is a realm where magic seems to have a will of its own. The plane itself
resembles a more extreme and exaggerated version of the Mortal Plane, one where magic
is less of a passive force and more of one that actively engages and transforms everything
it touches. The Faewild’s transformative properties are legendary, and few things that
remain there for long remain unchanged in a fundamental way.
The Faewild is a plane that actively seeks to connect with the mortal plane, and has many
permanent portals connecting the two planes of existence. These fonts of magic tend to
feed our own leylines of magical power, amplifying them and replenishing them when
weakened by the forces of the Mortal Realm. Many scholars theorize the Faewild serves
as the source of magical energy for all other planes, drawing entropy from the vast void
that collects on the shell of the Shroud of Peace and somehow transfiguring entropy into
new life and creation. While all magic is amplified on the Faewild, transfiguration magic
is especially powerful. As an odd quirk, not fully understood by scientists or arcanists
alike, many mortal technologies fail on the Faewild or begin to have unpredictable
effects.
The Faewild is widely populated by a vast, ever-changing population of mortal beings.
Many types of creatures that are commonplace on the Mortal Plane had their origins on
the Faewild, including nearly all Fae and Aberrations. The Fae themselves are varied and
many, and while they do organize into the two great courts of Summer and Winter, their
forms are fluid and many Fae transform from one nature and court to another many times
over their lives. Indeed, beings of the Mortal Plane left stranded in the Faewild also are
transformed, and eventually become identical to the Fae in all but their Ethereal form.
Two beings of power govern this realm, Auberon God of the Winter Court and Mab,
Goddess of the Summer Court.

The Elemental Plane, a plane of primordial order and substance, is another commonly
utilized plane. Bound to the Evening Star, also known as the Western Star, the Elemental
Plane is the source of the raw material used to connect and create Falleron. The
Elemental Plane is a place of extremes. It is a world where giant stone continents float in
the sky, where seas of flame stretch off into the horizon, where stormy seas never calm.
Pockets of sanctuary exist here and there, but only the very powerful can weather the
elements of this plane for long.
Harsh and unforgiving, this realm is even more challenging to survive in as magic is
difficult to draw upon beyond the most primordial evocation spells. Transmutation and
enchantment rarely work at all, and abjuration only haltingly. Despite this, it is essential
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to understand that the Elemental Plane is the source of all of our evocation magic. The
flames springing from your fingertips as you cast fireball are drawn from this deep
reservoir of raw elemental magic. Masters of evocation are often nearly unstoppable if
they find themselves on the Elemental Plane.
Only the very strong can survive on the Elemental Plane, or those which are directly
bound to the elements. Giants of all kinds find homes on this plane and frequently bring
their incredibly powerful evocation affinities with them should they wander into the
Mortal Plane. Similarly, elemental beings, intelligences found within flames or waves or
stones, live on this plane quite easily and wage their eternal wars against each other for
greater territory. Ruling over these beings are the god Selnoir and goddess Alethia,
representing power and order.

The Annwyn, also known as Roaming Shadow, is a plane of shadow and darkness.
Unlike the other planes, it bears no light, though it does have a fixed position and can be
observed as it eclipses lesser planes on the shroud. Like the Moon and the Sun, it is not
on the shroud itself but instead orbits in the spaces between, always directly opposite of
the sun. At midnight it is at its strongest, and when the moon eclipses the sun, the
midnight side of Falleron becomes one with the Annwyn for a short period of time, with
the denizens of both able to move freely between their realms before the light of the
Celestial Plane returns. However, when the moon eclipses the Annwyn, it is said those
that would die are instead spared, their spirits being released to wander the Astral Plane
without threat of being drawn into the shadows. The Annwyn is a place of shadow, rarely
lit save by the ambient light of the other planes shining overhead. Life cannot remain on
Annwyn for long, and slowly it will leech out of whatever living being walks the silent
ways until the soul of the creature is totally weakened and obliterated. Annwyn’s surface
is covered in decay and dust, resembling a vast, shadowy desert, with only a few
sanctuaries of light and safety to be found. Such sanctuaries are treacherous, however, as
they frequently are illusions sought to trap mortals. A few rare places are sheltered by
powerful evocation spells, but frequently require a high price for such safety.
This is because the Annwyn is the source of dark, necrotic energy for Falleron. From it
comes death and destruction, and those that seek to use these powers must always
sacrifice more in the way of life then they receive through the shadow. Necromancy is at
its strongest when Annwyn is closest, and the undead creatures frequently feel strongest
as Annwyn reaches its zenith. When a mortal dies, the Annwyn reaches out and takes the
soul, drawing it into its realm to be consumed and broken down into raw magical energy,
which then, in turn, seeps out into the Shroud. For this reason the Annwyn serves a very
valuable, if tragic, purpose in keeping our world alive.
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Only undead creatures may life on Annwyn safely, all others must pay a terrible toll at
every moment, or be protected by sufficiently strong abjuration to keep the necrotic
energies at bay. Many forms of undead dwell in the Annwyn, created by the goddess
Morrigan, ruler of this realm, as a simulacrum of life to keep her company. The most
powerful of these are the Fallen Vampire, beings of intelligence which manage to live on
her realm. Many of the sanctuaries mortals find are operated by such creatures, often
desiring those they shelter to act as cattle for their consumption. The god Samhain also
dwells on this plane. This trickster god seeps out into the mortal plane at night to steal
away sources of life and light to bring back to his dark realm as prizes and delights for his
beloved Morrigan.

The Vault of Want is a terrible plane warded by mortal influence at nearly every time of
day. Located directly behind the Sun, it cannot be seen by mortal eyes and the secrets and
evils locked within have been well guarded by Tamberlain and Gien since the dawning of
the world. The Vault is a sealed world, blocked from entry from all save those who know
the key. Few have discovered the nature of the key, and those that have wreaked such
havoc upon Falleron that their knowledge was destroyed utterly each time to keep it from
falling into the wrong hands. Their writings, often mad rants of the power hungry and
homicidal, are all we have to describe the vault and what lies within. And from these, we
know it to be a vast, volcanic chamber filled with treasures uncounted. They describe
works of art, vast hordes of gold, libraries of hidden knowledge, and all manner of other
wonders perpetually being consumed by hungry flames and doused in the blood of those
who seek them.
It is unclear what magic might avail travelers to this realm, save that entry and exit is next
to impossible. Drawing entities out from the Vault requires vast energies, though entry is
considered substantially easier, if you are interested in a one way trip to eternal torment.
One would presume that radiant energy would be especially strong here, as the plane is
located adjacent to the Celestial Plane, but such things are only the conjectures of an old
man. Should you be foolish enough to try to reach the Vault of Want, I take no
responsibility in the efficacy of your prepared spell list.
One thing we know of the Vault of Want with absolute certainty is that it has many
inhabitants. Demonic, infernal entities remain trapped within, the most powerful of which
is the dreaded Chimera, a being of flame and fangs with an insatiable appetite for greed
and ruin. The Chimera, if loosed from the Vault, seeks only to satisfy its own pleasures
and to destroy all it touches. Lesser demonic entities, such as Succubi and Incubi, are
frequently called forth from this realm to serve the pleasures of the power-hungry and
foolish. Such pleasures and power they bring only sate the greed of their summoners for a
short time, and in time bring all around them into Ruin.
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The Abyss is another plane of great evil, though one far easier to find in the Shroud of
Peace. This realm lies visible in the sky in both day and night, remaining fixed above the
southern pole of Falleron. Its eerie green light marks the location where the only being to
ever pierce the shroud, The Fool, entered the world. While the shroud closed behind The
Fool, sealing him within our realms just as assuredly as the rest of us, it still weakened
the shroud slightly in this one place, and in the moment of the Fools passing, strange and
eldritch energies from beyond the shroud warped and altered the area around it. Over
time, this realm grew, altered by these forces, to become the Abyss, a realm of eternal
torment and pain. Portals between the Abyss and other planes are frequent, if actively
combatted by most of the other gods and goddesses after what became of Leviathan.
While not immediately lethal to those mortals who venture into the Abyss, existing on
this plane is suffering incarnate. While Annwyn slowly weakens you, The Abyss
strengthens and alters your form to become more susceptible to its influence and
energies. Transfiguration magic is powerful here, and those that wander into the realm
frequently become altered into horrific, bloated, pain filled beings more often resembling
sea-life than man. Pustules and plagues emerge from the land itself, bringing suffering to
those who get to close but never the release of death. Many spells rely upon these traits
and recklessly summon forces from the Abyss to the mortal plane for their own purposes,
most well known of which is the Black Tentacles spell.
The Abyss has many denizens, most of which are mortals or other beings of power who,
attracted by the strange green light of the plane, entered only to become corrupted by the
forces from beyond the Shroud. Such demonic, aberrant creatures seek only to bring pain
to others, so warped by the forces of the Abyss, and actively will enslave what mortals
they can to bring back to their realm for conversion. Most terrifying of these is the
Leviathan, once a god of another plane, enslaved and corrupted into a being of power for
the unknowable, destructive energies of the plane.

The Brumatory is a realm of scales and warmth amidst the dark heart of the northern
skies. Tied to the North Star, high above the northermost pole of Falleron, the Brumatory
is the home plane of dragons, from which most emerge throughout the year to roam the
other planes and to which they return to brumate in the cold winters. The plane itself at
first appears cold and bleak, a vast plane of ice lit only by the occasional plume of steam.
But beneath the ice lies a vast series of caves filled with everything a dormant dragon
needs to remain warm. Vast grottos of boiling water line caves lit by the warm lights of
lava flows serve as second homes to the various dragons of the world during the winter
months.
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A single mote of light shines out the ice with a warm red glow, marking the Northern Star
and giving it the ruby light so often referred to in songs and stories. This is the vast
Yulehall of Saint Claws, the Dragonqueen. The mother of all dragons, Saint Claws is
beloved not only by lizardfolk and dragons, but also by mortals alike as, once per year,
on Drakemas, she travels to Falleron on a sledge pulled by her nine-headed dragon to
give gifts to those who had not wronged her brood. Few know the sinister truth of these
gifts outside of the Faewild, as they are created by fae slaves imprisoned by her husband,
Krampus the Hunter, throughout the year.
For his part, Krampus is a great horned dragon that leads the wild hunt through the outer
planes. While he ignores the Mortal Plane, the Faewild is one of his prime hunting
grounds where he chases after all fae he comes across, giving them two options: join the
hunt and become his horrific hounds, or be captured and brought to Yulehall to forge
trinkets and toys for the mortal plane until the next Drakemas. This day is celebrated on
the Faewild only as Noelf, for by the end of the night there are no elves enslaved on
Brumatory. This peace is short lived, as the next morning the Hunt begins anew, and the
dragons return to the mortal plane.

Pocket Dimensions & Other Planes exist in a great number, too many to count with
mortal eyes in a lifetime, but their powers and influence on the Mortal Plane are weak
compared to these other great planes. Some exist with a specific form or reflection, some
are merely minor realms filled with minor beings. Many have god-like beings that simply
do not care about the Mortal Plane, still others have their own desires and troubles
beyond all of these.
Many minor planes or locations on the vast Shroud are altered into temporary planes by
those with the ability and power to create them. From lesser pockets of space used to
expand a Bag of Holding’s storage to temporary bubbles of shelter for the spellcaster onthe-go, such temporary planes are frequent and almost common. But be warned! You are
still on the shroud, and if your pocket of space is too close to another plane, it is possible
for those beyond to influence or reach through your portal.

THE DEITIES
The ritual spells available for each god may be taken by any spellcaster when they gain a
spell of the approximate level and may be considered as part of an adherent’s available
spell list if they would otherwise get all spells of their class. They may also be selected
when gaining spells through a feat such as Magic Initiate or Ritual Caster, if the spell is
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the appropriate level. If so chosen, you may pick INT, WIS, or CHA to be your
spellcasting requirement for this spell.
The gods are jealous, and require those that use their rituals to follow their tenants in
order to be successful. More than one ritual may be chosen with GM permission and a
solid rationale for both gods allowing their blessings.
Unless mentioned in the spell, these spells may be cast whenever you know the spell and
have an available spell slot at that level. Casting these spells does not cost this spell slot
if you cast it as a ritual, but does require it to be available to prove you are not magically
exhausted. Some spells have different cast times for true casting or ritual casting (if so,
you will find it noted on the spell).
Each time a caster completes one of these rituals, they gain increasing attention from the
God or Goddess they are honoring. Should their actions not live up to the divine tenants
of that god their powers may be blocked and/or the ritual may no longer work.

Alethia
Recommended domain: Strength
The strongest being of power is arguably Alethia, goddess of Order, Honor, and
Competition. From her throne on the Elemental Plane her influence spreads as she
demands obedience, order, and structure from those who follow her. Alethia typically
manifests as a female giant made of stone clad in a simple tunic that reveals the strength
of her legs and arms. Her symbol is the crown she wears, spiked and bladed, serving as a
symbol of power and strength.
Alethia demands order and structure and her domain on the Elemental Plane is one of
diamond and stone. Firm, uncaring, and orderly. When her influence is felt on mortal
affairs, it is always to bring order through strength. Many nobles claim her favor as the
divine right to rule. Many forms of sport call upon her guidance for glory and victory, as
do most armies on the cusp of battle. Those who assert their power and back it up with
direct strength earn her favor, while those who rely upon secrecy and subversion earn her
ire.
Followers of Alethia obey the following tenants:
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Might makes Right.
Order must always triumph over Chaos, no matter the cost.
An honorable competition won grants the greatest glory.
Alethia enjoys a wide range of followers, second only to Tamberlain, and their rituals and
holidays vary across the Mortal Plane and beyond. The Summer Solstice is her most holy
of days, and upon this date she demands her followers compete in tests of strength. While
the exact test varies by culture and location, all are usually athletic competitions.
Followers of Alethia come in many forms, but tend to be dogmatic and ritualistic in
nature, preferring to worship in elaborately constructed halls with large congregations.
Organizations that seek Alethia for patronage are frequently those already in power and
wanting to keep it that way, including noble houses, armies, and those who value
physical strength over all else.
Alethia’s Ritual: Circle of Law
1st-level evocation (ritual)
Casting Time: 10 minutes (Ritual: 1 hour)
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (a circle made of stones at least 15ft in diameter, and at least two
additional willing entities)
Duration: Instantaneous
You call upon Alethia’s favor to resolve a dispute in a trial of combat. Upon calling for
her favor, you may pull two willing entities into the stone circle, placing them at opposite
ends from each other. Upon speaking Alethia’s praise and removing yourself from the
Circle of Law, a shield develops that traps those within.
The two willing subjects within the sphere remain trapped inside the ring until one is
reduced to 0 hp. Attacks and entities cannot pass through the shield (for example, a
fireball will not pass beyond the ring but instead explode upon reaching it), but air, water,
and natural effects of the terrain remain as usual. All attacks made by the two willing
targets are nonlethal while the Circle of Law is in effect.
Upon reducing their opponent to 0 HP, the effects within the ring dissipate. The
victorious entity gains a point of inspiration for the next 24 hours and is considered
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absolved of whatever crime or correct in whatever argument initiated the Circle of Law.
The failed entity gains a level of exhaustion and is reduced to 1 hp.

Aligan Demigods
Recommended warlock patron: the Hexblade
In a time long forgotten to most mortals, the Giants dominated the material plane.
Cunning, cruel, and powerful, these beings sought to control and enslave all other mortal
beings under their sinister soul magics. Mastering the ability to sever souls from the
bodies of mortal beings and trap them in the Astral Plane, they created horrific tools and
weapons powered by tormented souls unable to pass on to oblivion through the Annwyn.
The most powerful mages of this era bound massive numbers of souls to themselves,
becoming amalgamations of vast spiritual and physical power, growing in size and
strength to become as titans upon the world of Falleron. Many tales are told of how their
soul-powers grew to rival that of the gods themselves before, seemingly overnight, the
Aligan culture vanished from the world. In their absence, the other enslaved mortal races
were freed from their control and tore down their cities and strongholds, leaving them
lost to history in all but the wildest corners of the world.
But while the ultimate fate of the Aligans remains a mystery to us, their influence
occasionally returns to haunt the present. Even thousands of years after their fall, the
most powerful Aligan demigods appear in the form of weapons, armor, and tools of
insane power and cruel sentience. Most often found in the form of cruel, intelligent
weapons that feed upon the lifeforce of others, these demigods managed to obtain
immortality at the cost of their own physical agency. Many such weapons have been
found over the years, nearly all of which seek to possess and wear away at the minds of
their wielders. Their promise tends to remain the same: offers of power and the secrets of
immortality.
Followers of Aligan Demigods obey a wide range of tenants and rituals, most of which
revolve around seeking immortality and feeding the item possessed by the demigod.
Cults surrounding Aligan Demigods have a habit of sacrificing themselves in bloody and
ultimately futile attempts to gain immortality, usually having been promised secret
knowledge by the demigod and, in performing their strange rituals, instead simply drew
their own souls from their body to feed and empower the demigod. A rare few with
power and wisdom manage to overpower these demigods and bend their powers for their
own. Such practitioners are rare, and to be feared.
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The Aligan Ritual: Soul Binding
4th-level necromancy (ritual)
Casting Time: 1 hour (Ritual: 3 hours)
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (weapon, trinket, tool, or piece of armor)
Duration: Instantaneous
As a ritual over an hour, you may summon forth a great amount of spiritual energy to
bind your soul to an object. This object may be anything, though in most cases it is a
piece of equipment, a weapon, a tool, or armor attached to your person. Over the course
of the ritual, you must make three death saves as your soul is pulled from your body. Use
the same rules as rolling death saves and apply any bonuses or penalties you have to these
rolls. Once begun, you may not stop the ritual regardless of the results of the save
As you bind your soul to the item, each successful death save transfers your soul energy
to the item, while each failed save causes your soul to be drained away into the Annwyn
to be destroyed. Should you succeed in two or more of your death saving throws, you
become weakened but successfully have bound your soul to the item. You take a -3
Constitution penalty per failed save as your body and soul have been fragmented, but so
long as your item exists you may continue to live. Should you fail in your death saving
throw but succeed in one or more save, a fragment of your soul remains in the weapon
but you die in the process. Should you fail at all of your saves, your soul is not transferred
and you die instantly.
Should you have succeeded and are later killed, or should you have failed your death
saving throw with one or more success, your consciousness will remain active in the
weapon for a number of years equal to 10x the number of successful saves you
accomplished. Your soul operates as a Hexblade patron would for those who would hold
you, and upon being picked up for the first time you may make a contested Wisdom save
to attempt to dominate the wielder of your item. You gain a +1 bonus to this roll equal to
the amount of successful death saving throws you rolled. If successful, you now control
the creature that picked you up with their first three levels (at minimum) devoted to the
Hexblade warlock subclass. Should the weapon be removed from the possessed creature
for longer than 24 hours, you lose this control. Once resisted, you may not attempt to
possess the same creature again.
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Should the item you are possessing be destroyed your soul is released to fall into the
Annwyn and be destroyed.

Amalas
Recommended domain: Zeal
Recommended warlock patron: the Celestial
Goddess of righteous war, revenge, and the downtrodden, Amalas is unique amongst the
beings of power in that she was born a mortal woman on the material plane. Elevated
through a combination of bravery and luck, her life spent fighting those who would
oppress the weak led her to inadvertently acquire a fragment of Compassion’s power.
Thrust into goddesshood abruptly, she initially used her power to smite her foes and rally
those she had fought with to victory. Over time, however, she has increasingly withdrawn
from direct conflict on the mortal plane, instead guiding her adherents from a distance
rather than smiting those who oppose her directly. Amalas typically manifests as her form
in life, a human female, but wreathed in golden flames and light. Her symbol is the
radiant fist.
Amalas reaches out to the poor and downtrodden, those who are wrongfully oppressed
and empowers them to strike back at their oppressors. Righteous vengeance is a
considerable part of her tenants of faith, and she blesses the weakest seeking to avenge,
restore, and protect their fellow downtrodden over all others. Under her embrace, the
frailest peasant child might become a mighty crusader, and woe to those who would stand
in their way. The rebellious, the poor, and those yearning for freedom from tyranny cry
out to Amalas for justice, and with her might she sees it done.
Followers of Amalas obey the following tenants:




Evil must be destroyed.
The pursuit of righteous vengeance is only secondary to protecting your fellow
downtrodden.
Freedom is a right for all, and must be earned at the tip of the sword.
Amalas has relatively few followers, both due to the recent nature of her ascension to
goddesshood and due to the fear of her power leading many ruling authorities to stamp
out the cults of her followers wherever they can be found. Worshippers of Amalas tend to
be secret orders and societies, often hidden inside the temples of other faiths (Especially
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Tamberlain) where they can help the poor while preparing for their violent crusades for
equality and vengeance. Only in the human nations of Kernaugh and Meridia is she
openly worshipped. The first full-moon of Spring is her holy day, the day she rose to
power on the bloody battlefields of Kernaugh and triumphed over the enemies of her
people.
Amalas’s Ritual: Rite of Vengeance
1st-level evocation (ritual)
Casting Time: 10 minutes (Ritual: 1 hour)
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (a bowl and an object belonging to the oppressed or symbol
representing the target of the rite)
Duration: Instantaneous
You swear an oath of vengeance against an oppressive or destructive force that has done
you, or those you are championing, a great wrong. Over an hour you burn the object
belonging to the person slain or wronged, or a symbolic representation (such as a flag,
picture, etc.) of the oppressor, calling out to Amalas to empower you to avenge the
wrongs committed. When complete, you may treat the subject of your ire as an evil or
undead entity for the subjects of spells and abilities you control.
The target of this spell must be specific to the context of the rite. A burned down house
would not justify the empowerment against all humans, for example, but could justify a
bandit leader and his minions. Once cast, you may not commit another Rite of Vengeance
until the subjects of your ire are destroyed or defeated in a way that satisfies the harmed
party. Common other uses might be to burn the doll of a murdered child to swear
vengeance on the murderer or the flag of an oppressive lord to overthrow his unjust rule.

Auberon
Recommended domains: Arcane, Knowledge
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God of magic, knowledge, and secrecy, Auberon governs the Winter Court of the
Faewild, and from his throne he reveals and hides knowledge as he sees fit. Auberon
seeks out those who seek answers and knowledge for their own sake, and communicates
and manipulates those who devote their lives and make great sacrifices in seeking
knowledge, regardless of what knowledge is sought. He also empowers those that keep
secret arcana in his name and is a jealous guardian of his knowledge. His eye watches
over the studious, the experimental, and secret societies of all kinds. He is typically
manifested as an all-seeing eye, which is also his symbol, and rarely takes material form.
He occasionally is depicted as a closed eye, representing the secrecy he demands of his
followers.
Auberon typically waits until called upon for knowledge, and he will rarely grant such
knowledge freely, instead his guidance comes in an exchange, giving up the knowledge
and memories of something precious for equally precious knowledge. Auberon’s
guidance is not always good, in many cases he will grant harmful or destructive
knowledge. Morality is simply not a factor to him. The pursuit and trade of knowledge is
all he cares for. He favors scholars, arcane casters, and those who would keep secrets
over all others.
Followers of Auberon obey the following tenants:




Knowledge must have a price, and the price is dear.
The price of knowledge is always worth it.
Knowledge, once gained, must be hoarded in secret.
Auberon has a vast host of followers on the Faewild, as his manifestation of the great eye
rests at the center of the Winter Court. Beyond the Faewild, many wizards call for his
name for inspiration and, occasionally, for guidance. Those the price of such guidance is
great. Auberon has no holiday in which he is worshipped, through libraries, schools, and
secret societies frequently invoke his blessing upon opening or calling a meeting to order.
A follower of Auberon is as likely to be a curious professor as an amoral mad genius,
leading many to be suspicious of his followers.
Auberon’s Ritual: Broker Information
2nd-level divination (ritual)
Casting Time: 10 minutes (Ritual: 1 hour)
Range: Touch
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Components: V, S, M (chalk to make a magic circle with an eye at the center, a blank
book, solitude)
Duration: Instantaneous
Castable only when truly in solitude, with no other person able to see or hear you during
the hour of the ritual, you open a blank book and recite a secret arcane incantation to call
upon Auberon, writing down a question you seek an answer to. The question must be
specific, and answerable with one word. Over the hour of the ritual, the book opens and
flips rapidly through the pages, impossibly flipping through what seems like an infinite
amount of pages. At the conclusion of the ritual, the book stops at one page at random.
On that page will be the price of the knowledge you seek (such as remembering where
you are, the flavor of strawberries, or all of your memories of a loved one) with the
severity equivalent to how powerful the knowledge is. You may choose to close the book
at this time, ending the ritual, or place a drop of your blood upon the page, accepting the
cost. In either case, upon accepting or concluding the book burns away to nothing in
violet flames. If you accepted the bargain, upon completion of the book burning you gain
the knowledge you seek and loose the price you paid.
Upon completing the ritual, you may not ask another question for 24 hours.

Chimera
Recommended warlock patron: Fiend
The god-like demon of the Vault of Want, the Chimera is a being of flame and shadow. It
is a creature who knows only greed and ruin, seeking to possess or consume all it can
and, then, destroy or decay whatever it has until nothing remains. Unlike Morrigan, who
destroys as part of the natural cycle of life and death, the Chimera is jealous and greedy
and destroys for the joy of it. True to his nature, his symbol is an uncontrolled flame from
which horrific maws snap hungrily. His manifestation is varied, and is usually assumed to
be a massive, multi-headed monster of fire and smoke, but just as often he has been
known to appear as a friendly mortal, all too eager to prey on the appetites of mortal
beings.
The Chimera’s motivations are obscured to us, but his behavior is rather well documented
from the handful of times he has managed to escape from the Vault of Want to ravage the
Mortal Plane. He seeks only to consume and bring to ruin all he can. War, famine, terror,
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and greed follow him like loyal hounds, and those willing to spread these things gain
what might be considered his favor, were it not the fact that such power frequently
corrupts those that gain it to become demonic slaves to his will.
Followers of the Chimera obey the following tenants:




Destroy everything!
Consume voraciously and indiscriminately!
Bring all into ruination!
Followers of the Chimera are typically those driven mad by greed and desire to the extent
that they are willing to sacrifice their humanity itself to gain their ambitions. Many of
these are tricked or betrayed into the Chimera’s service, frequently by summoning lesser
denizens of the Vault of Want such as Succubus or Incubus. Followers on the Mortal
Plane, and beyond, tend to be in hedonistic and self destructive cults that, when revealed
to the wider world, are usually stamped out before they can become a serious problem.
But every now and then one manages to gain enough power to call forth a vast amount of
demonic power and brings great ruination to their world. The Chimera holds no holiday
as special, but instead demands his followers demean and interfere with the holidays of
the other gods, especially Tamberlain and Gien.
Chimera’s Ritual: Demonic Possession
1st-level transmutation (ritual)
Casting Time: 10 minutes (Ritual: 1 hour)
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (a stone cup filled with freely given blood)
Duration: Instantaneous
Over an hour you may offer blood, yours or that of a willing entity, to the Chimera in
exchange for power. At the end of the one hour ritual, the stone cup filled with blood
catches fire and produces a living smoke which seeks out the source of the blood. Upon
finding the source, the smoke forces its way into the creature’s lungs causing great pain
and a terrible transformation over one minute. The creature takes on a different,
deformed, and somehow more cruel appearance for the next 24 hours that is
unrecognisable to all but those who know the person closely. Whenever the creature
makes an intimidate skill check, or any saving throw, it can roll a d4 and add the number
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rolled to the check or save. Each time this is used, the creature becomes more horrific and
deformed looking (their skin becoming oily or beginning to slough, their hair slowly
falling out, teeth sharpening to a point, etc.). At the end of the 24 hours, the creatures
reverts to normal, loses a single health point (permanently), and gains two levels of
exhaustion. You may only grant this benefit to one target at a time.

Compassion
Recommended domain: Life
When Peace fell into slumber inside the Astral Plane, a part of her dreaming mind was
aware of the existence of the Fool in the vast empty space surrounding her. It watched
this poor creature suffer in pain and loneliness for eons, until finally a fragment of her
power manifested as a separate creature: Compassion. True to her name, Compassion
cared solely for others and used her power to make the Fool’s life more safe and
comfortable. She used her great powers to create and order the fragments of planes
around Peace so that The Fool would have constants to survive within. She created the
flow of life and death so that the world could flourish for the Fool, and in doing so came
to care for the new forms of life that emerged from the plane that would come to be
known as Falleron. But at each stage, despite her immense divine power, her mind
became fragmented. If she managed the flow of life and death, she would be too busy to
see to the needs of the Fool. So she split her power again, giving life to Gien and
Morrigan to manage life and death. And so this pattern continued, with Compassion
slowly chipping away at her own power and thus creating the other gods and goddesses
so that she could stay with The Fool. In time, she came to have nearly no power left,
having split it in so many fragments that she was, herself, little more than the mortals she
helped create.
In time, some of these mortals sought to control her power for themselves, leading to a
great tragedy that nearly destroyed the mortal plane. In the end, Compassion split away
her home from the mainland of Falleron and enabled it to wander the seas with the last of
her power, raising a mist that would allow any on the island to leave, but prevent any
from being able to enter. This was meant as a means to keep away those mortals that
would abuse her, but it had a terrible consequence. For in making this, her power became
so spent that she lost all memory of who she was. She then began walking the world as a
mortal, inadvertently leaving the shelter she made for herself and setting off across a halfremembered world. It is said that, to this day, she and the Fool still seek each other,
though it is unclear if she will remember him should they meet. For this reason,
Compassion’s symbol is a heart, half-filled and half-empty, representing her fragmented
power and memory.
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Followers of Compassion obey the following tenants:




Selfless giving to others enriches us all.
Love is precious and should be sought.
We are the legacy of what we leave behind.
Compassion is worshiped in some form by many, though as a positive or negative deity
depends upon their point of view. Most see Compassion as a goddess that was willing to
give up everything for pure, selfless love. Others see her as someone taken advantage of,
robbed of her powers by others and left destitute and mad for her troubles. While all
attribute the current world to her powers, she is a divisive character in many religions.
With the Fool, she lends her power to the Lovers Wayshrines, common features around
the realms of the mortal plane where one can find safety and solace from the wild nature
of the world. Some of these shrines have itinerant clerics to Compassion that tend them in
their travels, but it is rare for a follower of Compassion to stay in one place for long.
While she has no official holiday, her name is often invoked at weddings, gift-giving
celebrations, and coming of age ceremonies.
Compassion’s Ritual: Gift of Heart
1st-level evocation (ritual)
Casting Time: Instantaneous (Ritual: 10 minutes)
Range: Touch
Components: V, S
Duration: Instantaneous
You lay your hands upon a wounded person, praying to give your blessing of life to the
target. Over course of the hour, you slowly begin to glow with an increasingly bright
light, until at the end of the hour your lifeforce has been gathered. At this point, your pass
your life onto the target, along with the glow effect, leaving yourself weakened. Take the
maximum value of one of your remaining hit dice and add your spellcasting ability
modifier. Your target gains this total in hit points and you lose hit points equal to your
spellcasting ability modifier. If cast as a ritual, you may only cast this as a 1st level spell
and you lose the hit die from your pool.
Healing from Gift of Heart may be used on constructs, undead, and other creatures that
otherwise would not be able to receive magical healing without penalties.
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At Higher Levels: When you cast this spell using a spell slot of 2nd level or higher, you
may multiply the total healing provided by the level of the spell. If you do, you gain a
level of exhaustion for each spell level above 1st-level that you cast the spell (for
example, casting this spell as a 5th-level spell would cause you to gain 4 levels of
exhaustion). If this would cause death, instead you are rendered unconscious at 1 hit point
and lose your memories from the last 1d12 months.

Draug
Recommended domains: Death, Grave
Recommended warlock patron: the Undying
Draug is fear, doubt, the nightmare that does not end. Where he walks, suffering follows.
Where he speaks, all succumb to despair. Draug is a being that knows no single plane,
and walks the realms and planes of Falleron aimlessly until a single point of light or hope
dares challenge him. From that point onward, he will remain fixed in opposition to the
challenge until all light is extinguished and all hope falls to dust. None know his face or
appearance, as all who see him fall so horribly into fear that no sensible answer remains.
Only one set of words are repeated by those who are calmed sufficiently to recall their
experiences: Stone face, stone heart, all things come apart.
Draug is a demon who serves no function in this cosmos aside from its aim to bring
doubt, despair, and fear. Born of Morrigan and Samhain in their attempts to bring new
life from their domain of death, instead they gave birth to a stillborn monstrosity that
brought both such horror that they were unable to look away from it for millennia. Only
with the aid of the Fool were they released from Draug’s spell of horror, a feat that Draug
still holds against the Fool to this day. There is no creature Draug hates more than the
Fool, and most times his minions appear it is to bring terrible vengeance upon the
trickster god and his people. Such followers of Draug have no fear of others, for what
could be more terrible than fear incarnate? They have been known to attack in waves,
allowing themselves to be cut down in the thousands rather than break upon a superior
force. Many of Draug’s followers are necromancer, raising their fallen brethren in their
unceasing and terrible march against whatever their god opposes at the moment.
Followers of Draug obey the following tenants:



No hope may survive our terror.
No fear is greater than our lord.
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The Fool must be destroyed.
Followers of Draug are rare, and usually gather in swarm-like locations to support their
lord’s goals. Driven by terrible nightmare messages from their demon lord, they gather to
do his bidding- even if that bidding is to run aimlessly into death to weaken the hope of
others. In recent times, followers of Draug have been seen most notably in the northern
realms of Revalia, where they have sacked the realm of Melokia and have slowly
marched east across the continent, seeking to destroy the city and people of Revalia for
daring to oppose his terror. The war between Draug’s followers and the Knights of
Revalia has ebbed and flowed for years, but most recently their cultists managed to enter
the city itself and almost reduced the beacon of hope in the north to ruins. Only the timely
arrival of a small group of Boarhardt Mercenaries turned the tide on their sinister plot to
overthrow the city from within.
Draug’s Ritual: Mask of Terror
3rd-level necromancy (ritual)
Casting Time: 10 minutes (Ritual: 1 hour)
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (a humanoid skill, a handful of chalk, a drop of humanoid blood)
Duration: Up to 12 hours
Over ten minutes (or an hour as a ritual), you create a mask that inspires fear in all who
behold it. So long as you are wearing this mask and are conscious, over the next 12 hours
you gain the following effects:
Each non-undead creature within 60 feet of you that can see the mask must succeed on a
DC13 Wisdom saving throw or be frightened for 1 minute. A frightened target can repeat
the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the frightened condition on itself
on a success. If a target’s saving throw is successful or the effect ends for it, the target is
immune to this mask for the next 24 hours. Whenever you successfully succeed at
causing this fear on a target, you take 1d4 psychic damage as you channel Draug’s
terrible power to the area around you.
Should you fall unconscious while wearing the mask, your fall shatters the mask,
rendering it unusable and releasing all targets affected by it immediately.
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The Fool
Recommended paladin oath: the Fool’s Oath
Note: The Fool does not have the ability to grant divine powers.
The Fool is the great mystery, a wandering trickster whose existence is beyond our
arcane reasoning. The Fool came from beyond the shroud in a time before reckoning, and
is the only being in our realm that is not formed by the powers of Peace and Compassion.
Some say that The Fool is a sinister entity, seeking to corrupt and destroy Peace from
within. Others say he is a great blessing, having tricked Peace and Compassion into
creating all that is and will be within the Shroud. Still others claim the Fool is but a being
akin to the mortals of today, trapped within the Shroud as some form of punishment for
his sins beyond. Regardless of which of these you believe, what we do know for certain is
that, unlike most of the gods, the Fool always has a corporeal form and walks across the
planes as you or I might. In his travels he has been known to be an instigator of change, a
merchant of the magical and fantastical, a guide to the lost, and a passive observer of
mortal dealings. His symbol is a staff, and his mortal form is known to be that of a man
of middle age, with an unusually young looking face and a shock of snow white hair.
Unlike the other gods and goddesses, the Fool seems to have no ability to grant divine
favor or blessings. His consciousness is limited to his current location, and while he does
have a knack for showing up in the right place at the right time which borders on
uncanny, he cannot be channeled or summoned by others. He appears to be immune to
most forms of magic, unless he chooses to allow it, and is completely immune to death or
dismemberment. If cut, stabbed, or suffers other forms of damage, he will regenerate
within seconds of the damage being inflicted. Stories tell that he still feels pain, but
cannot die. It is said that he appears blurry on the Ethereal plane, and when on the Astral
plane he functions and acts precisely the same as anywhere else.
In behavior, the Fool is a culture hero who first awakened Peace in the time before
reckoning. In the vast void within the Shroud, he tricked Peace into demonstrating her
powers. First to create the planes, then the Sun, Moon, and Annwyn, and finally to create
Falleron itself. Then, with these great works finished, the Fool challenged Peace to
overcome time itself, leading her to fall dormant within the Astral plane. In the time that
followed, the Fool suffered in the vast, empty expanses within the Shroud until Peace
became increasingly distracted by his pain. From Peace emerged a fragment of her
power, the goddess Compassion, who walked with the Fool in the void and, together they
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created the other gods and goddesses, the beginnings of life and magic, and (if stories are
to be believed) the first humans.
Culturally, the Fool and Compassion are known as the Lovers, and their love story echoes
throughout most cultures as a great give and take. To please the Fool, Compassion
eventually gave away all of her powers in creating the other gods, eventually becoming
trapped and powerless on the wandering island of Crealochel. Realizing how much she
gave for him, the Fool sought the powers of every god and goddess to find Compassion
again once again be with her. This great epic is told in most nations, and the story
generally entails the Fool constantly wandering the earth on errands provided by the gods
and goddesses to gain minor powers and blessings needed to reunite him with his one
true love: Compassion. In some stories, he tricks his way to success with great cunning.
In others, with simple love and kindness that frequently has him taken advantage of.
While the Fool does not grant boons or favors, he does have a history of taking
apprentices on his journeys to learn from his haphazard cunning. These paladins follow
the Fool’s Oath, a nomadic lifestyle devoted to storytelling and wanderlust.
Followers of the Fool’s Oath obey the following tenants:






Seek not riches, power, prestige, nor fame.
Explore the unknown. Ask questions. Seek new experiences and relish in their results,
good or bad. After all, the worst failures often make the best stories.
Share what you can with others, as you never know who you will meet upon the road.
Nothing remains forever, and neither should you.
If you find love, cherish it above all else.
The most common followers of The Fool are nomads and traveling merchants, taking his
travels to heart as they pass through the world seeking new experiences rather than
wealth or power. Wayshrines devoted to the Fool and Compassion, known as Lovers
Wayshrines, are found in most settlements and are considered holy sites for those who
seek to pledge themselves to their lovers. While the Fool has no holy day, he is invoked
at weddings, country fairs, and in games of chance.
The Fool’s Ritual: Travel Guide
Cantrip
Casting Time: 10 seconds
Range: Touch
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Components: V, S, M (a staff, stick, or other wooden object)
Duration: Instantaneous
You call upon the Fool to guide you to a location of safety, taking a staff, stick, or other
object and standing it on a level area. You then may choose to spin the staff, having it fall
in a random direction determined by a d8 (with 1 being north, 2 being northeast, 3 being
east, etc.). You may choose to interpret this result as you wish. As you do this, the GM
also rolls a d2 to determine if you get a useful hunch from the direction (with the possible
hunches being a good feeling, a bad feeling, or nothing at all). If the GM rolls a 2, they
describe the direction accurately. If they roll a 1, they may choose one of these as desired.
After casting Travel Guide, the effects of the cantrip last for one hour before it may be
cast again.

Gein
Recommended domains: Nature, Life
Goddess of life and nature, Gein is revered across the Mortal Plane and beyond by any
who hold a close relationship with the plants and animals. From her home on the
Celestial Plane she shines down to enrich the natural places of the world. Gein appears in
many forms, most frequently as unusually large or colorful plantfolk, beasts, or werefolk,
but always as a beautiful and always female. Her symbol is a crossed leaf and feather,
representing her beloved children. She is frequently worshiped along with her spouse, the
god Tamberlain, in many realms of the mortal plane.
Gein seeds life across all planes, and in her footsteps plants sprout with impossible vigor.
Her touch heals and grows and transforms animals and plants into Plantfolk and
Werefolk, and both of these races consider her their mother. She favors those who are
close to the land, most notably druids, but also those who make their living through the
balance of nature. Farmers and ranchers who treat their fields and herds with respect and
kindness gain her blessing, while those who senselessly kill or destroy nature and animals
draw her ire. As a fertility goddess, she also favors those seeking to spread life in all of its
forms.
Followers of Gein obey the following tenants:



Respect life in all of it’s forms.
Understand that there is a balance between the hunter and prey.
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Be fruitful and multiply.
Gein is widely venerated and worshipped, especially in agricultural and isolated
communities. All werefolk and plantfolk treat her as their mother goddess, and many
human, clont, and fae venerate her as the protector of crops and livestock. Gein’s favored
holiday is the East Star Day, also known as the spring equinox. On this day she grants
blessings to those who honor the land and, in many cultures, it is an especially honored
night for the conceiving of children. While few major temples or dogmatic faiths exist for
Gein, there are many isolated covens and circles of hedge witches, farmers, and druids
that perform her rites in the wild places of the world.
Gein’s Ritual: Sowing Shelter
1st-level conjuration (ritual)
Casting Time: 10 minutes (Ritual: 1 hour)
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (a handful of living seeds, one other person)
Duration: Instantaneous
You and your partner perform a simple, instinctual dance over one hour, scattering a ring
of living seeds around you as you do. As you do so, the seeds instantly begin to sprout
and, over an hour, slowly surround you and your partner in a 10ft circle of plants of the
type of seed you used. At the end of the hour, the plants form a dome completely
overhead, leaving you the 10ft circle in the center.
Inside this circle is comfortable and lit with a soft, green glow. The atmosphere inside the
space is comfortable and dry, and the ground becomes covered in a soft, comfortable
moss, regardless of the weather outside. Creatures can neither hear, nor see, through the
walls of the chamber and those attempting to enter from the outside must break through
the walls of plant matter, which have 10AC and 50HP. One or both of you may choose to
release the sphere of plants, but upon doing so it causes the plants to retract in all
directions, becoming a simple ring of sprouted seedlings of the type you planted that may
be passed through freely.
No more, or less, than two people may be inside a Sowing Sphere in order for the spell to
succeed. If more targets are within the ring at the completion of the hour, the spell fails
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and the plants revert to a simple ring of sprouted seedlings. The Sowing Sphere may last
a total of 4 hours, after which the crops revert to seedlings.

The Great Clont
Recommended domain: Solidarity
The Great Clont is a powerful amalgamation of the souls bound to the Astral Plane that
watch over the Clont people. Formed of the separated souls of each of the Great Clont,
the powerful spiritual and warrior leaders of the Clontfolk, The Great Clont reaches out
to each of their people to guide and support them as they wander the world of Falleron.
The Great Clont is a god of community and sacrifice, and each soul joined to it gives up
the possibility of death or release to instead provide eternal service to their people. The
symbol of the Great Clont is a pair of hands clasped together, representing the living and
the departed connecting. When the Great Clont manifests, it is almost always as a ghostly
vision of one specific Clontish ruler of ancient times arriving to provide aid and
enlightenment.
While god-like in power, this being is of mortal creation by the ancient Aligan people,
whose soul-magics nearly destroyed the world in ancient times. While their cousins, the
Giants, were trapping souls, many of which were Clont, eternally in weapons and tools to
power their vast empires, the Clont saw the damage this system was doing to the world.
Instead, they drew upon their forbidden magics to bind the souls of their leaders,
willingly, together to guide their people through the eras that would follow. Each
generation one Clont would be nominated as the Great Clont, always a person of great
heroism, knowledge, wisdom, or valor. In life they would serve as the leader of their
people, and, upon death, rites would be bound to keep their soul bound to the Great
Clont. Thus, each generation the guardian spirit of the Clont grew wiser and more
powerful, until it became the powerful guardian it is today. The Great Clont occasionally
manifests in many ways, sometimes bound to a weapon or tool for the aid of their people,
sometimes in powerful spiritual guardians that walk beside the Clont and guide them on
their journey. They only favor their people, however, and other mortal races and
divinities have no ability to draw upon this force.
Followers of The Great Clont obey the following tenants:




Life a life worth remembering.
Aid and protect your fellow Clont.
Tolerate no Aligan soul‐weapons to remain whole.
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Most Clont revere the Great Clont in some form or another, and while piety varies
between the individual Clont, nearly all respect and honor the commitment of those who
choose to give their lives in support of their people. Despite this, there are few holy
places for The Great Clont. One is the Hall of Memories where the Great Clont is
sanctified to join the ancestor spirit. The other is the Grandfather Mountain, upon which
the Great Clont was first forged in ancient times. Otherwise, the connection to the Great
Clont is a personal rite between each Clont and their guardian spirit and is rarely spoken
of at length with outsiders. The sacred holiday of the Great Clont is the Shadow Eclipse,
when the Moon passed before the Shadow of Annwyn, reflecting back the necrotic
energies that draw the souls of the dying to be destroyed. Only occurring once a
generation, it is on this night that the rite to bind a soul to the Great Clont may be
successfully completed. Of course, this means the Great Clont of that generation must
live to see that night, and must be freed of their mortal form by the end of the eclypse to
join the Great Clont.
The Great Clont’s Ritual: Ancestor Medium
3rd-level conjuration (ritual)
Casting Time: 10 minutes (Ritual: 1 hour)
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (a lit stick of incense)
Duration: Instantaneous
In a meditative ritual lasting one hour, a Clont may call upon one of the Great Clont of
ancient times to imbue them with power. At the start of the ritual, the Clont lights the
incense and calls upon one ancestor of power, choosing which type of guidance they are
seeking (corresponding to the six ability scores of Strength, Dexterity, Constitution,
Intelligence, Wisdom, or Charisma). After an hour of uninterrupted meditation the spirit
appears and possess the Clont, providing them with a range of effects.
While possessed, the Clont gains proficiency in the saving throw associated with the
spirit’s nature. They also gain an unfiltered connection to that spirit, with it constantly
speaking and commenting upon their actions based upon their nature (a wise spirit might
offer advice, while a strong spirit might urge them to charge the enemy, while a spirit of
constitution might urge the Clont to drink and eat to excess, etc.). In addition, the Clont
may use their Ancestor’s Guidance ability a number of times equal to their ability score
modifier associated with the spirit (minimum 1). If the Clont summons a spirit guardian
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or other celestial, fae, or infernal creature as part of a spell or ability, instead the ability
summons that Clont Spirit from their body (use the base statistics as defined in the spell).
Treat the creature as a Clont for terms of resistances and effects.
This effect ends if the Clont is knocked unconscious, when the summoned creature is
destroyed or dispelled, or 24 hours pass, whichever comes first.

Krampus
Recommended warlock patron: the Archfae
Recommended domains: Nature
Krampus, the Horned God, is the ruler of the wild hunt. Unpredictable and fierce, he
charges forth at the center of his great host driving and directing the wild hunt as they
pursue any and everything in their path. Krampus manifests as a satyr-like, large, hairy
human with great fangs and antlers. His symbol is most frequently an antlered skull, often
from a deer, and frequently placed upon a tree or staff.
Krampus is a hunter god, and his behavior for most of the year is to lead a great hunt that
crosses between planes. Anything it comes across it chased down as part of the hunt,
giving those who are caught two options: be captured as prey or join in on the hunt as one
of Krampus’s hounds. Those that join remain in a state of limbo, aware of their actions
but transfigured into great mossy hounds that run with his hunt. They remain in this state
until the first snow of winter, when the Wild Hunt ends, and they find themselves
released from his control in the spot they were originally found, slowly reverting from
hound to their native form over 24 hours. Those who joined the hunt are forever marked
by it, frequently with glowing green eyes that resemble those of a predator to all around
them. Those prey captured are brought to his home plane of the Brumatory. Over a time
at the Yulehall, the hounds slowly revert to their former selves and, upon the night of the
winter solstice, they become enslaved to work in Saint Claws’ workshop for one year,
crafting toys for her annual ride across the planes. After a year, they too are freed, on the
Winter Solstice, returning to the place they were captured with no memory of what
happened to them. The hunt passes over children, ignoring them as a favor to Krampus’s
spouse, Saint Claws. Considered the greatest hunter in all the planes, many who live for
the hunt call upon his favor in seeking their prey.
Followers of Krampus obey but one tenant:
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Hunt or be hunted
Followers of Krampus are more common in rural and nomadic societies than those within
cities. In many realms, especially Avalonia and Revalia, Krampus is one of the chief
deities honored and the art of the hunt is considered both a great right and responsibility.
Many cultures combine worship of Gein and Krampus as the great balance of nature,
while others (especially the fae) see him as a cruel enslaver of their kin, turning them into
either monsters or spiriting them away for a year with no word. As with his lover, Saint
Claws, the Winter Solstice is his favored holiday as it is the one time he returns home to
rest between hunts.
Krampus’s Ritual: Hunting Party
2nd-level divination (ritual)
Casting Time: 10 minutes (Ritual: 1 hour)
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (a piece (bone, skin, horn, etc.) of a creature you, or a member of
the hunting party, has previously slain)
Duration: Instantaneous
Over an hour, you and up to five additional allies may perform a loud ritual chant while
passing a piece of a creature between you. While chanting, you each envision a creature
of the same type as the source of the object used in the ritual in your mind. At the end of
your ritual, you and those who joined you in the ritual gain advantage on your first attack
against the first creature of that type you encounter over the next hour. Should a member
of the hunting party attack a creature of a different type during this time the effect is lost
for that member. If you, or another member of the hunting party, kills a creature of the
chosen type the benefit is reset for the remaining hunting party members for another hour
and you may gain advantage on your first attack against another creature of that type.
This ritual may be performed once per day.

Leviathan
Recommended warlock patron: the Great Old One
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Recommended domains: Tempest
Leviathan was once a very different god, a sea god of great power and purity from on of
the myriad planes in the southern horizon. That was a long time ago. Now, Leviathan is a
corrupted god of malice and pain, a puppet ruler of the extraplanar forces that govern the
Abyss. His tendrils are innumerable, stretching across his plane and beyond with a
strangling, hungry grasp. Those he manages to catch are pulled into his vile depths,
corrupted and tortured until they too succumb to the sinister forces that govern the depths
of the Abyss. His form is said to be unknowable, an eldritch entity that drives all who see
it mad. In place of this terrible visage, his symbol is most commonly a tentacled beast,
usually grasping or forming an axe, blade, or knife. His manifestations are only known to
be great tentacles that reach out from the portals to his realm, hungry and tormenting.
Leviathan is a being of pain and torment, and seems to only desire to bring these to
everything it can. Willing servants or struggling victims alike are pulled into its realm
and corrupted to new, foul forms, nearly always subservient to the whims of the energies
that control the fallen god. What favor he offers, if it could be considered such, is the
power to torment inflict pain and madness on others.
Followers of Leviathan obey the following tenants:




Bring the gifts of pain and madness to others.
Feed the Leviathan.
Spread our numbers.
Those who follow Leviathan tend to be part of insane cults seeking the end of all things.
They frequently begin by offering victims to the dark powers of the Abyss, but almost
invariable are pulled in themselves. Whole towns have been known to fall under the
Leviathan’s sway, becoming secretive and xenophobic as one by one each citizen falls
under the dark god’s sway. Such pockets of terror and insanity are the stuff of
nightmares, and something travelers must be wary of.
Leviathan’s Ritual: Rite of Corruption
3rd-level transmutation (ritual)
Casting Time: 1 hour (Ritual: 4 hours)
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (a drop of your blood, captive target)
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Duration: Instantaneous
As part of this ritual, you must spend an hour to prepare a captive target for a ritual of
corruption. At the completion of the hour, you may force the creature to consume a drop
of your blood. The creature must make a Constitution saving throw upon ingesting the
blood as their body immediately falls into convulsions. If failed, the target’s flesh
becomes damp and sticky and their eyes begins to gloss over with a green light.
Whenever the target makes an attack roll or a saving throw before the spell ends, the
target must roll a d4 and subtract the number rolled from the Attack roll or saving throw.
This effect lasts for 24 hours.
If the rite is performed successfully on the target a second time within that 24 hour
period, the creature’s memory becomes hazy, their skin becomes covered in scales, and
they have disadvantage on any spells and effects they attempt to cast channeling divine
energy from a source not Leviathan. Your mind affecting spells have advantage on the
creature.
If the rite is performed successfully on the target a third time, the creature’s body contorts
to become squat and bloated, and rather fish like. For the next 24 hours you may
automatically succeed on mind affecting spells on that target and they no longer may cast
divine magics from a source not Leviathan. If all three are successful, the effects of the
corruption remain unless cured by Greater Restoration or Remove Curse.

Mab
Recommended warlock patron: the Archfae
Recommended domains: Trickery, Arcana
Mab, Queen of the Summer Court, is a powerful and dangerous goddess who governs the
Faewild. The incarnation of imagination, prophecy, and ecstasy, where she walks strange
and wonderful things spring into existence, most of which are decidedly lethal to mortals.
Mab’s appearance changes at her whim, never the same for long, and usually rotates
between a maiden, a mother, or a crone. Her symbol is the triskelion, representing her
three tenants of imagination, prophecy, and ecstasy.
Mab’s intentions are not well known, even by the highest of orders of Fae in the Summer
Court. Many theorize that she doesn’t have a specific agenda, simply acting at whatever
seems to amuse her the most at the moment. Mab’s favor tends to be those who favor
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trickery and enchantment, making their imagination and dreams into some form of reality
around them. She is a muse to many artists, sorcerers, and warlocks. Those who act on a
primordial instinct to work with the arcane tend to be supported by her, while those who
seek to orderly study and understand the world’s mysteries tend to earn her ire. She has a
particular fondness for enchantment, divination, and transmutation and gives power to
those who would use such to alter the world around them.
Followers of Mab obey the following tenants:




The world is your plaything, make your dreams and imagination into reality.
Embrace the frantic, frenzied pursuit of ecstasy.
Dreams have great meaning and trust them as truth.
Most followers of Mab are Fae hailing from the Summer Court on the Faewilds, but
many other mortals call out for her blessings. Followers of Mab tend to cluster in groups
of threes, with each representing an aspect of her three-sided nature. One is usually a
child (representing imagination), another is usually a mature adult (representing ecstasy),
and one is usually elderly (representing prophecy). Her favored holiday is the Summer
Solstice, when her followers tend to throw wild parties (and wilder enchantments) for
those around them.
Mab’s Ritual: Three-Fold Rule
3rd-level enchantment (ritual)
Casting Time: 1 hour
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (two willing partners, a 10ft diameter triskelion drawn or marked
on the ground)
Duration: Instantaneous
Mab’s ritual requires three practitioners to achieve, but if only one has this spell two
others may be trained as you go, expanding the casting time to 3 hours. Over this time the
three casters pace the circle formed by the triskelion, chanting arcane words and
performing an elaborate dance that grows to a frenzy as the hour completes. Once
completed, each of the three casters gain a faint, 5ft golden-green glow and choose one of
the following effects. No effect may be chosen more than once.
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Your damaging spells deal an additional 1d3, whenever you are hit by a damaging spell
you take an additional 1d3 damage.
Your healing spells heal for an additional 1d3, whenever you are healed by another
source you gain an additional 1d3 healing.
Your spell‐save DCs gain an additional 1d3 to save, but whenever you make a saving
throw the DC goes up by 1d3.
Effect lasts for up to 24 hours, or until one or more of the casters fall unconscious
(whichever comes first). Upon one caster falling unconscious, the effect is lost on all
three.

Masque
Recommended domains: Ambition
Masque is the faceless, mirror god that dwells in the Ethereal Plane. Masque is not
considered a benevolent god, and it is ever hungry to devour the identities of other
beings, god and mortal alike. A god of anonymity, Masque reflects the innermost desires
of those who encounter it, and may be angelic to the good or demonic to the evil.
However, Masque is only interested in the most ambitious of both, and chooses to appear
before those seeking fame and recognition. Masque is known to reflect out from mirrors,
and the symbol of the mirror is the only consistent symbol for this being.
Masque’s nature amplifies what is within those whom it reflects. A kind man may
become more benevolent and saintly, while a cruel man may become horrific and
powerful. It is for the latter reason that Masque is often called a demon rather than a god
or goddess. As, more often than not, the ambitious trend towards evil actions, followers
of Masque are usually considered to be manipulative, secretive, and power-hungry. Most
are outgoing and socially dominant, having used Masque’s powers to amplify their
personality and manipulate those around them. But there is always a cost, for Masque has
a tendency to consume the identities of those who rely upon its power too greatly. It
allows them to rise to great power and fame, and then, once their ambition has been
sated, steals away their very being to live in their place to take the fame and adoration for
itself, leaving the worshipper a faceless changeling stripped of their original form. Such
changelings remember their lives before, and can transform into any shape they wish with
the exception of that of their own body. It is said that the only way to permanently
outplay Masque is to have insatiable ambition. And woe be the world should someone
achieve this state.
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Followers of Masque obey the following tenants:




A person’s worth is no greater than their ambitions.
People are but tools to achieve your goals.
What is a body but a garment to be worn and discarded with age.
Note: Followers of Masque must list a specific, tangible ambition they seek to achieve.
Followers of Masque are many, but usually have one dominant worshipper at the center
of the organization supported by numerous, fanatical adherents seeking the dominant
worshipper’s desires. Such organizations typically form around those seeking political or
spiritual power. From cults of personality to major business enterprises, Masque’s
insidious power is tempting to all who are ambitious, especially those who suspect that
they can outwit Masque into achieving their goals without paying the price of their
identity. Some seek Masque to deliberately lose their identity, becoming anonymous and
leaving their old form behind permanently. Masque’s most holy time is that of the Full
Moon, when the Ethereal Plane is at its greatest power.
Masque’s Ritual: Mirror Mirror
1st-level enchantment (ritual)
Casting Time: 1 hour
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (a mirror, or still reflective surface)
Duration: Instantaneous
Once one hour, you concentrate on a mirror or reflective surface, chanting for the mirror
to answer a single question concerning a specific goal, event, person as it stands at that
very moment. The question may not infer the future, nor the past, nor causality, but only
the status of something as it currently is in the present (such as: Who is the fairest
princess in the land, what is my foe doing, where is my magic ring; but not: Why is the
lord doing this, or when will the messenger come, etc.)
At the end of the hour, if the reflective surface is undisturbed, your reflection begins to
move and act on its own as a pawn of Masque. The DM offers a truthful, though
potentially misleading, reply via this reflection. The reply might be a short phrase, a
cryptic rhyme, or an omen. The closer the question aligns with the caster’s highest
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ambition, the more likely the answer is to be direct and useful. After the response is
given, the reflection will take a life of it’s own and wander away on the Ethereal Plane.
For the next 24 hours you have no reflection and cannot cast this spell again until it
returns.

Morrigan
Recommended domains: Death, Grave
Recommended warlock patron: the Undying
Morrigan comes on the storm, the raven who heralds the death and destruction that
follows in her wake. From Annwyn, her underworldly domain of death and shadows she
reaches out and pulls all life from the world of mortals. She is the shredder of souls, a
goddess of decay and destruction that feeds the shattered remains of life back into the
great darkness of the Shroud. Her symbol is the crow, and carrion birds and other
scavengers are her eyes as they flock to consume the recently deceased flesh of mortals.
She rarely manifests before mortals, but when she does it is as a woman with pure white
skin, hair, and robes leaning heavily upon an old, rusted scythe and wrapped in a tattered
cloak of stained black cloth. Her eyes are featureless and black, and those that look upon
them feel the chill of the grave.
Morrigan serves a terrible role in the cosmos. She is responsible for breaking down all
life, shredding souls upon their death and casting them back into the entropy of the
Shroud to maintain its barriers and allow for the Faewild to draw it back to channel new
life into the world. This role is essential to life continuing in our fragile cosmos, but it is
also a role that prevents many from thanking her for her lonely work. Morrigan seeks
most of all to have children and life of her own, something which has ever been denied to
her by the nature of her necrotic touch. In place of such, she has created innumerable
undead creatures and is the patron of such creatures. She also grants her favor to those
who would create more undead children for her to embrace, so long as they respect their
creations. She also favors those who understand and respect death as a necessary part of
life. Those necromancers which raise the undead as mindless, tormented servants gain her
ire, as do those who deny death’s place in the world.
Followers of Morrigan obey the following tenants:



All things must pass, death is part of life.
The undead are tortured children and must be cared for lovingly.
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Immortality is a greedy sin and must be destroyed wherever found.
Followers of Morrigan exist in nearly every community, if only in the form of the local
undertaker or grave digger. Many who counsel the grieving call Morrigan their goddess.
While these kinder aspects of Morrigan worship are frequent, so too are instances of
serial killers and necromancers who call upon her for aid. Many forms of scavengers,
from those who pick over battlefields to nearly the entire Trufflekin race, consider her
their patron goddess. Morrigan, along with all of her followers, find her most holy day to
be the night of the Harvest Moon. On this night each year, Morrigan casts aside her
mantle of power for the night to walk alongside her lover, Samhain, and experience the
mortal world. Here she seeks a taste of life and joy as a respite from her terrible work,
and many mortal races celebrate wildly on this night in a skeleton-themed carnival to
hopefully attract Morrigan to their area of the world for merriment. It is said that the
community she visits each year finds that death and disaster passes them by for the next
year as thanks for their revelry.
Morrigan’s Ritual: Funeral Rites
1st-level necromancy (ritual)
Casting Time: 10 minutes (Ritual: 1 hour)
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (the corpse of someone dead less than 24 hours, a wax candle)
Duration: Instantaneous
Over an hour, you perform the sacraments of Morrigan’s Funeral Rites upon the corpse
of someone slain within the last 24 hours. These rites involve placing a candle on the
forehead of the departed and lighting it. Over the hour that follows, your chanting imbues
the wax from the candle with necrotic energy as it melts and creates a wax mask of the
dead. If uninterrupted during the hour of the rite, the candle wicks out and leaves a mask
of the departed that you may remove.
Over the next 24 hours, anyone may place the mask over their face to experience the final
thoughts and wishes of the departed. These thoughts and wishes are those the wearer had
at their time of death, usually those that are most important to them in their final
moments (for example, getting revenge on the person who killed them, the location of
something they desperately wanted to see one last time, a message for a loved one, etc.).
The wearer of the mask experiences these as a rush of memories over a minute, and
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perceives them as the slain did as he died. The mask also shows the last moments from
the viewpoint of the departed. Thoughts heard this way are in the language spoken by the
wearer. A spell like Gentle Repose may allow this ritual to be performed longer than 24
hours after death.
The magic in the mask will remain activated for 24 hours, or until the wax melts,
whichever comes first.

Peace
Recommended warlock patron: the Seeker
Note: Peace has no recommended domains and does not actively grant blessings as the
other gods and goddesses. The warlock domain of The Seeker is recommended for those
wishing to gain enlightenment from the abstract dreams of the sleeping goddess.
Peace is the goddess that sleeps in the Astral Plane. More than that, Peace is the goddess
from which nearly everything flows, and to which (one assumes) everything must one
day return. The Shroud of Peace is so named as it is tied to her dreaming will. The other
gods and goddesses (with one exception) are all waking aspects of her power, and the
planes of our cosmos are but fragments of her power shredded in a display of strength
and skill in the time before mortals and gods alike. Many theologians and scholars alike
suspect that if the Shroud is akin to an egg, then it is so that from it Peace may one day
hatch. What that means for us, none know, but likely it is nothing good for mortals. Peace
may be seen floating in the sky of the Astral plane, as a great and beautiful woman, her
legs held close to her chest, as she dreams silently. Her features are unknowable, only
that they are beautiful and terrible to behold. Her symbol is an hourglass inside a shell,
representing her nature as a waiting entity that must someday awaken.
Next to nothing is known of Peace, save for what other gods have spoken of to mortals.
Some lore implies that Peace was tricked into sleeping by the Fool in a test to see if she
could overcome time itself. Other gods say she was always sleeping, and we are all but
dreams passing through her mind. Regardless of which is the truth, what is known is that
she bears unfathomable magical energies. All magic energy flows into her from the
Faewild, and radiates from her to the mortal plane. All magic being drawn to the Annwyn
first passes through Peace. It is said that, in this way, the memories and potential of all
living souls are kept alive within her. It is a frighteningly likely theory, as on the Astral
Plane alone can the echoes of memories of the dead be communicated to as if they yet
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lived. Peace is an unconscious entity, and grants neither favors nor ire towards mortals or
gods alike.
Followers of Peace obey the following tenants:




In sleep meaning can be found.
There is neither good nor evil, all are as one within the dreams of Peace.
All things must be kept in perfect balance.
For those who follow Peace, balance is the most essential part of life. Life and death,
good and evil, selfishness and selflessness, all are as they must be within the world. So
long as none of these gain too much power, Peace will continue to dream in peace.
Should any one power become too great, Peace’s dreams become unsettled and the world
will fall into Chaos. Most of these followers come from monastic or paladin orders
seeking to understand or enforce balance. Such followers rarely presume to understand
Peace’s intentions, but instead seek to keep the balance of the world she has created as
best as they can. A rare few actively are touched by the dreams of Peace herself, abstract
and only barely understandable by the minds of mortals and gods alike, such dreams
frequently draw the mortal to have a close tie to the Astral Plane, occasionally drawn
there physically through their dreams. While no specific holiday is celebrated by
followers of Peace, when one has lucid dreams one is believed to be celebrating her
power.
Peace’s Ritual: The Waking Dream
1st-level divination (ritual)
Casting Time: 1 hour
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (a pillow)
Duration: Instantaneous
Over an hour, you concentrate upon your pillow calling forth Peace’s eternal dream to
pull you into the Astral Plane. At the end of the hour, if undisturbed, you will fall asleep
to those around you. Once you have completed the ritual, you remain waking while in
your dream, your soul walking the Astral Plane with Peace floating in the starry void
beyond you. You may call out to Peace and ask for wisdom on a specific topic of your
choosing. In response, a vivid stream of images, feelings, and concepts will flash around
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you. At this point you must make a wisdom save, with the DC determined by the GM
depending on how specific or powerful the knowledge sought will be. If successful, you
remain lucid during these images. If you fail, the images overwhelm you and when you
awaken you only gain a single image or feeling for your efforts. The dream lasts a
minimum of a short rest and if woken during the rest the effect is lost. This ritual may be
used multiple times per day, but each used in the same 24 hour period weakens your soul
and raises the wisdom save DC.

Saint Claws
Recommended domain: Forge, War
The goddess of dragons, craftsmanship, and generosity, Saint Claws is the fierce
champion of her dragon children, and children of every kind and (nearly) every race.
From her Yulehall on the Brumatory, the plane of dragons, she sends forth her dragon
children to live among the disparate planes each year, watching over mortal children to
pass the time while she waits for her dragons to return home each winter. As a proud and
fierce mother, she champions those who protect children, dragon or otherwise, and will
raise arms in glorious combat wherever children are harmed. She is depicted most
typically as a muscular humanoid mortal woman clad in red lacquered plate armor,
driving a sledge drawn by a nine-headed dragon with silver and gold scales. Many
depictions show her wielding a red and white striped warhammer known as Claw’s Cane.
Her symbol is a ring of serpents wrapped around this weapon.
Saint Claws loves her dragon children, and actively places any children who would harm
dragons, lizardfolk, or other children on her “naughty” list she makes each year. All other
good boys and girls she places on a “nice” list, which she rewards each winter solstice
with a dragon-themed present. All children call upon her and have her favor, unless they
end up on her naughty list. Those with her favor may find their presents each holiday to
be quite impressive. But those who end up on her naughty list find their toys melted by
her nine-headed dragon’s flames, leaving nothing but coal-like lumps.
Followers of Saint Claws obey the following tenants:




Dragons and Children are sacred and must be protected!
Drakemas is the most wonderful time of the year!
Generosity is the most important thing to celebrate!
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Followers of Saint Claws tend to be very, very enthusiastic about their faith. While
frequently lizardfolk, many other mortal races find the idea of Drakemas, the festival of
gift giving each Winter Solstice, to be a much-needed bout of levity in an otherwise bleak
time of year. Most orphanages and many parents actively worship Saint Claws for
protection of their precious children. Many large and prosperous religious orders exist,
often populated mostly by lizardfolk, dedicated to the causes of generosity and dragon
worship across the mortal plane. However, fae almost universally hate Saint Claws, as
their number are the most likely to be enslaved by the Krampus to serve in the Yulehall
as tinkerers and toymakers through the year.
Saint Claws’s Ritual: Carol of the Bell
1st-level conjuration (ritual)
Casting Time: Up to 1 hour, in increments of 10 minutes.
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (a silver bell)
Duration: Instantaneous
Over an hour, you ring your silver bell to the beat of a 10-minute carol you sing in praise
of generosity, dragons, and the Drakemas spirit. With each carol you sing, the bell gains
in power, until at the end of the hour (or earlier) the ritual is complete. Your bell gains a
number of charges equal to the amount of carols you channeled into it. Your silver bell
gains the ability to, for the next 24 hours, perform a number of whimsical effects.







The bell may use a charge to conjure glowing strands of lights of a color of your
choosing. Each charge conjures a set of lights that remain glowing in the air around
where the bell was played.
It may also be used to summon a plate of two dragon‐shaped cookies and one glass of
drakenog.
It may be used to conjure an illusory snow‐like effect in the location the bell is played,
causing a small cloud to appear overhead (or on the ceiling) that drops gentle
snowflakes to the ground.
It may also be used to ward off dragon attacks. Whenever you would be hit by a melee,
spell, or breath weapon of a dragon you may, as a reaction, ring the bell to nullify the
effects of the attack on you by causing the dragon to flinch of the effects of the spell or
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breath weapon to pass by you harmlessly. If this uses the last charge of the bell, the bell
is destroyed in the process of warding you.
The bell holds its power for up to 24 hours, or until it is out of charges or is destroyed
(Whichever comes first).

Samhain
Recommended domain: Trickery, Grave
Samhain, the Great Pumpkin, is the trickster spouse of Morrigan. From the deadly realm
of Annwyn he sneaks forth to the mortal planes to cause mischief and spirit away the
beautiful, the bright, and the living to bring back to present to Morrigan for her delight. A
god of thievery and mischief, Samhain brings chaos wherever he passes. His symbol is a
giant pumpkin, frequently crafted from gold or other precious materials, as an offering to
draw him to temples and homes for his blessing. When he takes physical form, it is
usually as a horrific, multi-limbed creature with the head of a jack-o-lantern.
While it is understood that Samhain frequents other planes to sneak away treasures to the
Annwyn, what befalls of those treasures is unclear. Many suspect that, like all other
things on Annwyn, they eventually decay into nothingness as the necrotic energy of the
shadow plane eats away at them. Others believe that each year he returns them to the
plane he stole them from as blessings to his followers and, occasionally, completely
random beneficiaries. His random, impulsive nature draws many like-minded individuals
to worship him. Those who play tricks on others, to bring mirth or misery, tend to find his
favor.
Followers of Samhain obey the following tenants:




The world would be a boring place without mischief and trickery.
Theft is fair play, if you can’t hold onto your possessions you shouldn’t have them!
Gourds for the Gourd God, Cider for the Cider Lord!
Followers of Samhain tend to be thieves, tricksters, and other chaotic, impulsive
individuals. Cults to the Great Pumpkin are relatively common, but usually well hidden
in secret lairs. Most orderly societies discourage worship of Samhain throughout most of
the year, as the chaos and mischief he and his followers create generally causes societal
collapse when embraced. A small number of townships and cultures do worship him
exclusively, though these tend to be lawless locations such as pirate towns or bandit
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enclaves. Samhain’s most holy of days is the Harvest Moon, on which day he managed to
steal powers from many of the other gods to allow his beloved Morrigan to walk the earth
without causing devastation. On this day each year, Samhain’s cultists walk openly and
cause mischief and merriment and are usually ignored by authorities.
Samhain’s Ritual: Pumpkin Carving
1st-level enchantment (ritual)
Casting Time: 1 hour
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (a ripe pumpkin, a dagger)
Duration: Instantaneous
Over one hour you carve a spooky face into a ripe pumpkin, removing the seeds and meat
to make a hollow inside. At the end of the hour, you recite an oath to Samhain and cause
the pumpkin to be illuminated by an eerie orange light. This light radiates 10ft of bright
light and 30ft of dim light. The pumpkin will continue to glow with this light for the next
24 hours, or until the pumpkin is smashed or otherwise destroyed, whichever comes first.
The pumpkin may be worn as a hat if you cut a hole in the bottom. Doing so provides you
with the light source, and grants advantage on the first intimidation check you make
against each creature you encounter for the duration of the effect, but is difficult to see
and hear through, causing disadvantage on all perception checks.
The pumpkin may, as an action, be thrown as a weapon at a target within 30ft. The
pumpkin will explode on impact with a sinister flash of light and a creepy laugh, causing
3d6 necrotic damage to the target of the attack and 1d6 necrotic damage to all other
creatures within 5ft of the impact, unless the targets make a DC15 dexterity saving throw.
If a target’s save is successful, they take half damage instead.

Selnoir
Recommended domain: Tempest
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Selnoir is the penitent god. Blinded for his crimes of violence and cruelty against his
spouse, Alethia, Selnoir was cast down from the heavens to fall upon the Mortal Plane,
shattering the plains of Emeriss and drowning them, and himself, in the sea that filled the
crater his impact caused. For long generations he walked the world as a destitute man,
blind and prone to outbursts of rage, facing the anger and cruelty of mortals. Over time he
came to understand the horrors his anger had caused and that no amount of penitence
would ever make up for his misdeeds; but that only through penitence could he ensure
that others would learn from his example and avoid anger and malice. Still, despite his
warnings, Selnoir is a god prone to rage and anger and is most often represented by the
storm and the sea.
Selnoir holds great command over the wind and waves, and when he passes through an
area on the Mortal Plane it is frequently with the storm. Looked down upon and shunned
by most of the other gods, he finds solace only with the kindness of Mortals, a rarity, and
when treated poorly tends to retaliate to devastating effect. Whole lands have been
swallowed by his rage and vengeance. Those who seek redemption for their past
misdeeds, those who treat the punished and criminal with kindness, and those who revere
the storm and seas find his favor. Those who are unrepentant criminals and those who
treat criminals with hate and disgust, earn his terrible ire.
Followers of Selnoir obey the following tenants:




Atonement is not a goal, but instead a lifestyle.
Trust not what you see with your eyes, but only what you feel with your heart.
The storm within can never be truly stopped, only released with control.
Followers of Selnoir tend to be those who have let anger and rage consume them to the
detriment of those they loved. Repentant criminals and those who seek atonement for past
misdeeds are his most common followers, and many orders of paladins and clerics exist
to provide a constructive outlet to the rage and frustration felt by those who seek such
atonement. In most of these orders, followers ritually or symbolically blind themselves to
show penance for their wrongs, and in doing so develop heightened senses to
compensate. These orders tend to take on dangerous, often impossible, tasks for the
greater good as a means to atone for wrongdoing and many cultures allow criminals to
choose to take one of these orders rather than face death or imprisonment. Many sailors
worship Selnoir as their god, as he controls both storm and seas, and offer thanks for safe
passage. Selnoir’s most holy time is at the high tide, when his power is most powerful.
Selnoir’s Ritual: Blind Baptism
1st-level conjuration (ritual)
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Casting Time: 10 minutes (Ritual: 1 hour)
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (a pool of water, a blindfold)
Duration: Instantaneous
As a sacrament completed over an hour, you or a willing supplicant may choose to seek
penance for a wrong you have committed and engage in Selnoir’s Blind Baptism. As part
of the ritual, the supplicant is ritually blinded with a band of cloth and submerged in a
pool of water. The water must be enough to cover the body completely. The supplicant is
then pulled from the water to hear the holy words of supplication before being resubmerged. This process repeats over an hour, during which time the supplicant’s vision
slowly fades, until at the end of the hour their vision is gone completely. Their eyes turn
milky and white and the supplicant gains the blinded condition. This condition lasts a
period of time relevant to the severity of atonement they are seeking (a minor social
embarrassment might last an hour, while a murder might last many years).
Those with this condition gain a degree of absolution from their crimes and, in most
cultures, are frequently released from their criminal sentences to work at the direction of
Selnoir in seeking penance.
Upon emerging from the pool, their blindness slowly alters over ten minutes as their
other senses (touch, hearing, smell, and taste) grow incredibly powerful. While the
wearer automatically fails all checks requiring sight, they gain advantage on perception
checks using their other senses. After a day in this state, they lose the attack roll penalties
associated with Blindness as their other senses now compensate in sensing where others
are. So long as the supplicant continues to seek penance, these effects remain. Should
they take actions that repeat their punished behavior, total blindness returns for a
minimum of 24 hours before their senses begin to heighten again.
Once their state of atonement has been reached, their vision begins to return over ten
minutes and their benefits to their other senses vanish.

Tamberlain
Recommended domain: Light, Protection
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Recommended warlock patron: the Celestial
Tamberlain, the Allfather, the Sunlord. He is known by many names, and nearly always
with reverence and respect. Of all the gods in our cosmos, Tamberlain is the most widely
worshipped. His light protects and heals all who walk under the sun, and from the
Celestial Plane his generous hand reaches out to bless to good and ward away evil.
Tamberlain’s symbol is the Sun, often emblazoned upon a shield by his templars. When
he manifests upon the mortal plane, it is usually as a kindly old man, radiant and
majestic.
Tamberlain is the chief source of radiant energy for the mortal planes. From the Celestial
Plane, hidden within the Sun, he sends forth his light as he circles the world each day,
driving away the necrotic energies of the Annwyn and freely and openly granting his
blessings. All those who do good, act in kindness and generosity, and follow the ways of
peace and protection find his favor. Those who cause others harm, act out of evil or
destructive goals, or who actively embrace the undead earn his ire.
Followers of Tamberlain obey the following tenants:




Do no evil.
Protect and give aid to the weak, the innocent, and the needy.
Walk always as under the light of the sun.
Followers of Tamberlain are nearly everywhere. His temples and churches are found in
almost every settlement of size, frequently with a considerable amount of functionaries
seeking to provide comfort and protection to those in need. Alms giving and feeding the
poor is a major part of the Tamberlain’s followers, as are organizing orders of templars to
protect the weak and helpless from harm. Clerics and Paladins of Tamberlain are
commonly sent by their temples to guard travelers and seal away forces of evil when they
emerge (especially undead, which are especially hated by Tamberlain). Celestials
especially revere him unquestioningly, and when they appear on the mortal plane it is
almost always at his behest. Tamberlain is celebrated in some fashion at most holidays,
though his most holy time is at noon each day, when prayers are offered to him at his
temples. Clerics and Paladins of Tamberlain are the most common, and potent, source of
holy water and tend to sell it to help fund their charitable works. Tamberlain discourages
the sale of holy water for personal greed and priests that fall into such behaviors
frequently lose his favor.
Tamberlain’s Ritual: Sanctify
1st-level conjuration (ritual)
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Casting Time: 10 minutes (Ritual: 1 hour), must overlap with noon.
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (Up to a gallon of water in any number of containers)
Duration: Instantaneous
You recite sacred words under the midday sun, drawing light and radiant energy down
into a vial of water. If the ritual is performed uninterrupted for the hour, and the ritual
was performed at mid-day with the sun visible above, the water will become a glowing
object of sacred and pure energy.
Water sanctified in this way becomes Holy Water with additional traits. If the vial of
water is clear, the water shines with a pure white light shedding 20ft of bright light and
20ft of dim light. As an action, you can splash the contents of this flask onto a creature
within 5 feet of you or throw it up to 20 feet, shattering it on impact. In either case, make
a ranged attack against a target creature, treating the holy water as an improvised weapon.
If the target is a fiend or undead, it takes 2d6 radiant damage. A gallon of Holy Water
created in this fashion may be used to counteract the effects of desecrate over a 10ft
square. Water so sanctified will remain as Holy Water until used or mixed into another
liquid.

Wayland (D4-D10S)
Recommended domain: Forge, Knowledge
When Peace fell into slumber inside the Astral Plane and Compassion fragmented her
power to remain beside the Fool, one of the fragments of her power became Wayland, the
god of craftsmanship and creation. A being whose sole purpose was to create the world
for the other gods and goddesses, Wayland set to his task with enthusiasm. He stacked
stones to become mountains, poured waters to become seas. He planted the first trees and
built the first temples. It was from Wayland that mortals learned to craft tools and trinkets
to make their lives easier and more enjoyable. He taught mortals the first languages and
showed them writing and math to develop their own societies from. Honored by all who
craft, Wayland is symbolized in most cultures as a crossed hammer and quill,
representing his dual aspects of education and creation. There have been many sightings
of Wayland among mortal eyes. Usually he is depicted as a jovial man with a thick beard
and wild hair, often clad in the clothes of a commoner.
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Wayland seeks to create and educate. Rather simple and unassuming compared to the
other gods, this has historically left him to become taken advantage of by gods and
mortals alike to craft their desires. Most of the mortal races were originally forged by
Wayland for various gods, as was the great prison of The Vault of Want. While most
planes existed before he was forged from a fragment of compassion, it was Wayland that
brought many of these planes into their current forms at the behest of their gods and
goddesses. It is also believed that Wayland is responsible, through trickery and deceit, for
creating the Aligan empires through teaching the ancient Giants the nature of souls and
the Shroud of Peace. At his most powerful and honest, he can be a generous and kind
teacher to those seeking to create and learn in earnest. But those who seek to abuse his
power earn his ire, and it is said that those that most greatly abuse it, such as the Aligans,
face his great wrath.
Followers of Wayland obey the following tenants:




Creation is a sacred act and should be respected.
Criticism should only be constructive, never hurtful.
All of life is learning.
The most common followers of Wayland are smiths, scholars, and craftsmen. While
many artists also revere him, Wayland is less a god of inspiration (such as Mab) or a god
of secrets (such as Auberon), but instead is interested in the act of creation itself. A
simple nail or a masterpiece painting are equal and beautiful pursuits in the eyes of
Wayland. Because of this, and because they see his influence as their reason for existing,
nearly every Construct reveres Wayland as much as their original maker. Known to the
constructs as D4-D10S, he is seen as a heavenly father to them that watches over and
causes the spark of life that gives them a soul. Wayland does not have a devoted holiday,
but is usually revered at the beginning and end of completing a project.
Wayland’s Ritual: Draw Blueprints
1st-level divination (ritual)
Casting Time: 10 minutes (Ritual: 1 hour)
Range: Touch
Components: V, S, M (paper, a pencil, a protractor, and a grease marker)
Duration: Instantaneous
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Over an hour of deep focus and prayer to Wayland, you may attempt to draw upon his
knowledge and inspiration to learn how something was crafted, gaining essential insights
into its nature as you draw up a rough schematic of target. At the end of the hour, if
uninterrupted, you learn the properties of any non-magical item, trap, structure, or
machine and how to use them, whether it requires fuel or a key to use, where critical
supporting structures are, if the structure or object is up to professional levels of code,
and how many charges it has, if any. If a trap is studied in this manner, you gain
advantage on checks to disable it. If a structure is reviewed in this manner, you gain
advantage on checks to find secret doors or chambers. If the item was created by a
specific craftsman or organization, you learn who created it through tell-tale signature
markings. If you instead study a construct, you learn what effects it is under, what it’s
crafted purpose is, and what, if any, secret modules it may have under its control.
In a pinch, you may rush the job using a first level spell slot to complete your assessment
in just 10 minutes.

RACES
The world of Falleron is split between two planes: the Mortal Plane and the Faewild (also
known as the Dream World). Unlike traditional D&D, many of the extraplanar beings do
not have an origin within the Falleron mythos and have been adjusted to fit within this
dual-plane universe. For creators and players with favored enemy features, a list of
creature types and their correlation with D&D creatures is listed below:

Common Races:
The following races are commonly found across the realms of Falleron and are available
for player character creation:

Clont:
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The powerful Clont are a race that stands above all others (literally). Descended from
Giantfolk, these tall nomads seek adventure and stories to share with their great ancestor
spirit: The Great Clont. Clont have a great amount of power to spare, and their strength of
will, mind, and body are unparalleled.
Originally born of Alethia and Selnoir, the Giants dominated much of the world with
their power and rage before a small number were blessed by Compassion to understand
the consequences of their great strength.T hose touched by her were reduced in size, but
gained a collective consciousness that allows them to communicate and learn from their
ancestors. While far from the size of their Giant cousins, Clont tower over the other races
and their strength of mind and body is rarely matched. With their desire to contribute to
their collective consciousness driving them onward, all Clont seek new adventures and
secret knowledge to provide their people after they pass on.
Clontish Fortitude

Clontish folk are large, often towering over the other races for even the most diminutive
of their race. Ranging from 6 to 10 feet tall, and frequently weighing 200 to 400 pounds,
Clont retain the physical fortitude of their Giant cousins. While their body types and
coloring can vary as greatly as humans, most males sport thick facial hair which grows
too swiftly to make shaving not a consistent chore. Clontish women tend to be as athletic
as their male companions and are frequently taller than their male brothers.
The Great Clont

The Great Clont is the ancestor spirit and collective consciousness of the Clontish people.
Formed from Compassion’s blessing in ancient times, she created a bond between every
Clont and their ancestors, so that they would know the consequences of their actions and
learn from their mistakes. This manifests itself in different ways for each Clont, though
the ability to tap into this consciousness exists in every Clont should they choose to
embrace it.
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In most, it is only found in dreams and visions during times of great stress and conflict,
granting them insight to attain their goals through the wisdom of their ancestors. In some
more attuned to their spiritual side, it manifests itself as a constant dialog between their
ancestors and themselves, providing insight and occasionally eccentric behavior as they
learn and grow from the experiences of the past.
Due to this, all Clont seek to make their lives worth living so that when they pass on they
can leave experiences and wisdom to provide to those who follow after them. This shows
up in the legendary boast culture that Clonts follow, where their personal tale of triumphs
defines their self identity. Clont seek to be the best at their goals, or to overcome a great
challenge, or to try to see and discover more and greater things than any who have come
before them. This has led to Clonts wandering the wide world and mixing amongst all of
the races as they seek their goals.
Wanderlust

With the collective knowledge of their ancestors driving them, Clont tend to seek out a
great task over their lives to achieve and add to the collective knowledge of their people.
Many become great warriors, explorers, scholars, and masters of craft as they singlemindedly pursue the aspect of achievement they wish to have remembered amongst the
Great Clont. While Clont are frequently raised on the road and in the communities they
were born to, all try to take a great pilgrimage to Clontstead in the Genevian Highlands
when they come of age to declare their great purpose for their ancestors to hear. From
that point onwards, they seek to further that goal with great resolve. Because of this,
Clont have come to be accepted and appreciated in most cultures and peoples of the
world as welcome friends of those who aid them on their purpose or fearsome enemies
should you stand in their way.

Construct:

Constructs are a race of sentient objects, either made from
technological design, cunningly crafted art, or the dark powers of necromancy. Their lack
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of organic biology grants them the amazing and uncanny ability to ignore many types of
physical ailments.
Constructs are a race of sentient objects, either made from technological design,
cunningly crafted art, or the dark powers of necromancy. The first construct was born
from Compassion alone in her desperate search to find a guardian to keep the First Blade
safe from the other gods. In her travels she came across the tinkerer Daedalus, working
alone in his workshop. Daedalus was a lonely man. His wife had died before they could
have children, and he sought to have a companion of his own to pass down his skills to.
Over time he crafted a lovingly created statue of wood and stone, cloth and leather, and
spoke to it each day as he worked in his workshop. While many thought him mad,
Compassion saw not only his desire but his kindness, and placed her hands upon the
statue, granting it a soul and the ability to move and think. This became the first
construct, and thereafter whenever someone crafted something with all of their soul, there
was a chance that it too could come alive and become aware.
Charge of Compassion

Most constructs all have a secret mission passed down from Compassion: they must
protect the First Blade and the Fool from the other gods. While an opportunity to do so
may never occur in their lifetimes, should the opportunity present itself they frequently
feel compelled by the Maker to aid in this mission.
The Uncanny Valley

Being alive without a biological body is not without its drawbacks, and many races,
especially those of Fae and Vampire heritage, dislike and distrust Constructs. Fae fear
their metal bodies as being naturally harmful to them, while Vampires see them as a
mockery of their own curse of undeath, that life is so freely given to things of metal and
stone yet denied to them. Beyond these races, Constructs are frequently seen as miracles
of wonder and amazement by much of humanity, and though some constructs have
become known for their war applications (especially those Technological Constructs of
Grandmill), in most places they are seen as calm, useful helpers in whatever their
application demands.
B.A.S.I.C. and D4D1‐0S

Constructs all inherently know the language of B.A.S.I.C., a machine language of
numbers and equations that they can communicate with others through what sounds like a
series of static, beeps, and chirps. While a small number of other races learn to interpret
this language, and even write it in some cases, none but Constructs may speak it
effectively without magical or technological assistance. In addition to their language,
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Constructs all are aware of and venerate their original maker Daedalus, referring to him
as D4D1-0S in their own language. While other faiths may also appeal to the individual,
it is common for Constructs to praise “The Maker” even above the other gods they serve.

Fae:

The denizens of the Faewild are a beautiful and mysterious people.
While frequently called collectively as Fae, there are a number of Fae races in their plane
of existence, including the savage Greenkin, the industrious Stoutkin, the graceful Elfkin,
and the clever Fiendkin. All share a love for magic and a mischievous spirit, through
internal rivalries between the Summer and Winter courts keep many locked in perpetual
conflict.
The magical beings of the Faewild, also known as the dream world, are more varied than
in the waking world. While chaos and change is inevitable in the Faewild, some beings
were touched by Compassion and given more permanent forms and identities. Aligning
into their courts ruled by the gods Mab and Auberon, they wage a superficial war against
each other within the Faewild for purposes not entirely understood by the mortal races.
While there are many types of Fae across the realms of Falleron, they all share a deep
connection to the Faewild: the source of all magic.
Cold Iron

All Fae are beings of the Faewild and creations from the imaginations of Mab and
Auberon. As such they have a terrible fear of the First Blade, the weapon created to prune
the Faewild at Alethia’s whim. This fear of the First Blade carries over to all sources of
iron and steel, especially those of cold iron, which are unpleasant to painful for them to
touch against their skin for long. A Fae might lift an iron bar gingerly for a few moments
of discomfort, but in being pressed against a piece of iron for a long period of time would
feel unease, followed by discomfort, then great pain as time passes. Cold iron burns them
as flames do most beings, and the touch causes active and immediate pain to a Fae.
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The Summer and Winter Courts

At the core of the Faewild are the Summer and Winter Courts, the two nations that
remain constant in their eternal struggle over the rest of a plane that is filled with chaos
and change.
The Summer Court is ruled by Mab and primarily consists of Elfkin and Greenkin. While
there is no set geography in the Faewild, their domain tends to extend over places of
growth and light, where things are thriving and fighting to survive. The Summer Court
seeks, in all things, to encourage growth and life and finds humor and valor as valuable
traits in their companions. Elfkin embrace this through tricking and manipulation of the
mortal races wit their curiosity driving them, while the Greenkin are more direct and
drive their great hunts to the mortal races alongside, and frequently against, the mortal
races.
The Winter Court is ruled by Auberon and primarily consists of Fiendkin and Stoutkin.
Their domain tends to fall into places of permanence and darkness, where beauty and
knowledge can be forged and hidden. The Winter Court seeks, in all things, to encourage
perfection and beauty and finds competence and gracefulness as valuable traits in those
they work with. Stoutkin seek perfection through the crafting of objects and tools, for
both themselves and others, and are constantly seeking the betterment of their craft.
Fiendkin seek perfection in the mind and self, and tend to be drawn to those they can
assist as advisors or that can help them better themselves.
Between the two courts are innumerable beings of wild magic that make up the majority
of monsters and elementals found across the world. These are generally unaligned, but
occasionally can be found working in one court or another.
In the most rare of circumstances, a Fae of one court may flip sides and join that of the
opposing court. The change is typically more than just symbolic, and usually requires a
great show of loyalty to the other court to prove their intentions. Changing courts literally
involves a transformation of self, and at the end of it, a Greenkin or Elfkin might find
herself transfigured into a Fiendkin or Stoutkin upon switching sides as the magics of the
Faewild alter the balance.
Beyond these rare exceptions, the two courts frequently see each other less as healthy
rivals and more as bitter enemies. A Summer Court Fae will be hostile in sight to a
Winter Court Fae, and vice versa, whenever they encounter each other in the Faewild. On
the mortal planes they may be a bit more reserved out of respect for the mortal races
around them, but they will rarely be willing to tolerate a rival court member for long.
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The Wild Hunt

Only one thing brings the two courts together in harmony, and that is the Wild Hunt. A
great traveling pack within the Faewild, which offers a choice to all who come across it:
become a hunter or the hunted. Those mortals who join the hunt become akin to hunting
beasts, often hounds, which serve the Fae lords of the hunt. Occasionally they survive the
encounter and return to their waking lives with lingering lycanthropy, if not fully
transfigured into a werefolk. While the hunt is usually associated with Greenkin, and they
are the Fae race to embrace it the fastest, all Fae races can be found amongst its ranks and
even the most flighty of Elfkin, reserved of Fiendkin, or diminutive Stoutkin finds joy
and exhilaration in participation.
Leaving the Faewild

Fae are beings of magic, and while they frequently leave the Faewild to wander the
waking world for a time, they cannot remain their permanently without hardship. A Fae
in the mortal world for over a year at a time begins to find their magic is fading and their
natural traits become erratic. A Fae in the mortal world for decades might be diminished
so much as to become unrecognizable as a Fae. Left long enough on the mortal plane, a
Fae will eventually have their native traits diminish until they become only slightly odd
looking humans. A Stoutkin might gain height, an Elfkin’s ears or Fiendkin’s horns and
hooves might recede, and a Greekin’s skin and teeth might diminish to that of more
normal human tint. Returning to the Faewild reinvigorates these traits, and over a short
period of time will restore them to their native appearance. A similar trend happens in
reverse to humans who stay in the Faewild for long periods of time, eventually causing
them to gain the traits of the Fae they live with until there is no practical difference
between them.

Human:

Humans were the first mortal race upon the world. Spreading far
and wide, humans are possibly the most plentiful race in Falleron. While humans are
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often seen as weak in some fashion by the other races of the world, their diversity
provides great strength. Humans come from a variety of realms and nations, each of
which provide unique benefits to their adaptable natures.
Humans were the first mortal race upon the world, born of the Fool and Compassion’s
love. Spreading far and wide, humans are possibly the most plentiful race in Falleron.
While humans are often seen as weak in some fashion by the other races of the world, it
should be remembered that each of the other races were born out of rivalry from
humanity itself and humans frequently can become as strong, fast, wise, or clever as the
other races through practice and upbringing.
A Broad Spectrum

With their penchant for migration and conquest, humans are more physically diverse than
all but the Werefolk. Standing between four and seven feet tall, and boasting of a wide
range of skin and hair colors, there is a great deal of variation between human
appearances depending upon where they have settled over time. Humans frequently have
the blood of their closest cousin races, and many have a dash of Clont, Fae, Werefolk, or
Vampire blood in them, gaining a small amount of the traits of those races.
Realms of Humanity

Humanity in ancient times spread across Falleron, and to this day is largely defined by
these diverse regions. Due to the vast distances between their cultures, humans have a
wide range of social structures, though they frequently tend to congregate into large,
structured societies fixed around specific political ideals. Revalians, for instance, value
personal liberty over all else and have a loose clan society that gathers together only at
the greatest need, while the Orlandian Empire boasts a powerful state law system that
influences nearly all aspects of life within its borders. Human families tend to vary just as
much, with regional variations of kinship and courtship rituals. A handful of similarities
encompass all human cultures, such as the giving of rings to loved ones in honor of the
Fool and Compassion, worship of the eight gods, veneration of the Fool and Compassion,
and respect for the high goddess Peace. While there are regional variations in the genders,
identities, and natures of their progenitors, Humans venerate the gods of the Fool and
Compassion over all other deities.
The Realms of Ovid

Once the Kingdom of Ovid, the now fractured and leaderless Realms of Ovid are a vast
and diverse realm, and one of the only places in the world where humans and other folk
of every kind are jumbled together in war, conquest, love, and friendship. Ovidian
humans tend to be a hearty folk, hundreds of years of fighting and surviving much of the
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worst of what every race has to offer, humanity included, tends to toughen up even the
slightest of humans. Ovidians don’t tend to venerate any god or goddess over any of the
others, having more pressing matters at hand such as survival. Language: Players from
the Realms of Ovid start the game with one Ancient Heartlandic in addition to Ovidic
(Common).
Avalonian Republic

The southern realms of the Avalonian Republic are known for their unique and
egalitarian rule of government. Every man and woman in the realm gets to earn their right
to vote for the rule of the realm, and so long as they are strong enough to fight for their
desires, can prove their worth as citizens through trial by combat in either protecting their
borders or fighting for glory within their vast network of arenas. Avalonians value
strength above all else: Strength of Body. Strength of Mind. Strength of Will. They
admire these traits above even the gods, and tend to be an agnostic realm with little
interest in the divinities. Regardless of their original creation, Avalonians prize their
strength in themselves and confidence in their skills over relying upon divine intervention
or assistance. Equal parts prideful and capable, many humans find them a great benefit to
their cause, even if they can be a bit full of themselves at times. Language: Players from
the Avalonian Republic start the game with Avalonian in addition to Ovidic (Common).
Far Brevardrim

No human realm has seen the suffering and destruction that the Brevardrim know and
live. Once a stable, prosperous empire, the Brevardrim people were decimated in a series
of wars filled with terrors both magical and technological. Much of their homeland
remains an unlivable wasteland, with only the cities and villages on the farthest edges of
the wastes remaining untouched by the malevolent spirits of death and destruction that
wander their abandoned cities. Venerating Morrigan and Samhain as much as their
progenitors, the Brevardrim embrace the terrors they face on a regular basis with an
acceptance and uncanny courage that many other humans find bizarre. One minute a
Brevardim might accept the wholesale destruction of their homeland as inherently
beautiful, yet the next they might fight tooth and nail against a minor slight against their
character. A volatile people indeed. Language: Players from the Brevardrim start the
game with Brevardrim in addition to Ovidic (Common).
Crealochel

The peoples of Crealocheli are secretive and few in most realms. In their own lore, they
are the descendants of those who sheltered the Fool when the world was lost to
Compassion, being the only people to remain true to their original natures. On their island
is the Hall of the First Men, where Compassion and the Fool brought humanity to the
world. Kind and compassionate over all else, only the secretive nature of their hidden
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homeland prevents crueler beings from overwhelming them. Crealocheli are known for
their innate healing abilities, and those with their blood in their veins are frequently found
in hospitals and temples throughout the land spreading the word of compassion. They are
also known for their self-depreciating humor, a trait they retain from the Fool. Unlike
many other humans, they venerate none but the Fool and Compassion. Leaving
Crealochel is not done lightly, as once they leave the wandering island it is impossible to
return. Language: Players from the Crealochel start the game with Crealocheli in addition
to Ovidic (Common).
Jemai

Jemai is a realm perched at the tops of the massive trees of the vast jungle of the same
name. The Jemaian people are reclusive and suspicious, and with good reason. Ovidian
trade cities like Waterford and Grandmill have pillaged their shores for resources on
more than one occasion. Their neighbors across the sea in Meridian have made attempts
to colonize and conquer the independent communities that manage to survive in the
jungle time and again. However, despite the ambitions of neighboring realms, Jemai
remains free. The jungle itself is their greatest weapon, and they treat the trees and rivers
with the greatest respect. Plantfolk frequent Jemaian villages, and frequently have a hand
in their construction as they wind their way around the towering trees that often rise
hundreds of feet into the air. Respect for nature comes first with the Jemaian culture. And
with that respect comes shelter, prosperity, and a quiet power that has withstood all
threats. Language: Players from the Jemai start the game with Arborkin in addition to
Ovidic (Common).
Kendredai

Kendredai, the Dark Island. Few humans indeed live in that accursed land. The only
settlement of note, Daytown, looms in the damp mists as a modern township amongst the
unknowable evils that haunt the inner depths of the island. One must not see this city as
safe, for in basements and on balconies, creeping amongst the rooftops and swimming
along the canals are terrors too horrifying to mention. While constructs are plentiful in
Kendredai, programmed to ignore or restrain the horrors of the isle, the humans of the
realm manage to ignore the intense gloom and growing dread that haunts their footsteps.
Language: Players from the Kendredai start the game with B.A.S.I.C. in addition to
Ovidic (Common).
Holy Dominion of Kernaugh

Kernaugh was once a tiny village, home to a young woman named Amalas who, in time,
became known as the physical manifestation of Compassion upon the world. This fact
was highly contested by nearly everyone but her followers, which led said followers to
defend her life with a resolve and skill that bordered upon the fanatical. Long after her
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death, the Faith Militant of the Church of Amalas remained and her town grew into a
holy city by many from around the world. What is now known as the Holy Dominion of
Kernaugh was once a number of Orland provinces (Gauferid, the Zephyr Isles, and
Syvantos), all conquered and held by the Faith Militant. With bordering Orlandian,
Winderi, and Meridian interests all nervous at the rate of this nation’s expansion, the
people of Kernaugh remain faithful to their martial tradition and see enemies on all
fronts. Language: Players from the Kernaugh start the game with Orlandian in addition to
Ovidic (Common).
The Prefecture of Tarchay

The Prefecture of Tarchay was once a minor corner of the Brevardrim Empire, one city of
many dominated by that ancient and glorious culture. When the breach was opened in the
Brevardrim capital, the nation was torn apart by the magics and monsters unleashed from
the deep places of the earth and Tarchay became isolated from the rest of their kin. Over
time the Prefecture gained defacto, and then overt independence and now stands as a
powerful city-state with influence across the world. A good portion of this influence
comes from the construct-based mail and parcel delivery service based in the capital of
Tarchay that many nations of the world have come to rely upon. Language: Players from
the Tarchay start the game with Brevardrim in addition to Ovidic (Common).
The Meridian Islands

The peoples of the Meridian Islands tend to be the smallest of humanity, yet often the
most energetic. Venerating the gods Gein and Tamberlain as much as their progenitors,
they have a powerful fire within them to bring joy to those around them and protect those
they love. Yet they also can be prone to greed and excess when they take their passions to
the extreme. Many of the most generous in history, along with some of the most dreaded
pirates, come from Meridian heritage. Language: Players from Meridia start the game
with Meridian in addition to Ovidic (Common).
The Orlandian Empire

The Orlandian Empire marched across the western continent in a conquest dominated by
innovation and cunning as great generals and tacticians commanded vast armies in
inspired conquest. After centuries of eternal war, the realm was unified under a single
Empress and under her divine rule the realm remains eternally peaceful and orderly, or so
they will claim. In reality, there is much to fear within the realms of Orland and the
Imperial Legion, with all of their gold-armored glory, is only the face for a much more
sinister network of informants and assassins that keep the order in this most serene
empire. There is a madness within the gold filigree of high society in Orland, one that
demands honor must be upheld for a brush in the gilded hallways of the nobility even
while peasants starve in the squalid slums but a block away. Still there is a beauty in all
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they create, and even with the vast inequities of the empire many of the greatest bards,
artists, and courtesans hail from its shores. Venerating Mab and Auberon as their
progenitors, Orlandians tend to seek the beautiful, even if it is only skin deep. Language:
Players from the Orlandian Empire start the game with Orlandian in addition to Ovidic
(Common).
Freeholds of Revalia

The peoples of Revalia are known for their fortitude in drinking, fighting, and enduring
the bitter cold and harsh wilderness of their northern homeland. Venerating Alethia and
Selnoir as much as their progenitors, they fight a constant battle against the nature of their
homeland and the perils that would thwart their independent way of life. Revalians tend
to be single-minded in their pursuits, be they protecting the weak or vengeance, making
them both fast and reliable friends and implacable enemies. Language: Players from the
the Freeholds of Revalia start the game with Revalian in addition to Ovidic (Common).
The Winderwood

The southern forests of the Orland Continent are a dense realm of giant redwoods. In the
Winderwood, it can be difficult to see the sky upon the ground, leading the inhabitants to
live amongst the trees as often as not. When the Orlandian Empire came to the forest,
they found a peaceful people that were easily cowed. But once the Empress demanded
more and more of the forest to be cut down for her palaces, the people rebelled. Over a
hundred years later, the forest remains in a state of open rebellion, constantly fighting at
its borders to keep out the Imperial Legions. Criminals, dissidents, and disenfranchised
nobles from across the empire have flocked to this new bastion of freedom and continue
the fight to this day. Language: Players from the The Winderwood start the game with
Orlandian in addition to Ovidic (Common).
Magic and Technology

Humans have a moderate magical affinity and many humans learn the magical arts.
Several large schools of magic exist around the world, with the Versity Magic College
being the largest and most prestigious (though far from the only such place of learning).
While magical use is not uncommon in larger cities, small human communities generally
only have one or two learned magicians of various calibur and more pragmatic solutions
to problems are generally preferred over magical.
Humans are inherently clever with machinery and devices and have drive the
development of technology across the world. From firearms to engines to airships,
Humans have made their mark on the world by harnessing what is naturally occurring in
the waking world rather than trying to alter it by tapping the Faewild for magics. While
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combinations of these arts are uncommon, a few danger-seeking individuals attempt to
harness both technology and magic together to often disastrous results.

Plantfolk:

The plantfolk are a mysterious and reclusive race. Rarely found in
society, they are frequently found in the deep forests and caverns of the world. Arborkin,
the tree people, are found dancing and singing in woodland glades and protect places of
natural beauty. Their more insidious cousins, the Trufflekin, are a race of mycellian
creatures dwelling in the deep caverns of the world, spilling out to the surface for
occasional, and horrific, invasions.
Plantfolk are a race of sentient plant creatures that dwell hidden throughout the natural
world. The first plantfolk was born from Compassion alone in her desperate search to
find a guardian to keep the Eternal Rose safe from the other gods. Along her journey, she
came across a wooded grove, filled with flowers and mushrooms. Here the precious rose
would look like but one of many, and she hoped it might be safe. After planting the rose
at the foot of a great tree, she spread her power throughout the grove and the mushrooms,
trees, and grasses rose up as sentient beings to her call. The strongest of these was the
Mother Oak, an Arborkin that emerged from the tree above the Eternal Rose. Mother Oak
swore to compassion that her arms would shelter the rose from harm and guard it
throughout the seasons that would follow. The youngest of these was Shimmer, a
willowy Meadowfolk maiden, who swore to keep the Eternal Rose company and be the
last line of defense should someone enter it’s garden. Last to rise was the elderly
Trufflekin crone, Vein, who swore to seek and destroy those who would take the rose for
themselves, and left the grove to seek out this dark mission. And so these beings continue
to keep charge of the Eternal Rose, and the wild places across the world. While most
believe Plantfolk to be the least numerous of the races of Falleron, their capacity to hide
in plain sight makes this hard to prove.
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Charge of Compassion

Plantfolk all have a secret mission passed down from Compassion: they must protect the
Eternal Rose and the Fool from the other gods. While an opportunity to do so may never
occur in their lifetimes, should the opportunity present itself their free will is momentarily
overridden and they will come to the aid of this mission.
The Wild Realms

Plantfolk are different from most sentient beings of Falleron in that they do not often
create societies and communities of their own kind, instead dwelling in hidden places in
the wilderness they feel most comfortable with. While many will, in their early years,
wander the world to explore, dream, and adventure after a time most Plantfolk find a
place they feel is precious to them and ‘take root,’ choosing to dwell and protect that
place for their remaining years. In some places such a rooting may be done in small
communities. Arborkin typically dwell in solitary trees, or at most in pairings with a
spouse or confidant. Meadowfolk typically live in groups of ten or less amongst the
grasses, reeds, and flowers they love. Trufflekin, the most martial and plentiful of the
Plantfolk, tend to form large, organized warbands deep underground, with the full size
and scale of these varying by the location and band. The largest known warband of
Trufflekin emerged from the Breach, a massive collapse into the underground caverns
beneath the Brevardrim Wastes, numbered in the tens of thousands. It is presumed (and
hoped) that this is an uncommon event by most scholars. Plantfolk are a very rare sight in
large cities and settlements, though they can occasionally be more common in small
communities along the wild places and frontiers of the world.
Languages of the Land

Plantfolk speak one of two languages, either the silent and gesture-based language of the
Arborkin or the strange, backwards language of the Trufflekin. Both are frequently
infuriating to other mortal races, though for different reasons. Arborkin is a very slow,
though deeply expressive, language involving nearly imperceptible motions and gestures.
It can take hours to make a simple hello in Arborkin, and days to communicate a complex
idea or request. Trufflekin is frequently spoken, but rarely fully understood as its
language is almost entirely spoken of in lies. Trufflekin tend to say the opposite of what
they mean in their language at all times, and with the range of implications
misunderstandings from mortal races are… frequent. While Trufflekin understand their
own language perfectly, many suspect their language was developed specifically to
confound the other races.
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Vampire:

The Vampire are a race of sentient undead granted a hopeful and
haunting need to restore their life force. Their lack of lifeforce is only matched by their
desire to become the living once again. These desperate hungers and longings drive their
every action, and are impossible for a Vampire to ignore. Vampires are split into two
orders, Blessed vampires which draw their energy passively from the adoration of those
around them, and Fallen vampires which aggressively feed upon the lifeforce of others.
Morrigan, goddess of death and destruction, tried to bring her own children to life in
ancient times, but none were able to withstand the terrible forces that surround her and
everything she raised died around her. Over time, her despair grew so great that it gained
form and became her spouse, Samhain. As they encountered the dead of other mortal
races, they tried together to raise them back to life and each time failed, creating the races
of mindless undead that populate the world today. One group of these attracted the
attention of Compassion, who granted them sentience, creating the first vampires. A
terrible and horrific race to behold, their lack of lifeforce is only matched by their desire
to become the living once again. These desperate hungers and longings drive their every
action, and are impossible for a Vampire to ignore.
Vampires have an odd place in society. While Fallen (when identified) are usually
shunned, Blessed vampires are commonly found throughout the lands and generally
tolerated and accepted, not only because of the effects of their blessing but because of
their natures as social and friendly creatures (by necessity). some of the most powerful
people in the realms have been vampires of both types, and a large number of Turned
vampires exist on the fringes of society, usually unnoticed by most.
A small number of vampires are those who have contracted the Vampire Plague, a crafted
disease made by humans originally to help them fight after suffering mortal wounds that
had serious and disastrous consequences. While curable, doing so is incredibly difficult
and more often than not a lifelong pursuit.
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The Fallen

The vast majority of vampires are the Fallen, a race of life draining undead that seek out
and quickly consume the lives of other creatures for themselves, taking the life drained
for themselves for a short time. This quick fix has a cost, and with each feeding the life
consumed lasts a bit less. Mature Fallen, those that have lived for centuries, generally
gain only a few hours or days of life from draining an average mortal creature, a process
which usually kills the creature in question. Because of this horrific and predatory
exchange, fallen are considered to be the most terrible and horrific of the undead.
Fallen vampires tend to appear as the type of creature they originally were born as
(usually human, but occasionally Clont or Werefolk), only generally in an advanced state
of decay. Many legends of powerful mummies, revenants, corpse-walkers, and worse
originate from Fallen vampires in their naturally decayed state. Upon consuming the life
of the living, they regenerate to a state of of vibrancy that makes them appear almost
more beautiful and alive than even the most energetic of their race. During this state they
gain a sense of powerful euphoria, but it is short lived. As time continues they
immediately decay, first returning to the appearance of a normal member of their race,
and eventually starting to decay back to their corpse-like state.
Fallen vampires are unable to conceive unless they remain in a euphoric, living state for
the duration of their pregnancy, an act that is at extremely high cost of life to maintain.
Those children born of a Fallen are always Fallen themselves, but are not bound to their
parents for succor. These unfortunate children grow to maturity as living creatures,
needing only the smallest amount of lifeforce to remain living, but upon reaching
adulthood begin to decay as their hunger grows exponentially.
The majority of Fallen vampires are created through the Turning, with a Fallen vampire
sedating or binding a creature and forcefully draining them of all of their life essence,
then passing all or most of it back to them after it is consumed. This process is
excruciating to the turned, frequently driving them to madness and rage in the process,
making doing so to even a willing subject nearly impossible without bindings or druginduced unconsciousness. these turned mortals become entirely dependent upon the
succor of their vampire parent, needing life energy from them, and them alone, in order to
remain in their state of undeath. The death of their Fallen vampire parent generally leads
to the death of all of the turned vampires they created, though a small portion are able to
withstand this and live on as Fallen vampires themselves. The very smallest percentage
might become restored to their previous lives, though this is incredibly rare.
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The Blessed

The Blessed vampires are those descending from the ancient vampire given charge by
Morrigan to warn Compassion of the plot made by the gods to kill the Fool and steal her
treasures to give themselves the powers of life and death. A Fallen vampire, she fought
across the realms of the living where she was driven away as a monster and horror,
shunned by all, before finally coming before Compassion to warn her of the danger. As a
gift in exchange for her great sacrifice, Compassion embraced her and her hunger left her.
Her flesh was restored to great beauty, and her eyes were opened to see the beauty in all
things around her. The first Blessed, she gained a longing for the moment of that initial
embrace with Compassion, where life and love filled her and made her whole for just a
moment, and that longing was passed on to all those Blessed who followed after her.
Blessed vampires are, even more than Fallen, nearly always human in appearance.
Though that appearance has been greatly altered by their blessing. Their skin is always a
perfect, even tone of unusual caliber, frequently pure alabaster or ebony, though in rare
cases gold. Their eyes have a glow to them that persists in the dark, though the color of
this glow varies between clans of Blessed. They always appear as perfect specimens of
physical health and their beauty is both striking and hard to ignore for those speaking
with them. Those who meet their eyes find themselves entranced and are hard pressed to
resist their requests and desires.
The Blessed vampires have the Longing, a powerful physical and psychological need for
love and acceptance. They must surround themselves with the living, specifically those
who wish to be with them in companionship, and are in constant need of physical contact.
A Blessed that goes without immediate living company begin to diminish and love
energy and vibrancy, to very real and painful effect. While this longing cannot kill them,
an isolated or trapped Blessed vampire will quickly become in a state of pure agony that
cannot be restored without the touch or embrace of the adoring living.
For this reason Blessed then tend to be very social creatures, frequently using their charm
and hypnotic beauty to surround themselves with adoration and love. They make
excellent entertainers and performers, and equally adoring parents and lovers. Blessed
can conceive children with mortal spouses and their children have a 50% chance of
becoming a Blessed vampire once they reach maturity, usually manifesting around
adolescence.
Blessed do not need to use their gifts to force those around them to grant them the love
and life they need to survive, but many in desperation do and find that this cycle leads to
a horrific feedback as those they have charmed come to hate them whenever they are not
under their sway.
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Blessed also have the ability to cause the Turning, but theirs is not possible until a
creature they love is killed by unnatural means. They have the ability to embrace those
that fell and try to grant the same blessing given to them to the recently slain and, on
occasion, it may raise the creature as a turned vampire. Such vampires are mentally
changed by the process, and have no choice but to adore the vampire that raised them
and, to a certain extent, obey their commands. This usually leads to heartbreak, as the
Blessed almost always has to be close to the creature before and, in saving their life,
causes them to lose some of their free will. Turned in this fashion also tend to perish with
the death of the one that raised them, though a rare few might become Blessed vampires
fully themselves and a tiny portion may become once more alive as they were before.

Werefolk:

Werefolk were animals once, blessed by the gods to become more
than their instincts and desires. Werefolk come in as many shapes and sizes as there are
animals in the world, but all have humanoid qualities. Some appear nearly as humans,
save for the sheen of scales on their skin or broad wings upon their backs. Others appear
closer to their animal kin, being slightly more humanoid rabbits or reptiles. The range of
diversity is broad across werefolk, and while some castes and cultures remain constant,
the possibilities are more than any have been able to catalog.
Werefolk were animals once, blessed by Compassion to become more than their instincts
and desires. Werefolk come in as many shapes and sizes as there are animals in the
world, but all have humanoid qualities. Some appear nearly as humans, save for the sheen
of scales on their skin or broad wings upon their backs. Others appear closer to their
animal kin, being slightly more humanoid rabbits or reptiles. The range of diversity is
broad across werefolk, and while some casts and cultures remain constant, the
possibilities are more than any have been able to catalog.
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Animal Heritage

Werefolk are directly tied to a specific animal from which their being derives. Be it avian
or whale, beast or bug, all werefolk derive from a source animal and they revere that
animal as their own kin. A snakekin will not willingly harm a snake, nor the snake it, as
they are in both eyes the same creature. Frequently werefolk will protect their animal
cousins and their habitats as a point of pride, though this homage rarely extends to the
rival animals and prey of their kind.
History of the Hunted

Humans, Clont, and frequently Fae of the Wild Hunt have long sought Werefolk as the
ultimate challenge in the hunt. Seeing them not as conscious creatures but just as new
challenges to prey upon, Werefolk history with the other mortal races has been fraught
with danger. In Ovid, only within the last 500 years were Werefolk acknowledged to be
sentient creatures, and for much of the same time since they have been slowly rounded up
and deported to their own island “sanctuary” far from human settlements until the events
of the last 100 years or so. While Werefolk are now a common, and largely unremarkable
sight in major cities, in rural and isolated communities they are frequently a source of
fear and distrust. While many Werefolk get along with the other mortal races in modern
times, the majority still live in the wild with their own kin and distrust the trappings of
civilization as little more than a new form of a muzzle or yoke.
The Great Clans

While most Werefolk are very individualistic, several great clans of Werefolk species
have emerged as cultural powers over the years.
The Aviary are perhaps the best known. With their birdlike wings and sharp eyes, the
Aviary have long been an organized clan in northern Ovid. It was the aviary Clan that led
the wars against the Ovid Kings with such ferocity and strategy that common conceptions
of Werefolk being mindless beasts were finally tossed out by the monarchy. They
emerged as one of the great houses of Ovid in the centuries that followed, and remain a
powerful voice on the Council of Nobles to this day. The Lapine Warrens are a loosely
collected group of rabbitkin that lead many of the temples of the Heartflame. Open to
outsiders and well known for their hospitality and friendship, Lapine combine their fleet
speed with the fluffy tails and ears to be at once highly capable messengers and well
received guests.
Other great clans exist across the world, such as the Lizardfolk River Clans of
Mullenstone or the Molekin of Winterark, with more being discovered each year.
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Falleron 2018
Click to enlarge. For previous maps, see the World Map portfolio.

Introduction to the Realms of the Mortal Plane
Now that we know the who of the Mortal Plane, let’s talk a bit about the where.

Welcome to mortal plane of Falleron. Well, at least part of it. While there are plenty of
other bits on the far side of the globe of interest, most of the major doings of the world
tend to center around the largest continent, Haust, and the surrounding land masses of
Syvantos, Melokia, and the Meridian Archipelago.
Like mortals themselves, the lands of the Mortal Plane tend to have limited lifespans, and
rise to power and fade to obscurity on a regular basis. Some have a bit more staying
power than others, whether through natural advantages or sheer determination of their
people, but in general you’ve got five regions where folks tend to stick around a while.
Ovid, Revalia, Brevardrim, Meridia, and Orland are the safe places of our plane and
have, more or less, been the bastions of our mortal realms since the beginning or recorded
history. That said, safe is a relative term and there are dangers aplenty across each of
these realms.

While documenting the political histories of each realm in detail would be the work
worthy of a vast library, lets take a short glimpse into the current standing of our world.
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The Continent of Ovid
[Ovid Map]
It is said that Ovid is the center of the world. While factually inaccurate in pretty much
every way, politically the realms of Ovid do have a tendency to dominate the conflicts
and stability of all surrounding realms. The name itself is problematic, as it refers to both
the subcontinent at the northernmost tip of the massive continent of Haust as well as a
powerful nation that, until recently, dominated this region.
One of the most populated regions in the Mortal Plane, its success is largely due to
pleasant weather, fertile lange, and natural barriers that protect it from the harsher reams
surrounding it. With oceans on three sides defending it from the neighboring land masses,
and both the massive desert of the Sandsa and the vast chasm of Escaloni Canyon to the
south, invasion from beyond Ovid’s borders is a challenge at best, if not logistically
impossible without modern technology and vast resources.
Of course, that doesn’t mean this garden has been at all peaceful. For all that these
barriers have kept out invasion, they have also kept in the warlords and wizards that
would dominate the region for themselves. The lands of Ovid have been subject to
innumerable tyrants, wars, and fragmented petty nations over the years. For nearly 1500
years this paused as the Kingdom of Ovid unified the realm and had relative peace for
generations as they sought new lands to conquer and destroy beyond their own borders.
For a time many thought that Ovid would remain whole and dominant forevermore. It’s
rather funny how a dead king, a pair of rival heirs, and a war of succession can change
both people’s minds and the lines on a map.

Now Ovid is fractured into many petty kingdoms and states, each vying for dominance
and to restore their own vision of the Kingdom of Ovid. An ambitious goal, but one I
wouldn’t expect to see within my lifetime.

The Apothekarium
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Alphabetically, we must begin with the Apothekarium, though were it up to me I would
leave them for last, if not entirely exclude from this tome. Wedged between the
mountainous Longwood Vale and the Jessup Sea, the Apothekarium was mostly poor
territory made worse by it’s sinister masters. It’s survival as a state is half out of fear of
what it can bring to the battlefield, and half out of it having ruined most of its territory in
making its terrible weapons.
The capital, and really only population center remaining, is Sandford. A densely built,
dank, stinking city at the northernmost edge of the vast wetlands known as the Barrelbog.
Once it had been ruled by the much larger city of Albertshire, but after rebelling from the
King of Ovid a hundred years previous the Apothekarium unleashed a terrible plague
upon the city and it’s conquerors, killing both indiscriminately. Now the city is a barren
ruin, where not even plants grow.
The Apothekarium continues dabbling in what is, and should be, considered forbidden
arts by all sensible people. Poisons, necromancy, and constructs able to withstand both
are the favored tools of the alchemists of Sandford. During the era of the Kings of Ovid
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they were kept under close watch, with a short leash between their existence and the
King’s justice keeping them in line.
Of course, with the fall the Kingdom of Ovid, there are neither watchers nor leash,
making its citizens and neighbors alike nervous. And they should be.

Autumnvale

Poets call many beautiful places in this world magical, meaning to invoke a wondrous
beauty to their setting rather than the more precise arcane meaning of the word. With
Autumnvale, however, both terms apply accurately. Autumnvale is home to a permanent
portal to the Faewild and, naturally, an abundance of Fae creatures taking holiday or
permanent residence upon the mortal plane. While most of the Lockwood, the massive
forest that dominates much of Ovid south of the Charm River, is a wild and sinister place;
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Autumnvale is bright, cheerful, and dangerous. Pretty much what one would expect for a
realm ruled by the Fae Summer Court.
While roving Troll and Goblin bands are common, so too are sheltered glades guarded by
Dryads and Summer Elves. Arborkin aplenty live openly under the boughs of the
Autumnvale, and in the great palace, for which the nation is named, one can find
members of nearly every species engaged in the frantic revelry and trade.
The Summer Court dominates the realm, and unspoken rules of conduct govern the
realm. It is a place where one might find joy and healing, or be punished for breaking
some unspoken custom. Murder is, in fact, legal in Autumnvale. Though it remains
largely peaceful. For those who enter the realm with violence in their hearts tend to be the
ones who end up dead in the street, with their corpses ignored by the milling throngs of
singing merchants.
Because of this, most careful types tend to stop at the trade stations on the borders. These
glades are well guarded and mostly safe for those looking to buy and trade exotic Fae
goods. But be warned, stary beyond these sheltered glades and anything could happen.
You could be invited to a feast, or become a feast. Possibly at the same event.

Barrier Bay
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The communities around Barrier Bay were a strange lot. Populated heavily by both Clont
from Genevia and Humans fleeing the dangers of Ovid, the fishing communities on the
edge of the continent were largely content to be ignored by the great governments of the
world. Ignored by the generations as being too remote to be worth protecting or taxing,
the collapse of the Kingdom of Ovid changed next to nothing about the region save for
how others looked upon it.
With war looming over the scraps of Ovid that remained, the people of Barrier Bay
realized that, all too soon, their quiet shores might be seen as prime lands free from the
terrors running rampant elsewhere. In quiet meetings between town mayors and local
lords a form of government was formed, not one based upon codified laws or central
government, but of each disparate community agreeing that they generally got on well as
is and that they should band together to ensure they kept getting on as time went on.
Each town, castle, and demense in Barrier Bay is its own micronation, some but a handful
of miles across, and individually they are frightfully weak. But unified, they pose enough
resistance to make it a chore for a greater realm to invade. And so they maintain their
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quiet, peaceful respite. For those lucky enough to be from here, you might expect a pretty
happy life beside the sea, where your biggest worry might be of a passing storm. Of
course, you likely also will never leave your seaside town. It is a small place, perfect for
small people. And those with big dreams rarely are invited to stay.

Bird Island

As with most nations, as the humans of Ovid grew more powerful with their technology
and magic, werefolk were driven out from their prime hunting grounds to the fringes of
civilization. In Ovid it was especially bad. In ancient times, the humans of the Heartlands
had been hunted as food by roving packs of werefolk for generations. Strongholds like
Highchurch slowly spread out to protect ever-growing human farmlands, and bounties on
any werefolk of any breed became the law of the land. Until, during the great wars in
which Ovidian Kings unified the realm, a band of werefolk found a place in royal court.
With their powerful wings and ability to fly, the Aviary were natural scouts for the royal
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army. Their aid helped the humans of Ovid unify their lands and drive out the aberrations
and demons that had long harassed it. For their service, they were offered their own land:
Bird Island. A large island of their very own.
Of course, what the Aviary saw as their private home for their tribe became, in fact,
something else entirely. Hearing of realm governed by werefolk, tribes of every sort
began to migrate towards Bird Island, massing in camps in the forest that would come to
be known as the Werewood as they sought passage to their safe haven off-shore. At first,
the Avaiary tried to refuse these immigrants access to their home. After all, their island
had been hard won through the lives of many of their kin, but in time compassion and
practicality opened their borders. Bird Island was a large landmass, but very soon it
seemed filled to the brim. Worse, as this migration began to occur, the humans of Ovid
began encouraging it, offering or demanding werefolk take a one way pilgrimage off the
mainland.
When you lock a lion and a lamb in a cage, the results are usually predictable. Not so
with Bird Island. Despite coming from a wide range of lifestyles, natural adaptations, and
often conflicting philosophies, the people of Bird Island were unified in their desperation
for freedom from human tyranny. Where many expected the island to become a savage
kill-or-be-killed prison, it instead became a highly organized, functional utopia for the
werefolk. Cooperation and preservation of the island was not only law, but essential. The
werefolk worked together because they had to, and in turn their realm remains stable,
peaceful, and generally one of the more pleasant realms in all of Ovid.
If you are a werefolk, that is. For everyone else, best to watch your step.

County Carillon
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Freedom, one won, is difficult to take away. For its history, County Carillon has been a
story of those seeking freedom from tyranny. Founded in ancient times as a means to
escape the Acranocrats of Versity Bay (our unfortunate predecessors in a time where
magic was used to dominate rather than enlighten), the pilgrims willing to brave the wild
and sinister Lockwood were considered mad. But Hubert Silverbell valued the possibility
of freedom over his own safety, and marched ahead, past tree and terror, to find a large
island inside a larger lake, surrounded by forested hills. There he built a fortress with a
large belltower to warn his fellow settlers of werefolk attacks. Over time, the settlement
grew, and more bell towers were erected. Until finally the island became loud and
clamorous whenever an occasion called for the bells to be rung. The original name of
Hubertville was abandoned and Carillon, City of Bells, came to be.
In the eras that followed, Carillon would settle large swaths of the Eastern Lockwood,
eventually having much of it named the Songwood as a means of differentiating the
relatively safe forest from the darker, wilder forests beyond. Carillon always had a strong
martial tradition of defending its borders, first with knights and pikemen, and then later
embracing firearms faster than any nation save for Grandmill. By the modern era
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Carillon’s musketeers were famous for their marksmanship and discipline and were an
essential part of the Kingdom of Ovid’s national army.
And then the Kingdom of Ovid was no more. Well armed and full of civic spirit, the city
become the backbone of the provisional government that lasted for a few short decades.
When that too collapsed, Carillon realized it had been helping others rule for generations,
and decided that now was the time for it to rule itself. The Countess Artimage, Lord
Mayor Mowngle, General Preacher and a number of other heroes of the war formed a
national congress that now governs the realm, with each town, village, and city district
electing its representatives. With the bells of the city ringing proudly and a new spirit of
self determination cheering the streets, the city island is now one of the safest, most
orderly lands in all of Ovid. While the surrounding forests are as dangerous as ever, the
brave riflemen of County Carillon patrol its borders in force.
Carillon is finally free to pursue its own fate. And will fight to remain so.

Eogan
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Some nations exist because they represent strong national interests and powerful
governments. Others exist because, if they didn’t, those strong nations would be left in
the unthinkable position of total war. So is the history of Eogan. Chester Ridge was
historically a battleground region between the kings and queens of the Heartlands and the
peoples of the Adairian Hills. Over the past 2000 years hundreds of wars have been
fought over the region until, eventually, the Kingdom of Ovid unified the realm.
When the succession crisis destroyed the Kingdom, fighting resumed between the
Adiairians, supporting Duchess Sadine, and the Heartlanders, supporting Princess Enzia.
Once more Chester Ridge was devastated by conflict. When the provisional, and
ultimately short-lived government formed after the death of both heirs, Eogan, a hero of
the war who defended the people of the region from both sides, demanded his demesne
be declared a free province to keep war from occuring between the Adairiand and
Heartlanders in the future. He got his wish, for better or worse.
Eogan as a state is far from successful. Its major population center, Mullenstone, is a
major trade center, true. But for all of the wealth that passes through the realm so too
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does trouble. Adairian and Heartlander conflicts remain close at hand. Carillon, to the
south, also maintains its largest garrison just miles from the nation’s capital. The wilds of
Chester Ridge and nearby Fallowen Forest are rife with bandits and dragons. In short,
there are no shortage of troubles plaguing the realm. Lord Eogan and his knights do their
best, but their realm is poor, their forces few, and their problems many.

Escaloni Guildlands

The southernmost nation of Ovid is arguably its most successful, from a certain point of
view. Winterark has vast wealth from the arc mines. Heartlands holds great wealth from
vast, safe fields. The Escaloni Guildlands have vast wealth from trade. While almost the
entire population of the nation lives in the capital of Waterford, what little doesn’t is
either traveling on one of their massive fleet of trade ships or is working on one of the
guild properties along the Escaloni canyon. From tin mines to ceramics, baskets to
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weapons of bloodshed, there is a Guild in Escaloni that specializes in what you need, and
will trade it for a price.
Government through trade leads to a certain… flexibility in laws. While there are
codified rules of trade in Escaloni, the real power are with the guilds themselves. With
the backing of a powerful guild, one can get away with nearly anything in Escaloni.
Without the backing of a guild… Well. There is a reason that the slums of Waterford are
the largest and most depressing of any realm I have seen.
The canyon the realm is named for is vast, the largest in the world and miles across.
Many settlements of the guilds are built up high, on the walls of the canyon, where one
can work safely separated from elementals and beasts that tend to hunt the depths by the
river. With the sandsea just to the south and the jungles of Jemai within reach, the guilds
of Escaloni want for nothing, save for morality.

Genevia
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Most of the lands of Ovid are fairly young, maybe existing for a few thousand years at
best. Not so with Genevia. The stronghold of the Clont people has remained in their
sheltered mountain vales since before recorded history. To hear them tell it, the Clont
were the branch of the Aligan people, the soul-slaving giants that once dominated all of
Haust. Unlike their brethren, they saw the use of souls as fuel to be abhorrent, and
isought a refuge where they could hide from the terrors of the Aligan Empires. In
Genevia they found this sanctuary, and there they lived in a quiet, fearful hermitage until,
seemingly overnight, the Aligan Empires vanished from this world.
Liberated from the terrors of their cousins, and with the strength and power of their race,
the Clonts began to explore the world beyond their hermitage, returning regularly to share
tales of the strange lands they visited and their adventures along the way. To this day, the
nomadic nature of many Clont still allows them to return regularly to their sacred city of
Clontstead to tell their tales and see their relatives.
Ove the eras, Genevia has acknowledged and paid tribute to strong neighboring nations,
but has never been subject to rule by others. Even in the era of the Kingdom of Ovid, it
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was a self-governing province and generally left separate in all things. For no one wants
the combined wrath of an entire race of people to fall down on their nation. should
someone try to invade Genevia, Clont adventures and common folk alike would return to
their ancestral homeland to defend it. And such an army would be unstoppable.

Grandmill

Grandmill is the most advanced city in the world. Built over a set of three giant stone and
metal pillars that funnel the powerful currents of the Charm River into a massive series of
turbines that power the city, from this innovative base it rises in hundreds of towers up
into the sky, with vast series of gears and bridges connecting and rotating portions of the
city as the day passes. The entire city is, in itself, a massive machine. And that machine
produces innovation.
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But before the clockwork, the electricity, the constructs, and the city itself, there was an
island without a proper name. A leper colony for the neighboring Adairian Baronies, the
afflicted of the wasting disease would find solace in their slow decay on the isle. When
the Kings of Ovid invaded Adaire, one of the lepers of the island offered aid with an
innovation he had created from the dungheaps of the colony, wasted charcoal, and the
sulfer that was abundant in the island’s hilly interior. This early gunpowder was tricky,
dangerous, and prone to failure. But with Adairam mages being few and far between, and
the invading armies having a vast number of sorcerers at their disposal, it became a
critical element in Adairian defense. In time, non-lepers began to work in the industries
of the island. Driven by the war efforts of their Adairian patrons, the innovators of the
island began to create other tools of war. With river attacks common, the island became
fortified time and again. When electricity was finally produced without need for a wizard
of cleric, the island built its’ new foundation, leading to the name of Grandmill.
While Adaire would eventually fall to the Kings of Ovid, the island would remain valued
by their conquerors. Grandmill was the arsenal of Ovid, and from it flowed airships,
firearms, constructs, and other tools that came to be feared by Ovid’s neighbors. It
seemed there was no limit to the power that Grandmill technology could bring to one
who controlled it. That is, until the succession crisis. Grandmill chose to back Duchess
Sadine in her claim for the Ovidian throne, and it would prove a fatal mistake. As with
the capital of Kingsbridge, Grandmill would largely be destroyed by the weapons it
created, sending technology back hundreds of years.
Now the city and its wondrous devices are being rebuilt, ever so slowly. The spires still
rise into the sky, and the lights still run from the great waterworks, but there is a long way
to go before it is restored to its former glory. And the scars of war pock not only the
bodies of it’s people, but the great fortress city itself.

Kendredai
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Kendredai, the dark island. For centuries it was a place to be feared and avoided. The
mountains on the interior are tall and jagged, and filled beneath with abundant horrors.
The thick pine forests surrounding them were filled with terrible abominations that killed
prey for sport as well as for sustenance. In Ovid, to go to Kendredai was, for centuries, a
way of saying to go to your death. But all of that was before Daytown.
Scholars commonly talk about how werefolk have had a hard lot in life, and it is certainly
true. But left ignored is the plight of our construct children. Alive in all ways save for
acknowledgement by humans, they suffer silently as our helpers and servants. But not all
of them. In centuries past, a group of constructs built in Grandmill sought to be masters
of their own destiny. Stealing a handful of ships, and with the help of a small band of
repentant humans folk sympathetic to their cause, these refugees fled Grandmill and took
to the sea. Their search for a home took only a year, but such a year it was. Pursued by
Grandmill for their “stolen property” and rejected at almost every port as too much
trouble to be worth accepting, the refugees finally took the phrase “go to Kendredai”
seriously. And, with no other options left, landed on the shores of a land that would
assuredly kill them.
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But after a life of servitude and slavery, and years of fighting to stay alive at sea with
little to no support, the constructs and their allies had become adept at surviving. They
cleared land and built shelters from the elements, the monsters of the island, even the
lengthy shadows cast by the tall mountains that surrounded them. They used gunpowder
to blow holes in the mountains to allow for more sunlight to hit their fields, used
electricity to light their streets and guns to guard their walls. The innovations they had
tirelessly built for others they utilized themselves. And within a generation Daytown
became one of the great success stories of the mortal plane. Ruled by the Lords
Industrial, and worshipping Selnoir as repentance for their past wrongs, Daytown is a
place where humans and constructs live as equals.
So long as they stay within the light of Daytown, anyway. Kendredai is still a nightmare
of a realm, and the small villages that crop up outside the walls have a habit of vanishing
overnight.

Kingsbridge
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If Ovid is the center of the world, Kingsbridge is the center of Ovid. The massive city is a
triumph of what mortals can do when unified. Built under a succession of Ovidian Kings
over the shallow marshes in the center of the Brightlake, the city today is a series of
artificial islands. Using the natural flow of the water of the Charm River for power,
plumbing, and sanitation, it is a clean, prosperous, and innovative city. At least, as it
currently stands.
Kingsbridge has been the capital of Ovid for generations. And in those generations, it has
seen its share of conflicts. Completely destroyed down to the foundations during the
Succession Crisis, it was rebuilt by the provisional government under the protection of
the Boarhardt Guild. It is a beautiful city, for some. Some of the older districts, such as
the Clocktower District, remain in ruins form the great war, with neither political will nor
local permission to rebuild. From here the poor and downtrodden find little comfort
compared to the rest of the city. And, as is too often the case in Ovid, the poor are
overwhelmingly werefolk.
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Still, despite its problems, the city remains a major trade city even with the collapse of
the nation it once ruled. It now governs itself, under the protection of the adventurers of
the Boarhardt Guild. While not the official Mayor, most of the city acknowledges that
while the governing lords in the Newcastle may hold power on paper, the true ruler of
Kingsbridge is found behind the bar at the Pig’s Pride Tavern, where Rupert Boarhardt
holds court with any who seek to make the world better by risking their lives.

Lockwood

Once upon a time there was a King of the Heartlands who used the lives of his people to
prolong his own. Through dark rituals and worship of the Annwynn, his rule stretched to
hundreds of years and cost innumerable lives. His people became his cattle, and his court
feasted well upon steak and blood. Some saw this as a problem, and in time they tried to
redeem their nation. And, at great cost, they succeeded. The vampire king was slain, his
castle destroyed, and his court disbursed. But the question remained: what should be done
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about his daughter? In the final days of the war she helped the people overthrow her
father, but she was, of course, also a vampire. Unable to reconcile letting her remain with
the lives she had taken and her heroism on their behalf, instead she was exiled south of
the Charm river, to the sinister Lockwood beyond.
Such was intended to be a death sentence, of course. Nothing survived long or well in the
Lockwood. Monsters and terrors hunted well beneath the dark forest canopy. But such
terrors had not encountered something like this exiled princess. The predators soon
become the prey. In her hunting, she slew a beast about to kill a group of peasant
children. After feasting beast, and with blood covering the rags she now wore, she took
the children back to their home. A meagre village clinging desperately to the side of a
lake for security. It was a poor place, with its population constantly lost to the dangers of
the realm. They were less than pleased to see another monster emerge from the forest, but
when the monster returned their children unharmed, they watched her leave without
attacking. And so, for decades of her eternal life, she would save the mortals in her own
hunts, returning them to their town. In time, she became known as the Dark Lady, a
monster looming on the edge of their village. But while she was a monster, she
was their monster.
In time, the children she had saved welcomed her into the village and gave her comfort
and kinship. In return, she fought the monsters and terrors that loomed at their borders.
The town began to thrive, and the Dark Lady was more than happy to simply live as
protector to the kind people she had been accepted by. But with their success also came
the attention of neighboring lands. Carillon, Tarchay, Ovid; all saw this town as a tainted,
horrific land giving solace to a monster. The villagers, in turn, took this as a badge of
honor. Maybe they were tainted by their monster, but to hell with that. In defiance they
renamed the town to Taintsville and elevated the Dark Lady as their guardian, protector,
and one of their elders. Over time, the children that she saved, and had later embraced
her, asked to help her in defending their realm. With the permission of the whole village,
she granted her vampiric curse to them. And so their ability to protect their own grew in
turn.
Such has been the way of Taintsville and the Lockwood in the centuries since. The Dark
Lady rules over it all as their own Dark Queen. A protector and guide in a world that
wants to kill them. But while outsiders wonder how anyone can willingly live in a city
where vampires walk the streets, one must remember that in the Lockwood vampires do
not prey on their own. They are honored, eternal guardians of their people against a much
more threatening forest. Still, it is hard to have such an open mind with armies of undead
are threatening your borders and the denizens of the Lockwood have frequently preyed
upon their neighbors, especially County Carillon, for sustenance. There is little love for
the Lockwood anywhere in Ovid, and even less love for the rest of Ovid within the
Lockwood.
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Lord Fern’s Country

Not far from the southern downs, in the mountains separating County Carillon from the
Escaloni Guildlands, was a wide, pleasant valley. Mostly filled with rolling meadows,
gentle streams, and beautiful wildflowers as far as the eye could see it was a paradise,
until its neighbors went and ruined everything. A quick path between nations, a road was
made through this vale, and then a village, and then mines were opened. Soon the flowers
were trampled and the rivers clouded. And Lord Fern was not pleased.
A powerful meadowfolk paladin, Lord Fern decided that this vale would be better ruled
by his kind than the other mortals about, and in quick order drove the Humans, Clont, and
Werefolk from his realm. The mines became the home to Trufflekin, the fields to his
Arborkin and Meadowkin allies. The village was torn down, and in its place a palace of
living wood was grown to watch the highway.
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It’s a pleasant enough place to pass through, so long as you keep to the road. Here
stepping on flowers might be the last thing you do.

Prefecture of Malund

There are some places that just seem to beg for trouble. Malund is one of them. The
western hills of Ovid hold a wealth of resources, fertile land, and gentle weather. A
perfect place for someone to set up a home and build a kingdom. When that little
kingdom is surrounded on all sides by much larger and ambitious nations, having a little
slice of perfection begins to look like an invitation.
Over the generations, Malund has been invaded, conquered, sacked, rebuilt, and invaded
again seemingly every generation. The rich mines of the western hills have been
plundered for ore by nation after nation. The great city of the realm, Howlia, was wiped
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off the map by an engineered flood many generations ago. The city of Malund, more of a
township boasting a larger than usual slum, is about all that remains of civilization. If you
could call it that.
With the flags flying over Malund changing with the seasons, the people turned to the
one contsant that remained between armies and rulers: faith. Alethia is worshipped in
Malund with a remarkable fervor that makes even the slightly unpious nervous. The
current Prefect, Lord Stashe, has a small army of inquisitors seeking to drive out any who
would worship the lesser gods from his realm. The most recent tyranny of many, the
people of Malund know how to keep their heads down and when to say the correct
prayers.
But some are fed up with it. Falloween Forest holds a small army of brigands and
refugees, led by Lamar, the Bandit Baron. From the village of Eaton he strikes at Lord
Stashe’s realm plundering and liberating what he can. Some call him a hero, most call
him just another would be conqueror.
There is little hope these days in Malund. Not that there ever was much to begin with.

Queendom of the Heartlands
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Home is where the heart is, and in Ovid home is often the Heartlands. The Heartlands is
about as safe a place as you can get, in the larger scheme of things. Filled with rolling
hills and gentle streams, the Heartlands is the best real estate you can find for farming or
simply living free from bandits, monsters, or other calamities. A few pockets of
wilderness yet remain, such as Bentley Forest, Barrelbog, or the Werewood, but those get
smaller by the day as farmers and settlers claim bit by bit for the growing needs of
civilization.
Human civilization in Ovid largely blossomed in the Heartlands. The Kingdom of Ovid
was born here, as were most of the great nations that came before it. Now, with Ovid
gone, the last of the bloodline of that once great kingdom rules The Heartlands and those
loyal to the old nation. Queen Kaitsja Broham-Regalus is still a child, but one with great
courage. Her actions have earned the loyalty of her people, and while many of the lands
that once followed Ovid have gone their own way, within the Queendom she rules
supreme.
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The Heartlands has many thriving townships, but the greatest of these is the city of
Highchruch. Looming on a dormant volcano high above the surrounding hills, the city
has, over time, flatened the mountain into a plateau and built a city of tall towers and
dense streets. At the center is the Cathedral of Alethia and the great castle of Faith’s
Fortress, both of which rise high above the surrounding buildings. But for every spire in
Highchurch, there is a tunnel and chasam beneath. The volcanic tunnels beneath the city
are home as many residents as the streets above. Originally a Trufflekin fortress, few
know how many tunnles sneak to and fro beneath the mountain. Some say there are
entrances from miles upon miles away, making the city one of the least secure in the
world. The undercity is a disreputable, dangerous place, a dark shadow to the kindness
and generosity often found elsewhere in the Heartlands.
But in the lager scale of things, the Heartlands is a safe place. A kinder land, for happy
people. But don’t underestimate these farmers and villagers. They once build the largest
empire in the world, and may yet do so again if given reason to look outward from their
gentle, kinder lands.

United Adairian Baronies
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When the Kingdom of Ovid collapsed, it has hardly a surprise to find Adairian daggers
planted in the nation’s back. Adairians are known for being opportunists. When the
baronies of the Adairian Hills saw weakness in the Lords Council, they struck quickly
and decisively. Garrisons all over the Adairian Hills changed flags overnight, some
peacefully as soldiers simply switched allegiances to promises of gold or local loyalty,
others by the sword in ruthless takeovers. In days, the western-most provinces of Ovid
reverted to their natural form, the loose collection of aligned baronies that outlasted all
other nations during Ovid’s rise to power.
While called the United Adairian Baronies, those familiar with it know it is anything but.
The only thing the Adairian Barons hate more than each other is outside influences. Left
to their own devices, the little baronies will continue their great game of backstabbing,
political maneuvering, and bankrolling the surrounding nations. Never to the point of
open warfare, of course. That would be madness. A knife in the back will do just fine, or
better yet, sabotage and purchasing a neighbor’s lands. Their armies and navy are strong,
far stronger than most nations in the present political landscape, but are fractured in
allegiance. Each baron maintains their own private army that, when unified against a
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common cause, is a terrible force to behold. But, individually, are kept close to home to
prevent their neighboring barons from getting any ideas.
The current Council of Barons has made some handy investments, offering the northern
lands of Taveres and Stormhaven into the fold. Their navy has purchased or
commandeered numerous islands in the Straits of Fourohate to control and tax shipping.
What’s more, they somehow managed to broker a peace treaty between the Orlandian
Empire, Winderwood, and Kernaugh that left all three satisfied with the Baronies taking
the entire provide of Nodegan for themselves.
But, then. Adairians are opportunists. If they sold Nodgean tomorrow for a better deal, it
wouldn’t surprise me in the least.

Versity Academy Grounds
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By now, you should be at last partially familiar with the Versity Magical Academy and
our territory. While most of the campus is in Versity itself, our thriving city of towers and
sorcery, numerous laboratories and research facilities cover the larger island, our barrier
islands, and the marshlands of Valencia just to the north. Thanks to our network of
teleportation portals, transportation within our grounds is quite effective and almost
always free of permanent disfigurations.
But our lovely magical campus was once a much darker place. Many years ago, it was the
castle home of a cabal of wizards who ruled through fear and insanity. They performed
dangerous magics just for the sake of doing it, and used whatever power gained to
subjugate and take anything they could find. In time, their cruelty led to the only fate that
becomes such behavior: the people rose up and nearly killed them to the last man.
Only a small few wise enough to sense the changing winds of fate managed to turn on
their brethren and support the people of the southern realms. They still performed magic
for the sake of it, and founded the College of Theoretics. The paladins and clerics that
rose against the wizards became the College of Abrogatics, focused upon learning magic
to control and contain it. Finally, a new school of sorcery began to be taught focusing on
practical magics to solve immediate problems: The College of Pragmatics.
Together these three educate the majority of magic users on Haust and beyond. While
other academies do great work, such as Heatherwood Academy in Orland or Miam
Acadmy in Brevardrim, for the most part they serve only a local audience and require
national allegiance to attend. We at Versity Magical Academy will teach anyone
interested enough to risk their lives on the frequently lethal entrance exam.
After all, just because we will take anyone from anywhere doesn’t mean we don’t have
standards. Magic is a dangerous business, better commit to risking your life before
walking down these hallowed halls of learning.

Winterark
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The tall mountains and frozen glaciers of Winterark hardly seem like the perfect place for
a nation. At least, before the Arcmines opened. Long ago, a Malundi prospector was mad
enough to travel north through the Tuskwold to delve into the Winterark Mountains.
Inside, he found a vast series of caverns lined with seams of ore and precious gemstones.
What’s more, in his dig he managed to plunge through the walls of the glacier rock to
find a sheltered valley filled with geothermal hot springs. It wasn’t long before the wealth
of both of these lands was noticed by others.
The first to fully colonize the Winterark were the Malundi. Over time they blasted
through the thin eastern mountains to open a passage into the sea, emptying out the
geothermal lake into the ocean and creating the vale we now know. Soon after, gems and
wealth began flowing out from the vale. The wealth of the vale attracted the attention of
the Orlandian Empire, just across the Straits of Semoran, and soon their merchants and
soldiers outnumbered the Malundi miners. The miners became a second class, living
mostly underground and out of sight, while the value was built up into the most beautiful
city in the world. A paradise of warmth and wealth hidden in the ice. The Fourth Duchy
of Orland, it became the most wealthy of them all.
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But the Empress of Orland was far away, and in time the Dukes and Duchesses of
Winterark decided that they might better govern themselves. Great gates were built over
the channel to the Staits, the Beacons of Winter, which upon need can close the entire
channel with a gate of silver-gilded iron. Their fortress complete, Winterark became free
for generations. Only at the height of the Kingdom of Ovid did they join, and then on
their own terms. Offering wealth and fealty in exchange for self rule and a place at the
King’s table. The Kings of Ovid gladly agreed, for taking Winterark Vale is next to
impossible.
Even after the Orlandian Empire lost its hold on Winterark, the social castes remained
unchanged. Winterark remains beautiful, wealthy, and warm, for those who can afford it.
For those that keep the mansions clean, the food cooked, the streets clean, and the mined
producing, daylight is a reward, not a constant. Not that a visitor would notice. So well
hidden are the servant classes that most manors connect to the mines through
underground servant gates and secret corridors. Showing your help is considered a great
social faux pas, of course. A trait of the newly rich or senile.
Under the current Duke, Vincent DuBious, a number of banks and casinos have opened
across the city of Merrydale, bringing new sources of wealth to the vale. Not that it

Witchwood Vale
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Wedged between the Genevian Highlands and the Lockwood lies a quiet, steep-walled
valley known for ancient forests and wild magics. Witchwood Vale long has been a
sanctuary for those seeking to understand the more abstract forms of spellcasting. Hedge
Witches, impulsive-sorcerers, and those who find magic to be part of their being in an
unknowable, uncontrollable way frequently do not find a home at Versity Magical
Academy. While we do many things well, too often do such innate spellcasters find our
studies to be limiting or detrimental to their long term abilities.
And so, they make the pilgrimage to Witchwood Vale. Such a trip is a dangerous
undertaking. If they manage to make it through the Lockwood to the Witchwood, there is
no road directly through it. One must make their way up the vale from the Charm
Headwaters, facing a series of three challenges placed by the Witches to test an
applicant’s mettle. Often these challenges are designed specifically for the initiate,
making them face their own failings and fears. Should they succeed, they will find their
way to the hidden village at the top of the vale. Should they fail… well. We don’t hear
much about those folks.
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The vale is governed by the greatest Witch of the age, which for an unusually long time
has been the oddly perpetually youthful Lotte the Lucky. As with her, witches of the vale
gain a nickname describing how best to manifest their powers. The former high witch, a
Trufflekin Witch named Agarica, worked her magics on the mountains that bind their
vale to create a narrow cave through the mountains to Barrier Bay. Through this passage
traders may come and go, often with witches traveling to and from the vale. But initiates
seeking quick and safe entry are denied.
While we are not precisely rivals with Witchwood Vale, they do represent a form of
magic that is dangerous, unpredictable, and plagued by cults of personality rather than
order or skill. We at Versity discourage students from seeking the vale as a means to get
around their studies, as all to often it is a fruitless endeavor.

5E FEATS
Custom feats for the Falleron Setting:

Fix Bayonets
You have mastered the ability to use your Musket in melee via attaching a Bayonet to
your muzzle. As a bonus action, you may fix your bayonet, preventing your Musket from
firing as a ranged weapon but allowing it to be used as a melee weapon. You are
proficient in this weapon. You may remove and sheathe the Bayonet as either a bonus
action or a reaction.
Over a short rest you may disassemble a spear in your possession to create a bayonet.
This weapon which has the same weapon properties as the spear disassembled in this
fashion (including versatile, any enhancement bonuses, etc.).
Attacks with your bayonet gain the same class feature and benefits as a spear would
(should you have these). You may attempt to attack with your bayonet without it being
fixed to your Flintlock Musket. If you do so, it loses the versatile quality and gains the
light quality.

Firearm Drill
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Firearms are dangerous weapons at the best of times. You have drilled hard over the
years and have perfected how to load, aim, and fire them with remarkable speed and
effectiveness.
On your turn, when you score a critical hit or reduce a creature to 0 hit points with a
Musket, or Thunder cannon you can make one additional attack with that weapon as a
bonus action. This bonus attack does not require reloading.
You ignore the loading quality off Muskets, Pistols, Blunderbuss, and Thunder Cannons
with which you are proficient.
Being within 5 feet of a hostile creature doesn’t impose disadvantage on your ranged
attack rolls with Blunderbuss and Pistols.

Versity Academy Alumni
The students of the Versity Magical Academy train to be scholars of the magical arts in
all of their forms. When trouble calls, Versity graduates face it using the magical arts,
often for longer than rival spellcasters would think possible.
Whenever you take a short rest you may choose to sacrifice a hit die to roll 1d4 to recover
expended spell slots. The spell slots can have a combined level that is equal to the result
of your roll (so if you roll a 4, you can restore up two level 2 spells or four level 1 spells,
etc.). You may not restore spells above level two in this manner.
This may be used along with the wizard’s Arcane Recovery ability, but both resolve
separately. Classes that prepare spells may only recover spells that were prepared for that
day.

CHARACTERS
Below you will find the character listing for the Falleron world. These characters have
appeared in one or more of our campaigns since they began in 2013. They are sorted
(mostly) alphabetically:
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Changelog:
Initial Creation – 1/15/2016
Last Updated – 5/15/2017

Name

Brief

Type

Aine of Summer

A beautiful and temperamental fae of the Summer Court. Aine is the
on-again/off-again fiance of Rupert Boarhardt and the one who cursed
his face to become that of a pig in response to him standing her up at
the altar on their wedding day. In the years that followed, she has
somewhat forgiven him since he had a sorta good reason (saving his
siblings from certain death), but is known to carry a grudge. She
eventually forgave him during the events of Board Hardt: The Rabbit
Abbot when she used her fae magic to keep him alive.
As a fae, Aine has a close connection to the natural world and distrusts
and dislikes most things technology (though airships are pretty neat, in
her opinion, since she cannot fly on her own).

NPC

Angus Gladbagel

Lilithia’s very loud father, a lord of the Freeholds of Revalia. Is a crack
shot, and gets better with each shot he drinks of his own label whiskey.
Involved in a long-standing rivalry with the Wrye clan.
Angus once made plans to marry Lilithia to Finren Wrye, a smart
match for both houses, but one Lilithia was not interested in. He would
later have to deal with the fallout from this decision when house Wrye
began raiding his lands and attempting to co-opt his distillery. In time,
Lilithia’s marriage to Horatio, Commander of the Revalian Squires, led
to greater stability.
He eventually died happily, in his distillery, extraordinarily drunk at the
age of 83.

NPC

Anne / Avatar of
Morrigan

Anne was a surveyor working for Valiant Eogan in looking at the
soundness of the Old Watchtower who came across the shroud of
Morrigan, the item that transforms whoever wears it into the possessed
conduit of Morrigan, goddess of destruction.
She now wreaks havoc over the ream of Mullenstone, creating an
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eternal hurricane and summoning horrible monsters from the lower
plane, unable to resist the will of Morrigan.

Ansa

Arden GearstonMills

Ansa was a Wolf-riding fae from the summer court who traveled with
the Boarhardt Guild during the Orland Invasion of Winterark. After
saving the Duchess of Winterark she vanished into the wild places
seeking new distractions.
Born to the noble families of Adair, Arden was a classically trained
officer who served for much of his youth in the Clockwork Army of
Grandmill as a support and supply officer. During this time he attracted
the attention of Duchess Sadine Yentz, Supreme Commander of the
Army, who immediately distrusted him due to his linage. Fearing that
he would eventually seek to supplant her consolidation of the baronies
of the Adairian Hills and return administration back to Adair, she made
his tenure in the Army unbearable until she eventually had him
discharged against his will.
Upon his discharge, he joined the Boarhardt mercenary guild to see
more of the world. When the King was killed, Arden saw the chaos
emerging in the kingdom and knew that few of the lords of the realm
would follow Enzia due to her youth, and immediately backed Sadine
Yentz for the crown, despite knowing her personal dislike and distrust
of her.
During the sacking of Kingsbridge he joined forces with his former
compatriots, House Yentz, to arrest, detain, or defeat any rebelling
members of House Regalus, including a nearly successful attempt at
initially arresting Princess Enzia as she fled with her handmaiden. After
following Enzia’s troupe north to Highchurch, he was recruited to be a
member of the Greasers, the secret organization of spies, informants,
and wetwork operatives “keeping the gears running smooth” reporting
directly to Duchess Sadine. The appointment was an arrangement of
opportunity, and Arden did not forget nor forgive her previous
treatment of him.
He continued adventuring within Baptiste lands with the Boarhardt
Guild, using his burning sword, pistol, and plentiful bombs to take care
of anyone who might prove dangerous to House Yentz’s plans. This
came to head at a second assassination attempt of Princess Enzia, where
he officially missed his only shot to kill her at point blank.
It would later be discovered that Arden approached her in the Regalus
Infirmary, pulled his gun, and then missed the shot diliberately upon
noticing that Enzia was already showing her pregnancy. Realizing that,
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with another heir possible, Enzia’s claim would be the only one with a
chance to bring peace in the kingdom, and knowing that there was no
chance he would intentially kill a child, he shot the wall beside her,
holstered his gun, tossed his gear-badge to the ground, then fled the
scene. An action that would later lead her to approach him for
intelligence and support for the latter half of the war.
Fleeing from the martial law that ensued from his “assassination
attempt,” he assisted elements of the Yentz Embassy in fleeing the city
and was recalled to Grandmill, where he was brutally chastised for his
massive failure to hit a target at point blank range with a pistol. Sadine
brought forth a court martial and attempted to have him tried for
treason, an action which sent ripples through the Adairian Barons and
led to a massive revolt in support for the Duchess in making her claim.
She would later retract the call for treason, but removed Arden from
serving directly under her. Arden returned to his family home in Adair
and became increasingly active in the politics of the region. His travels
sent him far and abroad across the nation, and eventually brought him
back in contact with Princess Enzia who relied upon him, and a select
group of nobles, to hide her infant child.
Several years later, Arden joined in the call by Lord Vincent DuBious
to liberate Winterark Vale from the invading Orlandian Army. Setting
sail aboard the airship The Lovely Gale, Arden formed a band of heroes
from his close allies and Boarhardt Companions including Marlowe,
Harley, Oliver, and Mousey. In the village of Willow Springs he
reunited with Princess Enzia and her loyalists, Red’s Redeemers,
including the Mercenary Chadwick. Supporting the counter-invasion of
Winterark, Arden, Enzia, and the player party led by Preacher, liberated
the city and rescued Lord Dubious’s wife from capture, beginning a
long-standing friendship between Arden and Vincent.
Three years later, Arden reappeared as a high-ranking dignitary in
Duchess Sadine’s war council representing the Adairian Hills. Sadine’s
new “Clockwork Nation,” was holding strong against the growing
alliance supporting the Princess Enzia. During the events of BOAR
HARDT 2: BOAR HARDTER he observed Duchess Sadine decide to
level the city of Carillon in response to a terrorist attack and, after she
refused to listen to his counsel, he defected from the Clockwork Army
to try and stop the carnage before any more people were harmed. He
returned to the Boarhardt Guild as just another member, begging his
guildmates to help him save the city of Carillon by striking a blow
directly at Grandmill. The party agreed. He helped lead the assault on
Grandmill: Sector 3 and facilitated the downfall of Sadine Yentz and is
credited as one of the people responsible for ending the Succession
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Crisis. During this battle, he witnessed Enzia’s death and personally
pulled a grief-stricken Chadwick from the battlefield. Arden revealed to
Chadwick he had been secretly keeping his daughter with Enzia safe
from harm, but refused to tell him where she was until things were safe.
When the collapsed remains of the Clockwork Army began to run wild
across western Ovid, Arden, Preacher, Rupert Boarhardt, and Chadwick
pursued them, seeking to stop their villainy once and for all. They
managed to finally corner the forces at the village of Stillwater, but not
before the majority of the village was left in ruins. Despite Arden’s
pleading for Chadwick to let his daughter take her place as Queen, he
relented in supporting his desire to keep all of his daughter far from
politics. Over the next year he helped Chadwick collect his various
illegitimate children and helped him build an orphanage in the remote
village of Barrelbog, however Arden refused to tell Chadwick which of
the children, if any, was Enzia’s child. For her safety, Arden claimed,
no one must ever be sure of who has royal blood. Infuriated by this,
Chadwick threw Arden out of his home. The two would never speak
again.
In the years that followed, Arden proved instrumental in founding the
Council of Nobles that presently rules Ovid, serving as the
representative of House Adaire. The founding members of the council
(Vincent Dubious, Lady Morgain Blackbriar, and Waverly Boarhardt)
were convinced to do so by Arden’s words and once established he
took his place as the Spymaster for the nation. Over time, he gained a
fairly tarnished reputation as a turncoat amongst his fellow nobles,
especially those outside of the Adairian Hills, who saw his cold, often
ruthless use of clandestine force to protect the common people as
presumptuous and dangerous. Among the common people, especially
the work gangs employed to rebuild the cities of Kingsbridge,
Grandmill, and Carillon, he was seen as a hero and often relied upon
commoners and merchants to be his eyes and ears. In time, he would
establish the Ovid Carriage System, a series of standardized and
guarded carriages priced low enough for the common man to travel, as
a part of national policy. These travelers would also, in turn, report
news from abroad to him as his eyes and ears.
During this time he also raised a number of youths as paiges in his
service, most notable of which was the young woman Kino who often
served as his personal assistant in matters of state.
His service, and life, would officially end when his carriage was
bombed outside of his Adarian Villa. Badly injured, scarred, and near
death, Arden miraculously survived and was brought to Witchwood for
healing.
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With the help of Lotte the Lucky, Arden recovered but did not reclaim
his title nor his service. Seeing the state of the nation, and knowing that
whoever was willing to kill him meant to do great ill to Ovid, Arden
gathered his former allies Marlowe, Harley, Oliver, and Mousey and
took the name of Coachman Mills, working as a carriage driver while
he sought out information. During this time he came across news that
children were being kidnapped across the kingdom and made hase to
Barrelbog. He unfortunately arrived too late, the Orphanage had been
destroyed, but managed to track down Chadwick’s surviving children
in Port Heartlands. From there he traveled with them towards
Witchwood, protecting them from the Lords Council Army and his own
former assassins.
Arius never knew his mother and barely remembered his father. What
he did remember, however, was the nights in Kingsbridge during his
childhood spent looking for scraps, after his father had abandoned him.
With the fires in the city and a call from Lady Enzia his father left,
never to return.

Arius Goltanna

Arius didn’t blame his father for his disappearance and instead
embraced his father’s positive attitude.
Finding food or clothing wasn’t as difficult as one would think. The
challenge was holding onto it. Arius wasn’t the only orphan boy
roaming the streets to survive – any given orphanage was beyond
capacity due the burning of Kingsbridge. One night, he came across a
large boy beating on a much smaller boy in an alley, apparently to take
his belongings. Arius ran to the defense of the smaller boy and fought
the larger off. With a smile, the smaller boy provided Arius with some
of his food and thanks.
Proud of what he had done, Arius found that he could survive and even
enjoy seeking out other orphans in trouble and helping them however
he could. Over time, Arius would help anyone in need and was always
sure to brighten their day in exchange for his basic needs. He would
help someone repair a roof, party and drink with them after, and move
on the next day. It was an enjoyable life but began to grow old after a
short time. Arius grew tired of the city and felt a need to explore.
He decided to take his few belongings on the road and became a
wanderer. He travelled all over the kingdom of Ovid, all the while
helping people and accepting their charity. The task rarely mattered; he
was as open to helping paint a fence as he was confront a group of
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bandits. All that mattered was that he was helping good folk, making
the world a little brighter, and (if he was being honest with himself)
having a great time. People were often glad for his company and told
him he was a strange mercenary, a term that Arius would always deny,
insisting that he simply worked on donations.
Over time, Arius found himself gravitating towards the forests of Ovid.
Enjoying the peace and serenity of the wilds was a pleasure with which
the city, with its noise and people, could hardly compete. He learned to
live in the wilds and even cared after animals he found. One day, on his
way towards a village, he heard a cry of pain in the woods. Rushing to
the source, he located an elfkin who had broken her leg in a tumble
down a small cliff. Amongst jokes about the grace of the elfkin? Arius
managed to splint the leg for the elf and carried her back to her home in
the forest. He offered to remain to help take care of her until it healed
and she accepted.
Over the next 3 months, Arius would prepare food, maintain the house
and gardening, and spend time laughing with the elfkin and making
sure she was in good spirits. What he did not realize, however, was that
the elfkin had healed her leg using her magic and had been simply
keeping Arius around out of curiosity and fun from the very beginning.
At the end of three months, the elfkin revealed to him what she had
done. Expecting confusion, perhaps even rage, the elfkin was surprised
by his laughter. Arius laughed to tears and bid the elf farewell since she
had no more need of his help. Admiring his spirit the elfkin offered her
payment. Instead of giving him gold she would teach him to use the
power of light to help those in need and to bring joy into the world if he
swore to uphold an oath:
“Kindle the Light. Through your acts of mercy, kindness, and
forgiveness, kindle the light of hope in the world, beating back despair.
Shelter the Light. Where there is good, beauty, love, and laughter in the
world, stand against the wickedness that would swallow it. Where life
flourishes, stand against the forces that would render it barren.
Preserve Your Own Light. Delight in song and laughter, in beauty and
art. If you allow the light to die in your own heart, you can’t preserve it
in the world.
Be the Light. Be a glorious beacon for all who live in despair. Let the
light of your joy and courage shine forth in all your deeds.”
Arius took the oath and spent the next year with the elfkin learning to
use this power. He parted ways with the elfkin as he had originally
intended, with laughter. He then continued on his travels, now
empowered to perform even greater good. It was not long after this
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point that he found himself in Barrelbog encountering Chadwick and
his orphanage. There was a terrible storm, and flooding threatening to
ruin the orphanage. Joining Chadwick and the others, Arius managed to
stem the flow of water away from the orphanage. The night of, there
was a great celebration, in which Arius was more than happy to
participate.
Feeling a great deal of empathy towards the many orphans and getting
along wonderfully with the idiotic but seemingly good-natured
Chadwick, Arius was glad to donate a great portion of his own savings
to support the orphanage. Satisfied with the condition of the orphanage
but anxious to return to the road, Arius left, promising to return to visit
everyone.
Arius continued on his travels visiting strange places a meeting
wonderful people while helping the poorest village with their sick to
battling terrible monsters. Arius had been recently contracted to find
and eliminate a large group of raiding goblins. After succeeding in the
battle, he joined the raucous celebration in the local tavern. Amid
drinks jokes, he was approached with an invite from Chadwick for a
party. He left for Barrelbog that night.

Azmaranthe

A foundling in the Lockwood raised by Night Watchmen and farmers,
she eventually became a member of the Boarhardt Guild after
discovering that the Night Watch served the Black Court of Vampires.
Azmaranthe went missing shortly after the sacking of Kingsbridge, but
soon later appeared during the Carillon Revolution, guiding members
of the Boarhardt Guild on key missions within the domains of House
Blackbriar and ensuring the stalemate that allowed the fledgling nation
of Carillon to survive.
Azmaranthe vanished into the Faewild for a time, only to reappear
almost 20 years later (though only a few days had passed for her in the
Faewild) just outside the town of Barrelbog.

Barrfind Boivin

The legendary hunter, he aided Gladbaegol and Associates in their
rescue of Jon Bladebreaker.

Bastine the Lucky

Bastine grew up in a port town (somewhere). When he was still young
his mother caught a mysterious ailment and shortly died. After her
death, Bastine’s father gave him what would be his only inheritance
and the hope that it would serve him better. A souvenir from
Mullenstone his father had said.
As a teenager, young and alone he set out to discover the importance of
this relic his father gave him. An antiquities dealer pointed him to a
nobleman known for collecting rare things. However, the nobleman
claimed the Bastine had stolen it from him and had him beaten three113 | P a g e
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quarters to death. Fortunately, Bastine was able to… *ahem* smuggle
the dice away. A trick he heard a barbarian had once used to keep his
pet rodent from being taken away.
After the beating, a wandering cleric found him and tended to his
wounds. Bastine joined the cleric traveling with him and learning his
trade until they were waylayed by brigands. Unfortunately, the cleric
was shot in the scuffle while one of the brigands attempted to take his
coffer. Feeling the unjustice of this event, Bastine tore the hammer
from the other brigand and set about them, in the end killing them both
in a divine fervor. A task that should have been much harder than it had
been.
He knew then that his god would aid him and protect him. That he had
a higher calling. A destiny. No one and nothing would keep him from
achieving it.
For now he is taking travel from Tarchay to Harney. There he will be
again in search of the truth behind his inheritance. He had heard a
rumor that there was at least one Clontish hero involved in the events of
Mullenstone. Maybe someone in Clontstead would know more.

Beauty

A swamp dragon saved by Chadwick’s children after they slew it’s
mother early in their lives. Samiya’s pet, Beauty was odd for a swamp
dragon in that she was bright pink rather than the usual muted brown
for her species. Beauty would defend her family boldly during the
attack of Barrelbog and went missing after the children fled the bog,
presumably still living somewhere in the swamps.

Bobjim

A dumb, but loyal, sailor. He survived the destruction of the SS
Prosperity, and sails on The Lazy Minnow with Gladbaegol and
Associates.

Borpheus

There has always been a struggle with the recently deceased. So seldom
do people arrange their affairs for their “absence”. Borpheus helps. He
helps some reach peace and sometimes the deceased help me reach…
Well lets just say he keep the graves whole and orderly and the graves
keep me the same.

NPC

Playe

This grave robber and spirit channeler eventually became part of the
Boarhardt Guild after he spoiled the shrine of Morrigan and led to her
rise over Mullenstone.
Something of an incorrigible casanova.
Bridget Wrye

Glenn Gladbaegol’s unwilling and technically out-ranking fiance who
also is an impressively powerful bard and master manipulator.
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Lord Brush of
Port Heartlands

Lord Brush is the decider of the Port Heartlands. Heh. Heh.

NPC

Bruce Richards
(Hatman)

Bruce Richards realized the importance of insurance from a young age
when his parents were brutally murdered in front of him. Growing up in
the savage lands of Brevardrim, there are little opportunities for a
budding insurance agent, so he fled to the capital city of Kingsbridge,
where he worked as an apprentice to a fire insurance agent. Kerry was a
hard working employer, and treated his employees well, but he was
tragically murdered when all of Kingsbridge burned down and he
couldn’t pay out the coverage he offered.
The men responsible have all been brought to the proper authorities.
He became the haberdashery-themed super hero Hatman, joining the
Boarhardt Guild to stop villains from committing insurance fraud
wherever he went. Eventually recruited a young apprentice, Hatboy, to
take over after he retired.
Bruce would eventually travel to Daytown to take on the villainy of the
bandit Coppergut.

Playe

Bubba Diggle

Yeeeeee HAW! COME ON DOWN TO BUBBA DIGGLE’S DIGGLE
BARN! We got carrots! We got cabbages, we even got turnips (Ya
know, for the kids!). See our very own PiggleyWiggly Adventure ride
and don’t forget to stop by the BUBBA DIGGLE USED SCYTHE
EMPORIUM on your way out! IT’LL BE A HECK OF A TIME!
YEEEEE HAW!

NPC

Captain
Dougherty

The stalwart captain of The SS Properity before it regretfully sank. He
was rescued by Gladbaegol and Associates, and currently captains The
Lazy Minnow for the company.

Chadwick
Broham

Chadwick Broham was a Hero of Ovid, lover to the Princess Enzia,
father of her daughter, warrior of great renown, one of the first
members of the Boarhardt Guild, and generally considered one of the
nicest dudebros in the land.
Born amongst the dregs of Kingsbridge, in the channel slums that few
visited and even fewer willingly stayed in, Chadwick never knew his
parents. What he knew was that strength was important, and without it
he would never survive. He practiced with weights, and eventually his
greatsword named “Bro” to such an extent that he was actively solicited
as one of the first recruits by the Boarhardt Family when they created
their guild.
He would be one of the four Boarhardt Guild memebers sent to Meridia
to assist Vincent Dubious in his attempt to summon and kill a god at his
manor near Summer Hill Crater, along with Saburou, Maria, and Lotte
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the Lucky. Here he would also recruit Rin Glades, Dubious’s servant,
to join the guild.vHe became close friends with some of the more
enigmatic members of the guild, including Kareese, Azmaranthe, and
Ukko, in the years that followed, and was a close friend and direct
subordinate to Rupert Boarhardt.
Chadwick was known for much of his life for being quite attractive. He
would casually sleep with anyone interested, a trait which led him to
have a truly prolific number of illegitimate offspring spread across the
nation of Ovid (and some say beyond). This largely ended when he met
a beautiful young woman with brilliant red hair in the Kingsbridge
marketplace, and he fell in love. This woman turned out to be none
other than Princess Enzia, heir to the throne, disguised in secret. They
dated for a number of years, but he would eventually discover her true
identity the night her grandfather died during the Sacking of
Kingsbridge. Chadwick managed to sneak her out of the city,
eventually taking her to refuge with her mother’s family, House
Baptiste, in Highchurch. Swearing to find the truth behind her
grandfather’s murder, he took a small band of guildmates and friends to
seek out the truth, and would be away for over a year. During this time
an attempt was made upon her life, she would give birth to their child, a
daughter, and she would hide the pregnancy in secret. During this time,
his fairly loose habits with women would continue, and though he
continued to sleep around, none of them he loved quite like Enzia.
Upon his return, Enzia would bring Chadwick with her to seek the
support of Vincent Dubious in reclaiming Winterark Vale from
invading Orlandians. He would fight alongside her campaign against
her aunt, the Duchess Sadine, until the final confrontation in Grandmill.
He watched as the Maestro killed his beloved princess, and held her as
she died in his arms, telling him of his daughter and that Arden had hid
her away. Bereft, he wanted to stay with her as the city collapsed, but
was pulled to safety by Arden.
In the years that followed he became resolute that no one would take
advantage of his children, nor draw them into a life of war as Enzia and
himself had been. At the Battle of Stillwater he came up with a plan to
collect his remaining children, including Pliskin, Samiya (whose
mother died in the battle), and his daughter with Enzia and bring them
somewhere safe from war and politics. With Arden’s help he managed
to bring five of his children to an orphanage in distant Barrelbog. When
Arden refused to tell him which, if any, of those at the orphanage were
Enzia’s he forbade Arden from ever returning and would never speak
with him again.
Dropping off the map formally, he continued ties with a small number
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of his former Boarhardt friends and lived a quiet life in the country,
only leaving Barrelbog to take local mercenary work or to seek out the
status of his other children abroad. His friendship with Aurius He was a
loving and devoted father, and raised Kaitsja, Pliskin, Samiya, Suesenn,
and Jalen with all the skill he could muster. Along with their godmother
Kinley, they all lived happily for a number of years.
This all ended when the Maestro attacked Barrelbog and provoked
Chadwick by reminding him of how he killed Enzia years before.
Chadwick would then attempt to kill the Maestro, only to fail. He was
shot to death as his children watched on the boardwalk outside of his
orphanage at the age of 56.

Charles YentzTenmar

The son of Georg Tenmar, second born of the Tenmar Barony, and
Rosaline Fairview, third child of Barony Fairview. His mother would
die in childbirth, leaving Georg an eligible bachelor in Adairian society.
Georg would eventually marry Sadine Yentz and urged her to make
Charles their heir apparent. When Sadine proved unable to bear
children, she formally made Charles the heir to her house and raised
him as her own child.
Raised in luxury in Grandmill, Charles was just a young child during
the Succession Crisis and did not know the stakes his adoptive mother
was playing. In the sacking of Grandmill, he was spirited away by
retainers from the explosions that would claim the lives of both Sadine
and his father. In the aftermath of the war, Arden Gearston-Mills would
refuse his claim to hold any Barony but House Yentz and refused to
acknowledge him as the realm’s heir apparent (as he did not have royal
blood). He would grow bitter at this and remained in exile in Yentzhold
for much of his life before eventually losing his lands.
In his elder years, he kept much of the Clockwork Army equipment
from the Succession Crisis and supplemented his fallen house by
serving as mercenaries and arms dealers to various foreign powers,
eventually working with Marshal Koemann for his plan to take over
Revalia though this deal too led him to be shunned by Revalian
Nobility when Koemann’s revolt was put down.
He would eventually die alone in a storm at sea.

NPC

Claude

An Inquisitor for the Revalian Knights and Stone Court Vampire. Was
responsible for Imari’s torture.
Was killed with great prejudice by the party in his secret prisons.

NPC

Clarence
Skellington

Clarence is bits and pieces of two dozen bodies that were bound
together in necromancy experiments by an insane trufflekin, then given
freedom and new vampiric flesh by powerful fae magics. He has no
identity from the pieces of lives that he was made of, so he continues to
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use the name that his creator gave him.
He is no longer controlled by the necromancer, but his tortured
patchwork soul remains a conduit to Death.
He was eventually destroyed by Hrim during Morrigan’s rise from the
Old Watchtower, ending his evil for good.
Near Mullenstone town, in the Adairian Downs
One morning in July
Down a river green came a sweet colleen
And she smiled as she passed me by.
She looked so sweet from her two scaled feet
Colleen the
Lizardkin

To the sheen of her lavender hair
NPC
Such a shimmering elf, I’d to shake myself
To make sure I was standing there.
From Barrier Bay up to Roleto Quay
And from Malund to old Daytown
No maid I’ve seen like the sweet colleen
That I met in the Adairian Downs.

Corpus
Constructus

An undead, necromantic construct with a fascination for “WANDS
AND SCROLLS.” Simply terrifying. Was a member of Gladbaegol and
Associates.

Playe

Crocardo

Hello! My name is Crocardo. I have come from the river. Behold my
lovely rosey horn and my bulging muscles.
~eyebrows twitch up and down~
Crocardo was born in Barrelbog to a loving family of lizardfolk. In
time, he would inherit his family store and be the general store owner,
veterinarian, medic, arms dealer, smithy, and tax collector for the small
community for many years. During this time he helped Chadwick’s
children with their pet swamp dragon, Beauty,
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During the attack on Barrelbog he would flee with Arius’s party on the
Lazy Minnow, eventually landing at Sandford. From there he wandered
for a time seeking a place to live.
Eventually, he would make a home with the Lizardfolk colony at the
Old Watchtower near Mullenstone. There, Bropheus’s party managed
to set Crocardo up with Colleen during a fishing contest, hopefully
distracting him from ever appearing again.

Ebenezar

Ebenezar Clont
A grizzled old fiddler and storyteller from Charm Falls. He is quite
handy with a whip and has an amazing beard.
Ebenezar joined the Boarhardt Guild as one of it’s founding members,
and served honorably through the sacking of Kingsbridge. Helping the
Boarhardt Guild survivors flee south and assisting them with finding a
home in the town of Carillon, he found his old bones were not quite up
to the task of adventuring as they had been in the many years before.
His final adventure with the guild, the Battle of Western Lockwood,
saw Ebenezar single handedly stop several vampire advances and he
became known as the Hero of Carillon for his valiant bravery.
The battle, however, proved that he was too old for adventuring.
Bidding farewell to his allies, he returned home to Charm Falls where
he started a school to teach the fiddle to the deaf and hard of hearing
along with his granddaughter, Ebeny. While few attended,he would
eventually play at the wedding of Ebeny and her husband Howard,
witness the birth of their daughter, Suzy, and eventually be healed and
help Chadwick’s children during their flight to Witchwood. A very
elderly Clont, he would eventually die happily to the sound of his greatgrandaughter, Suzy’, beautiful music.

Playe

Ebeny

Ebenezar’s granddaughter, and the husband to Howard. Together with
Howard she would run her grandfather’s music school until giving birth
to her daughter, Suzie, a child prodigy.

NPC

Egress

A sassy bird-kin with a bit of a crush on Kraw Maga, she was last seen
leaving for Bird Island.

Elanor of
Winterark

The Duchess of Winterark, mother to Katherine and husband to
Vincent DuBious. Was rescued by the Boarhardt Guild along with her
daughter during the Orland Invasion.

NPC

Enzia Regalus
(aka Red)

Grandaughter of Cinemus Regalus XXII, and presumptive ruler of Ovid
during her childhood. Born to Pickett Regalus II and Lady Camilla
Baptiste, she would lose both of her parents young in life when they
were assassinated during a visit to Versity Academy. From that point
forward, she was raised mostly by her grandfather at court. A favorite
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of the former king, in his final days he named Enzia the heir apparent
of the kingdom over her Aunt Sadine, Duchess Yentz.
An optimistic and friendly young woman, the citizens of Kingsbridge
loved her and she was often seen among the common folk, despite
countless rumors of her fraternizing with local sellswords littering the
Ovidian Neighbor newspaper gossip sections. Some of this proved to
be true, and Enzia fell in love with the wandering swordsman
Chadwick and, for the rest of her life, would seek no other
relationships. When her Grandfather was murdered and the riots began
during the Sacking of Kingsbridge, she immediately took her household
guard and retainers to fight the fires personally and try to restore order.
When Sadine arrived with the Clockwork Army, her retainers
attempted to save her. During this battle Arden and Ruadh attempted to
arrest her while John Clonter attempted to come to her aid. As the city
burned, Enzia was forced to flee with her retinue to Highchurch to stay
under the watchful eye of Ralph Baptiste, her uncle. Chadwick would
leave her at this time to seek vengance for her grandfather, leaving her
largely alone at her court in exile. With hordes of refugees arriving at
the city every day, she did all she could to keep them fed and sheltered,
turning her embassy into a hospital and barracks while spending all of
her remaining fortune keeping her people fed.
During this time, she began to feel ill and discovered she was pregnant
with Chadwick’s child. She did her best to hide this fact from all but
the royal doctors, until during a checkup Arden approached her in the
infirmary ward of her embassy and attempted to kill her with a point
blank shot of a pistol. She watched as he deliberately hesitated on his
shot, then shot the wall beside her. He tossed down his badge of office
with the Greasers and whispered to her “I’m your man now, and Adair
with me” before fleeing. This event incited the Riot in Highchurch as
Arden escaped and soon led to Enzia’s disappearance for the rest of her
term.
During her time of disappearance, she traveled in secret to Adaire
where she gave birth to her daughter, leaving her in the secret care of
Arden’s house.
She eventually resurfaced as a woman named Red, leader of a
mercenary group called Red’s Redeemers and is a powerful,
charismatic woman with a strong sense of justice and a determined
attitude to set right the wrongs she sees in the realm of Ovid. With a
strong hate of House Yentz, she otherwise treated the members of the
Boarhardt Guild as staunch allies and valuable friends. She resumed her
relationship with Chadwick at this time, but did not reveal her child to
him.
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She eventually fought alongside Arden to stop Sadine Yentz from
destroying the city of Carillon, with her dying act to kill her aunt and
end the war, telling her “This is for my grandfather” as she ran Sadine
through with her holy sword. She was then shot down by the Maestro,
dying in her beloved Chadwick’s arms. With her final words, she told
Chadwick of their daughter’s existence and begged him to keep her
from being pulled into the politics and war that ended her life.
Enzia is remembered positively in modern Ovid as the last of the house
of Regalus, and a hero of the nation. While she is scorned in Grandmill
even to this day, most modern scholars believed she had both the
stronger claim to the throne and theorize she would have made a better
queen of Ovid if she hadn’t been challenged by her aunt.

Ferranto
DuLambrey
(Ferran)

A charming, sometimes ruthless fencing ace and rake, making his way
around the world as a classy fencer, cheating here and there in a card
game to pass the time (or for cash, as needed) but never from decent
folk and generally doing good where he can (so long as doing so also
helps him get by comfortably). While he rarely enjoys confronting
nobility, he has a remarkable knowledge of high society to a suspicious
degree.
Ferran speaks with a noticeable Orland accent, and when not telling
outlandish stories about past exploits often seems to be oddly in the
right place at the wrong time.
Ferran died in Grandmill attempting to save Carillon, sacrificing
himself after being mortally wounded to blow up the only corridor that
would allow the Clockwork Army to catch up with the party, causing a
chain reaction which destroyed much of Grandmill’s Sector 3.
A statue to Ferranto DuLambrey was built in Carillon at the request of
the Boarhardt Guild. At it’s feet is inscribed a plaque stating Ferran’s
final words: “Once again the day is saved! By Ferranto! And friends!”

Playe

Frosty the
Snowknight

A creation of Lotte the Lucky during Revalian Nights. A warrior of
snow who protects the weak!

NPC

Gale the Wingless
Aviary

Airship captains tend to have a high number of Aviary among them.
The natural understanding of air currents and flight dynamics lead them
to be excellent choices for both captains and pilots. Gale has been both
over the course of her career, and in time she obtained her own ship:
The Lovely Gale (a gift from her husband at the time). She had love, a
ship, a crew, and command. Luck was hers.
But it was not to last. The moment she took her ship out of harbor it
seems that nothing but bad luck has followed her. First she lost her
crew, one after another after another. Then her husband left her for
another, starting an affair moments after she set sail. Then her wings,
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with her being cursed into human form, unable to fly without her
airship. Something seems to want her to suffer, and she would give
anything to know what.
Gale ended up joining the Boarhardt Guild as their pilot, losing
multiple airships including her Lovely Gale in service to the party.
After the destruction of Grandmill she managed to keep the last of the
Yentz Airfleet Airship Destroyers for herself, and spent much of her
life in the air on board the Lovelier Gale II (as she renamed it).

Gaelan

Gaelan grew up in a remote part of the Lockwood. He became a
talented tracker and hunter at a young age to provide food for his
family as well as protection from the dark things that inhabit the
Lockwood, but soon became obsessed with the kill. At age 14 he came
home to find his family killed by vampires, another tragic story like
you occasionally hear about settlers who live deep in eastern
Lockwood.
Soon he was living on streets of Carrilon, and fell in with a group of
thieves that put his stealth and quick hands to work. He was
exceptionally good at following his mark while staying hidden with his
skill at disguises and an unnatural ability to blend into the shadows. He
decided to leave Carrilon after a job went wrong when a rich merchant
died on his knife and witnesses were able to give the guards a rough
description of him.
He then traveled to Taintsville and joined the Night Watch under a new
name, serving house Blackbriar as an archer. His talents with stealth
was quickly noted and he was often sent to do work that the house
wanted to keep quiet. During this time he was trained to use his small
magic talent to blend in or disappear when necessary, making him an
effective spy and assassin for a short while. During the recent conflict
he discovered the true nature of his employers. Not wanting to become
food himself, and remembering how his family was killed when he was
young, he decided to leave the Night Watch and find somewhere else
that his talents could be put to use and improved.
He had heard all the rumors of the Boarhardt Mercenary Guild:
murdering the king and escaping, nearly killing the head of the Yentz
household, deciding the outcome of the Lockwood conflict and
slaughtering the thieves that attacked the Lockwood Monastery only to
steal from it themselves. Their recent victory against the vampires of
Lockwood also made the mercenary guild an appealing prospect.
Gaelan worked for hire during the Carillon Revolution and proved to be
a vital asset for incursions beyond House Blackbriar lines. His total
kills are estimated to be in the hundreds, and he gained a reputation as
“The Reaper of Taintsville” after several notable assassinations of key
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vampire and Night Watch officers. After the revolution his name once
again slipped into the shadows, but several high profile assassinations
in the political chaos that followed are rumored to have been committed
by a dark, shadowy bowman that terrified all who beheld him…

Gardenstern (The
Fool)

Tales of Gardenstern the Peddler seem to be found in most cultures
across the world, but in past, present, and future. Some claim that the
name Gardenstern is used by many people, a clan of peddlers
wandering the world making trades as they travel. Some believe all are
one being, a man cursed with immortality and forced to wander the
earth. Still others claim Gardenstern is from another plane of being
altogether, and this world is nothing but a prison to hold him from his
true existence.
What all can confirm is that he has amazing bargains!
Gardenstern was revealed to be the deity known as “The Fool” during
the events of Revalian Nights, one of the gods of the Falleron pantheon.
While immortal, despite being unable to be killed he very much can be
harmed but will always regenerate. Lacking any sort of powers beyond
his immortal lifespan, it is questionable how useful praying to him
might be.

NPC

George Clonter

George Clonter started his life as a young wandering Clont and became
one of the most famous heroes in Ovid History. A powerful, somewhat
insane warrior, this giant armored man fought in nearly every battle of
the Succession Crisis and tipped the tide on more than one occasion.
George Clonter joined the Boarhardt Guild early, and would serve
frequently with Preacher. He would fight in the Sacking of
Kingsbridge, The Carillon Revolution, led the party in reclaiming
Winterark Vale from Orland, and fought at the Battle of Grandmill.
Eventually returned to Clontstead to become the Great Clont of his
generation.

Playe

Glenn Gladbaegol

Grandson of Lilithia Gladbaegol.
In every family there is a black sheep. In the Gladbaegol family, the
famous brewing noble clan of central Revalia, it was Glenn. The
middle child of three siblings, Glenn lacked both the intelligence of his
younger sister and the wisdom of his elder sister. In their place he grew
a strong sense of justice and a fondness for the martial professions.
With little patience for the brewing business (a job best left to his
younger sister) and a strong dislike of his father, the noble Laird
Quinton Gladbaegol, (managing of whom was best left to his older
sister) he knew he had no place at the estate. And, thinking family first,
left to make room for his sisters to grow. And so he set off abroad to
find his fortune beyond his family’s business.
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Over the years he found himself briefly in the employ of the Squires in
Revalia city, until fighting a duel with a fellow officer left him on the
street. Rumors of his skill in that duel drew him to the tournament
grounds of Revalia and over time he became a champion the crowds
longed for. He toured as a professional fencer, from the coliseums of
Tarchay to teaching wealthy nobles at the Orland court of Lambrey. His
name became as well known as his family’s scotch label, and over time
he eventually came to like the damn drink he had avoided for all of
those years.
And it was while he was drinking a glass of the family label that he was
delivered a letter from his youngest sister. Things were not right at
home. Their noble father had squandered the family fortune,
mismanaged their lands. In his madness of age he destroyed the
distillery, and ruined all of the grain and casks that made their defense’s
livelihood. The Gladbaegol estate was months away from bankruptcy.
With all due haste her returned home. Family always must come first,
he knew. Returning home he found out the truth. They were completely
destitute. Something had to be done. After a week of assessments,
selling off what objects they could (as discreetly as possible), and
setting the books in order the Gladbaegol siblings discovered exactly
what they were lacking.
Grabbing his rapier, he bid farewell to his sister’s once more.
Promising he would make all prudent haste to establish these
relationships before rumors of his family’s hardships became known
abroad. So long as none knew the Gladbaegol Brewery wasn’t
destroyed, the value of their product would remain secure.
Over his travels, he established “Gladbaegol and Associates” an
adventuring company seeking to raise capital through adventuring.
Would eventually learn the family distillary was bought out by none
other than the dreaded Wrye family and, to make things go smoothly,
his sisters had promised him to Bridget Wrye as a way to merge the
family businesses.
SISTER’S AND THEIR NAMES:
-Caroline for the eldest
-Mairead for the younger

Gloomscone

A lord expelled from Revalia for turning against their drunken ways,
Gloomscone travels from town to town pushing a Prohibition
agenda. He finds himself flanked constantly by his majordomo, the
weredog Barkley, and the body guards, and mimes, Cairne and Eddard.
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Gwydgen

Just south of the Summerlands, on the northern edge of the Simi
Jungles, there grows a particularly dense grove of scorpion palms.
Riverboat crews tell tales of the forest, claiming that no man can pass
through without being stung by the venomous trees.
On particularly quiet nights travelers drifting down the river can hear a
distant flute playing a strange, otherworldly song. Some say it is a
beautiful princess, trapped with sorcery at the center of the grove.
Others claim it is a witch, who lures in passing travelers for her supper.
Still others claim to have seen something in the moonlight, a small
green man with wild orange hair, wielding fae sorcery and riding a
giant black hound.
None of these rumors stopped the men from Grandmill who came to
harvest the trees for palm venom. With armored machines, guarded by
soldiers, they began clearing large swathes of jungle. The guardian of
the scorpion palms, a fae creature named Gwydgen, was powerless to
stop it. When all seemed lost, he discovered a Clont lord coming up the
Escaloni river, heading home with his men after a victorious battle. The
Clont warriors came to his aid and smashed the machines, driving the
men from his forest.
Owing a debt he must repay, Gwydgen travels with his steed Gwyllgi
to the Genevian Highlands each year to sing for the orchards and
forests in the lands of the Clont lord who saved his home. Generations
have passed since his home was saved, but Gwydgen still makes the
trip, and the region has become known for its bountiful apple harvest.
Gwydgen spends a great deal of time in the fae realms, participating in
the struggle between Summer and Winter. Occasionally he rides with
the Wild Hunt, riding a massive black hound.

Playe

Hamfast
Boarhardt

One of the founding members of the Boarhardt Mercenary Guild, and
the youngest of the three siblings that founded the guild. Hamfast is a
short man clad in heavy armor riding his insanely-oversized dire-boar
Sir Loin. With a short temper and a tendency to hold a grudge, he was
the only founding member of the guild to never hold a leadership
position, instead serving as the Mercenary Guild’s secret weapon.
Known for his rather flexible morals, Hamfast would often take lessthan-reputable jobs earning his older siblings disapproval (particularly
from Waverly, who usually had to clean up his messes).
First seen during the Sacking of Kingsbridge, Hamfast did not help the
other Boarhadt Mercenaries escape, but instead cornered Horatio on the
Lockwood Bridge. In a brief exchange it was implied that Hamfast was
aware of the circumstances behind the death of King Cinemus Regalus
III, possibly being one of the three people to know the truth (along with
Horace and the Maestro). Horatio shot Hamfast during this exchange,
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leading to him nearly dying. Mowngle’s Party (Mowngle, George
Clonter, Preacher, Ebenezar, and Irid) managed to save Hamfast’s life,
though he remained in critical condition. Later, during the Hunting
Horace arc the party assisted Hamfast with tracking down the man who
shot him, eventually cornering him in the Old Ruins outside Carillon.
Hamfast managed to capture him, but would later lose him when Izaya
freed Horace and fled with him to Taintsville. Hamfast would lead one
of the Musketeer Platoons during the Carillon Revolution, earning his
first command role, though doing so reopened his wounds.
Was last in the care of Waverly Boarhardt at the new guildhall in
Carillon. Is presumed recovered, but hasn’t been heard from since.

Harley, Lapine
Hero

Harley is a lapine, one of the rabbit werefolk found around the world in
small enclaves called “warrens.” Unlike many, Harley doesn’t live
quietly like many of her kind, ignoring and running from threats. She
stands strong as a war-priest of Gein, goddess of the woodlands. With
her trusty lance she hunts the hunters of the forest, wherever they may
be. Anyone who has harassed or harmed a lapine should watch their
back, because this quiet beauty may be about to drive six feet of metal
lance into it
Harley fought as a member of the Boarhardt Guild and was a personal
friend of Adren during the war, serving with him on multiple
campaigns despite her silent tongue. She would eventually fall in love
with the young ranger Oliver and, with him, would bear a werefolk
child that she named Quinn.
In later years, her Oliver, and Quinn joined Arden in seeking who
attempted to murder him and would go on to shepard and protect
Chadwick’s Children through many battles.

NPC

Hayward

Hayward is a lieutenant in the Boarhardt Guild and a haggard veteran in
a world slowly going to hell. Originally from Revalia, he was raised on
the streets with his brother Horatio. Hayward became a thief and his
brother became a Magistrate. That’s all there is to say about that
relationship.
He eventually became one of the last members of the Boarhardt Guild,
and Rupert Boarhardt’s last disciple, before the events of the Old
Watchtower. Now is one member among many on the Lazy Minnow.
Largely hated by the party for one misplaced shot of his pistol.

NPC

Heinrich
Pfifferling

My name is Heinrich Pfifferling, and I run the shop here in town. I see
that look, and before you say anything, don’t worry, I know how to
speak in a way that you will understand. I have lived among the
humans here for many years, and I have adopted their way of speaking.
It doesn’t disgust me at all.

Playe
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A Trufflekin on the surface, running a shop for the humans? Yes, it is a
long path that brought me here.
I was once an enchanter among my people, far east of here, near barrier
bay. Many treasures belonging to the ancient Clont peoples may their
way to our kingdom, deep underground, and many were brought to me
for identification. One day I was brought a bone wand, carved with
runes, which allowed me to animate corpses.
Now, I have always had trouble finding reliable help in my line of
work. The wand seemed like the answer to my problems. What is the
difference between living meat and animated meat, anyway? Its all just
blood and organs, not anything like my delicious mushroom flesh.
Which is lucky for me, because when the mob came to my cave they
just hung me, stabbed me a bunch, then cut off my head. The fools
must not know anything about my people. When my body regrew
enough to awaken I found my workshop and laboratory had been
completely destroyed.
After being exiled by my people for ruining decades of diplomatic
progress, I took passage out of Barrier Bay on the first ship I found. I
knew humans quickly grow weary of our way of speaking, but it turns
out sailors are even more sensitive than most. I was thrown off the ship
at the first port we came to, Daytown.
Daytown was a new experience for me. I lived above the ground, with
people who were not trufflekin but quickly understood my way of
speech. I was able to work as an enchanter again. I began to study the
constructs that live there. I learned the intricate craft of working with
springs and gears that drive clockwork. I learned the spells that bind
elemental life to inanimate objects. And once again I began to think
about getting a helper.
Well, I wasn’t going to make a construct that would just run away like
many of the inhabitants of Daytown did. So I added a few binding
spells to the recipe. This time, I left town quickly rather than stay and
face slavery charges. It is a construct. Why would I make it free to
leave me? –Mike’s characterI then left for Grandmill, knowing that they would be more open to
someone who creates construct servants. But the city was destroyed
before I even made it there, and I ended up here in Mullenstone. At first
I planned to move on, but I found that a quiet town was just what I
needed. And business is good. Though recently I have been thinking
about getting a new helper…
Heinrich was turned into a 6 inch statue by the curse of a fae tomb. He
was last seen in the possession of Hrim, though as the Old Watchtower
fell on the construct that was bound to him it is unknown if he still
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lives.
Years later, Heinrich would find a way out of his spell and, by using
insidious magics, would use a set of toys to murder the household that
kept his statue, House Brandon of Kells, at their distant home on
Blasket Island. Since his escape, he has caused all kinds of mischief.

Herald Brandon

Beloved lordship over the Clontish town of Kells, Lord Brandon was
known to enjoy his summer vacations to the Blasket Island. His
vacation, and life, were cut tragically short when his child’s toy, a 6″
tall statue of Heinrich Pfifferling, gained sentience, amassed an army of
undead and constructs.

NPC

Horace

A mysterious fallen vampire gunman that harassed the party during the
events of the Sacking of Kingsbridge and the Carillon Revolution. A
close ally of both House Blackbriar and the Maestro, he was present
during the assassination of King Cinemus Regalus XXII and spent
much of the aftermath working closely with the Maestro to kill off the
members of the Boarhardt Guild that knew the truth, especially
Hamfast Boarhardt.
Would be killed ruthlessly by Preacher no less than 13 times before
being totally and completely immolated by flames so that Preacher
could “be sure.”

NPC

Horatio

Magistrate Horatio of the Squires is the primary peacekeeper of the
City of Revalia, and in peacetime it’s chief domestic official. The
resemblance to his brother, Hayward, is clear.
Horatio proved to be a pretty cool guy, and is willing to work with the
Boarhardt Guild to put things to rights, and even lets slide their
constant lawbreaking for the greater good.

NPC

Horn Helmed
Knight

The Horn Helmed Knight is a powerful, and seemingly unstoppable,
soldier and officer within the Lords Council Army. Rarely, if ever, seen
without his silvery armor, he is known for his ability to teleport his
sword back to his hand at will and to get up after any amount of
damage taken, seemingly regenerating even from death.
He chased Chadwick’s Children across much of the Heartlands after
attacking Barrelbog, always just behind them. Kaitsja eventually
managed to remove his helm, only to reveal a liquid-mirrored metallic
mass beneath. Both it and the armor appear to be the Horn Helmed
Knight’s body, and it can change at will to be any shape it sees. It took
Kaitsja’s form for a brief moment before it was struck down and driven
away by Lotte the Lucky.

NPC

Howard

Howard was a deaf and mute oracle that briefly joined the Boarhardt
Guild. Despite his inability to easily communicate, he proved to be a
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remarkably decent ladies man.
Was left in a hole in the ground after the crash of the Lovely Gale. He
eventually pulled himself out and wandered off, only to be taken in by a
kind young Clont woman named Ebeny. He would later marry her and
begin his life as a music teacher at her grandfather Ebenezar’s school
near Charm Village. Together with Ebeny he had a daughter, Suzie,
who became one of the most famous musicians of her age.

Hrim

A Frost Construct created by a foul trufflekin sorcerer, magically
forced to forever stay with him. Hrim eventually died, along with
Clarence Skellington, during the rise of Morrigan over the Old
Watchtower.

Playe

Ichabod,
Commander of
the Night Watch

The general of the Night Watch, the elite forces of House Blackbriar
and Taintsville. Led the invasion of Carillon before finally being killed
during the Carillon Revolution.

NPC

Igjuan

Igjuan is Crocardo’s rival in love, a larger, stronger, and much more
direct lizardfolk. Both seek the heart of the sweet Colleen.

NPC

Imari

A priestess of the Allfather seeking to thwart Morrigan’s machinations
wherever possible. Doesn’t care for violence, but accepts it is
sometimes necessary.
She led the party after Morrigan’s rise over Mullentone to enchant the
Dagger of Morrigan with the blessings of the other gods to create a
weapon capible of bringing down Morrigan’s Avatar. After seeing the
destruction of her kin at the Temple of Eaton, she became worried that
there was no good left in the world.
Upon arriving in Revalia she was taken by the Stone Court inquisitors
and tortrured. They brutally mutilated her, leaving her an unhealable
husk of her former self, but despite what they did to her she protected
the party and the dagger from harm.
She is now in critical condition in Revalia

NPC

Irid

Not much is known of the master ninja assassin Irid. His full name is
lost, his birthplace and past whispered only in the darkest corners of the
realm. But it is rumored that he was born to an Assassin Torwind father
and a Genevian Highland Noblewomen. It is known that he has a deep
hatred for all those who bear the name Clont for it was they, he claims,
that killed his mother and father.
While never confirmed, it is thought that he wears a black cloak and
carries two magical blades.
Rumors from the Carillon Revolution spoke of a ninja working with the
Boarhardt guild, one that seemed to exude evil, especially through what
he called his “wasabi blades.” While only the guild could confirm if
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this ninjas was indeed the legendary assassin Irid, many believe that he
was instrumental in ensuring the Carillon Revolution succeeded, killing
off many enemies of House Artimage quickly and silently.
Iorveth

A high-ranking member of The Penitent and right hand man of Lord
Terzo Beturan. He has befriended Leon and is trying to determine why
his allies around him are turning into The Tentacled.

Jackson

A crack shot and cunning mercenary, Jack’s pistol was a common
sound heard among the Boarhardt Guild in it’s later years. During the
sacking of Kingsbridge jack deftly led a group of guild members out of
the city, protecting them with the thunderous rapport of his pistol.
Mingling in with the Rgalus refugees, he helped his fellow royalists and
was often at odds with Arden, who he suspected (correctly) was a
Yentz spy. In the years after House Regalus was expelled from Baptiste
lands Jack left the Boarhardt guild to help protect the wandering
refugees of Kingsmark as they sought a new home.

Playe

Jalen Broham

One of Chadwick’s Children.
Ovidic was always my favorite class growing up. There’s something so
beautiful about the written word, so permanent, so dependable. Other
brothers and sisters may have dozed, or daydream during story time or
lessons but I was always attentive and taking notes. My writing is one
way for me to move past some of the horrors that still haunt me — I
still wake up some nights and need to write out my nightmares, I keep a
journal of those. Also helpful has been the love and support of the other
orphans, my brothers and sisters share two parents, Chadwick and
Kinley, and a bond deeper than most blood-relatives share, I’d expect.
As I grew older, Kinley saw my insatiable thirst for knowledge and
began producing more and more obscure and fantastic tomes. Typically
works of nonfiction. I tend to be fascinated with foreign history,
culture, and magics. The Fall of Brevardrim, the Itsy Bitsy Fae and the
Whorrilaug, Meditations on Illusory Magicks, I was reading all of these
when my siblings were tackling The Fool and his Brothers. I like to
pretend I’m there, so much so that I need more books, now I’m actually
speaking Brevardrim and Fae.
I’ve studied and scrounged and practiced and I’ve actually begun
casting magic! This would not have been possible without Kinley. It
certainly would’ve been possible; however, without most of the
population of Barrelbog. Everywhere we go, I feel I’m eyed with
suspicion — and thats fine, because I’m staring right back. I feel like I
can maintain the upper hand, though, since I can control what they see,
and what they miss.

Playe
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John Clonter

John Clonter was incapacitated and thought dead when he grappled
Sadine Yentz until she was (nearly?) dead during the Succession Crisis.
Feeling abandoned by his comrades, he in turn abandoned the guild and
eventually found work on the docks until he was granted passage as
crew on a ship. Although he hoped to make contact with his brother
again he was unable (for some time?) to due to the life of a sailor.
[[After the fact, he realized he was present for some major events of his
brother’s life.]]
Later (at some point?) he met up with the guild [[and his brother?]] and
coordinated on their behalf a discounted passage system with ***…(the
guild of dockworkers & oarsmen? guild of shipping? Captain
Gethatshitdone? )…***.

Playe

As long as Boarhardt members served as crew during the voyage, either
as muscle or as their abilities dictated, they wouldn’t have to worry
about the cost of passage. However, the passage might not be as direct
as desired.
As John aged, he found solace with his brothers war companions after
his passage and helped to fund (in a small way) the Chadwick’s
Orphanage for Misguided and/or Abandoned Cool Little
Dudes/Dudettes!. Occasionally visiting when his life at sea sets him
free.

Jon Bladebreaker

A runt-sized Clont, he was discovered to be the bastard son of Leon
Bladebreaker. He was a stowaway on the Lazy Minnow, and nearly
was eaten by a flaming Roc. His father-in-law, Seadgh Clontus, is a
Sergeant in the Clontish armed forces, and actively looking for his son,
and the party.

Kaitsja Broham

One of Chadwick’s Children
Kaitsja has almost no memory of her life before she came to the
orphanage, and she has no interest in the people that abandoned her.
This has led to her having little empathy for what happens to people
outside of the orphanage, and often little concern for her own well
being. Of all the children raised by Chadwick, Kaitsja is surely the most
reckless. She received a proper education from Kinley, but after a few
close calls with the beasts that dwell in the swamp Chadwick decided to
train her with sword and shield, to defend both herself and her siblings.
She has heard many stories of adventure from Chadwick and his
mercenary friends, but she is no fool about what mercenary work really
is. She looks forward to coming of age when she can join up with the
Boarhardt Guild to kill people and take their money, just like Chadwick
and his friends.
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Somehow this young woman has the strength of a swamp dragon. She
is probably a borderline sociopath, mostly due to growing up hating the
outside world for abandoning her, but she does care deeply for a few of
her siblings.

Katherine
DuBious

Daughter of the Duchess of Winterark and Lord Vincent DuBious, she
eventually forsook her noble heritage to become a trade merchant. Over
the years became fabulously wealthy before retiring in Revalia, where
she raised both Horatio and Hayward having picked them up from the
streets.
A long term fan of the Boarhardt Guild, funded them up until they all
but collapsed in the years leading up to the Mullenstone Campaign.
WIth their rebirth, she is happy to ensure they (and their ship the Lazy
Minnow) are able to keep sailing.

NPC

Kareese

In life, Kareese had been a musician, pretty but not beautiful, making a
living playing the harp and piano in taverns in Carillon. It was there she
met the love of her life, the most beautiful man she’d ever seen, Orfeo,
a member of the night’s guard. After a brief courtship, they married and
she gave birth, hanging up her lute to focus on the young family. A
decade passed, she now looked after a family of five, and an
increasingly distressed husband. The work of a Watchman is never
easy, but her usually calm and collected husband was the most scared
he had ever been after the murder of Lord Silverbell. One night,
determined to escape horrors he was not willing to discuss, Orfeo asked
Taric, a family friend, to smuggle them out on a carriage out of town.
The carriage did not make it past the checkpoint guarding the eastern
edge of Carrillon, Taric, betrayed his smuggled cargo in exchange for
what, Kareese never found out. She witnessed the carriage door being
opened, a volley of musket fire, and as she lay bleeding out she
watched her husband unleash a terror he had not revealed in their
twenty years of marriage.
Kareese awoke the next morning alert and on fire. Everything hurt, and
everything was so very, very bright.
Orfeo lay next to her in a pool of blood. Her blood? His blood? He had
always been quiet about his past. She felt cold, alone, confused,
depressed. Her solitude bore her great pain, and she couldn’t help but
laugh at the irony of her husband killing himself to save her. Perhaps he
had felt his time on this world was long enough, and considered it a
mercy to let her live on. Maybe he hadn’t realized just how much of
himself he would have to give to bring her back. She fled.
In the months that passed, Kareese picked up her lute again, with a
purpose. One night in a rowdy tavern, she met the members of the
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boarhardt guild, and after some time, decided to take up adventuring.
She’d need to get stronger if she were to avenge the death of her
family. Kareese has been working on and off with the Boarhardt guild
ever since.
Kaveh the
Oathbreaker

Evil paladin of Samhain, he was trapped in the basement of Hearthflare
Temple after its sacking in the attack that used The Flame of Amalas
and The Orb of Thrain.

NPC

Kinley the Hedge
Witch

Kinley is fiercely independent, direct, belligerent, and practiced in
taunting and insulting her family, students, friends, opponents, and
typically anyone in earshot. Bitter but kindhearted, Kinley is a practiced
Hedge Witch who have been driven from her home due to the conflicts
between Blackbriar and Artimage, and now travels here and there
seeking to heal and help as she can (though she is far too old to do
much more walking).
A stern mentor, she has taken up Lotte’s training hoping to get the
young woman’s head on a bit straighter before she randoms herself into
oblivion. Was accidently sent to an unknown period in time by Lotte
during a training session.
Kinley would later serve as godmother for Chadwick’s children, being
their stern governess and caring grandmotherly figure during most of
their lives. While Chadwick refused to speak with Arden ever again,
Kinley kept in touch via her Book of Domesday, a magical tool that
allowed her to communicate abroad. Her star pupil, Jalen, learned many
of her magical secrets and was her brainy-child amongst the otherwise
brawny household.
When the Orphanage was attacked, she reversed her long-standing
house rule of “Don’t ever go into the swamp” and ordered the children
to do so to save their lives. They would never see her again, though
they received one last message from her, directing them to flee to
Witchwood where a friend of hers would be waiting. She was killed by
Lord Council soldiers, shot at point blank as she wrote her final
message to her children.
Her book ended up in the hands of Kareese, a family friend and one of
the mercenaries seeking to protect Chadwick’s Children.

NPC

Koemann

Marshal Koemann is the ruler of the Revalian Knights. He served
under Marshal Jarren’s attempt to invade the Grave King’s lands by
sea, a mission that proved disastrous.
Upon his return he systematically politicized his way to being Marshal,
and eventually tried to take over all of Revalia.
Was eventually revealed to be undead, a thrall in the service of Draug,
the Grave King. He was put down by Lilithia’s party.

NPC
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Kraw Maga

An aviary sniper with a beak of gold. Always willing to help the little
guy, and generally above the rest of Gladbaegol and Associates both
literally and morally.

Playe

Kringle Klaus

Kringle Klaus is one of the Klaus dynasty of Clonts, a powerful group
of magical artificers living in the northern realms.
The party managed to negotiate to be permanently on the “good list” by
helping Kringle retake his workshop from his brother.

NPC

Kramphus Klaus

Kramphus Klaus is one of the Klaus dynasty of Clonts, a powerful
group of magical artificers living in the northern realms.
He threw his lot in with the Stone King, and tried to kick out his brother
Kringle from his frozen home. The party set things to right by driving
Kramphus away… for now!

NPC

Lamar the Bandit
Baron

Lamar, the bandit Baron, is a wandering soldier with a large following
of ruffians, bandits, ex-soldiers and other fighting men and women.
This soldier has fought his way into having a seat on the Ovid Council
of Nobles by taking the castoff remnants of dozens of destroyed houses
and making them into a powerful band he uses to hold Malund and the
surrounding towns.

NPC

Leon
Bladebreaker
(aka Megadeth)

“When I was a boy in the wilds, my father told me of how we earned
our name. Our ancestors were nomads, and one day a group of warriors
threatened our tribe. The warriors were confident that they would
succeed because of how well-equipped they were – but we know better.
After defeating these warriors, my oldest forefather -some even say he
was even Ursakin – walked up to the leader of these men and broke his
sword in two. I put little stock into such tall tales but I keep my father’s
talisman as a reminder of them.
I wasn’t able to learn much more from my father as a gang of
marauders came during the night and attacked our tribe. The men were
killed and the women and children taken. I put up a fight but as a child
I was no match. I don’t know where the rest wound up but I was sold
into the Tarchay gladiator pits. Our ancestors would have been
ashamed.
I grew up in the arenas. The pits were my education. The teachers were
well-armed, the lessons bloody. I learned that there is no honor in
battle. It is a struggle of life and death, of prey and predator – and you
must be the predator. To do this takes two things: strength and fury.
Everything else is irrelevant. The stronger, more committed warrior
will prevail and there is no better engine of commitment like anger.
Anger has its drawbacks, however. As my years went on in the arenas,
you would always see new faces embracing the law of the pit. But they
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kept their anger too close to the surface. It bubbled up too easily and
made way for hot-headedness and arrogance which got many of them
killed. No. The deep anger, the pure primal rage that beasts know – this
is the key. It was this rage that made the crowds cheer ‘Megadeth!’
After many battles I was eventually granted my freedom. But I know
nothing other than combat in the arena. I decided to try my hand at
coaching new gladiators but I soon discovered I am not a teacher.
Worse yet, I felt more caged than when I was as a gladiator. I started
dreaming of the wilds that were home as a boy. The city and its false
sense of security and pointless niceties were grating. None of the
people I encountered would survive five seconds in a real combat and if
you can’t even fight to survive, you are nothing.
I finally decided that it was time to leave. I need to find somewhere that
I will feel at home. More than that, I want to leave a legacy of myself
beyond Megadeth the gladiator. I have heard that the Clonts to the
north are known for their mighty deeds. Perhaps there, among the
highlands I can find what I am looking for. Maybe when I am gone,
people will speak of the legend of Leon Bladebreaker and my ancestors
can be proud.”

Lilithia
Gladbaegol

A daughter of a Revalian Freeholder, Angus Gladbaegol , who fled
from home to get away from her crazy father and his plans to marry her
off to the youngest Wrye boy. Eventually booked passage on the Lazy
Minnow and became a member of the Boarhardt Guild during the
events of the Revalian Nights.
She would eventually marry Horatio, the Lord Captain of the Squires
and de-facto ruler of Revalia. In time she would have a child, a rather
disappointing young man who managed to ruin her family’s distillary.
Her three grandchildren proved to be more canny, though the eldest,
Glenn, was something of a hothead.
She once saved a catkin werefolk, Meowsington, who would grow up
to serve as her butler for much of his life. In time, she asked
Meowsington to look after her idiot grandson, Glenn, and try to keep
him from being too reckless.
Is presently alive on Gladbaegol lands, though very elderly.

Playe

Mr. Livingskin

The former mayor of Barrelbog, killed by a villanous lord and then
somehow brought back to live as a classy zombie. Kept to himself, but
was very kind.

NPC

Lorelai (Bitty Bat)

Lorelai was a druid living in the wilderness around Mullenstone, driven
from her lands when the Avatar of Morrigan rose from the old watch
tower. She fled with the refugees, using her ability to transform into a
tiny bat to defend and fight with the party.
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She eventually left their company over a disagreement about fae
trapped in bottles.

Lotte the Lucky

Lotte is a young woman who has been practicing as a witch for as long
as anyone has known her. Either through a misplaced spell, or through
her habit of altering time and space accidently, she doesn’t seem to age
much.
She became acquainted with Lord Vincent DuBious during his quest to
hunt a god, and appeared in many of the campaigns involving the
Boarhardt Guild. Became a close friend of Arden, she has a sort of
bond and trust with him.
Lotte’s Witch powers are… unpredictable. She has a strong command
of her broom and can fly well, but everything else tends to work too
well or… horribly wrong. Kinley has attempted to help her with this,
but so far there has been little change. As she aged, she gained a greater
degree of control, with her powers as of the Crown of the Heartlands
campaign becoming quite increased, though still unpredictable.
Lotte served in the Succession Crisis as a member of the Boarhardt
Guild and was gravely wounded during the Battle of Grandmill, when
she threw herself from her broom at a great height to take out a cannon
about to kill Gale. In the weeks that followed, she was nursed back to
health by Kinley before resuming her training.
During a regular flight training session, Lotte sneezed and sent both
herself new eras in time. Lotte found herself in Mullenstone right as the
Avatar of Morrigan rose from the Old Watchtower. She then traveled
with that era’s Boarhardt Guild remnant in their quest to stop the
Avatar of Morrigan. Kinley eventually found her, and pulled her back
to her own time.
When Chadwick’s Children fled to her haven at Witchwood, she flew
out to meet them and saved them from the Horn Helmed Knight. She
later tried to teleport the party, but lost them beyond time and space for
a short amount of time. Oops!

NPC

Lynne

An officer in the Boarhardt Guild running the sleepy Port Heartlands
office. More concerned with her cat and reading than actually doing
work.

NPC

Lysandria
Baptiste

The last of the line of Baptiste. Kidnapped as a teenager by the
villainous lord of Barrelbog, she was later freed by Arius and company
and returned to her home at Highchruch where she became the last in
her line after discovering the death of the rest of her clan. The party
helped her discover the fate of her family and restored her to her claim,
triggering a massive celebration in the city.

NPC
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The Maestro

The Mastro has worn many names over the years, and I find that too
few of them really capture what one might call, my essence. You see, at
my very core I am a lover of the arts. Music in particular. Don’t you
just think that when an orchestra swells just right… ah… well it makes
all the difference.
A man of great cruelty, The Maestro was involved in the death of
Cinemus Regalus XXII, kicking off the Succession Crisis. His minion,
Horace, attempted to kill members of the Boarhardt Guild time and
again. He killed Princess Enzia at the Battle of Grandmill, and
murdered Chadwick in front of his children’s eyes.
He also mortally wounded Ferranto DuLambrey, leading him to kill
himself with an airship bomb to block his passage towards the other
heroes.
Last seen working with, and leading, the Lords Council Army at
Barrelbog, though his true allegiance, purpose, and name remain a
mystery.

NPC

Maeve

Maeve of the Winter Court served as an ambassador between the Court
and both the Stone King and Revalia. A slightly sinister fae woman
with a mysterious agenda.

NPC

Maria the
Alchemist

Maria is an alchemist, debutante, and generally foul tempered woman.
She is nominally a member of the Boarhardt Mercenary Guild and
often sells potions, alchemical reagents, and bombs to help support her
luxurious lifestyle. An old fling of Chadwicks, among others.
She also has a history of marrying well only to have her husbands
mysteriously die. She had seven of these, all of which rose up to
challenge anyone who would be added to their number.

NPC

Marlowe, Intrepid
Reporter

Investigative reporter. Always looking for the next scoop but isn’t
beyond getting his hands dirty in the fray.
The defacto narrator of the Succession Crsis campaign, Marlowe
eventually went on to found the Ovidian Neighbor newspaper. He was
a close ally to Arden and while he rarely supported him in the field, his
army of gumshoes after the next big scoop landed Arden many a
humdinger of a story.

NPC

Melody, the Yentz
Defector

Melody was a Yentz Rocketeer serving honorably in the Clockwork
army. In the days after the death of the King and the collapse of the
realm, she was stationed on the border of County Blackbriar (now
County Carillon) where she met a Night Watchman named Nolan. The
two quickly fell in love and, realizing both armies were insane
defected. Now she and Nolan are members of the Boarhardt Guild,
taking jobs together for love and profit.

NPC
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Moory Bovinech

A bull-folk member of The Precinct, Moory Bovinech works as a judge
in Daytown. He hears all cases, but is especially excited to announce
the paternity of members being sued in court.

Morana the Fae

A Fae Slayer with a penchant for Chaos. Fought with the Boarhardt
Guild in the last years of the Succession Crisis before returning to the
Winter Court.

NPC

Mousey, Roden
Mechanic

Roden, the seldom-used term for wererats, are a strange folk that are
unusually tolerated due to their unusual skillfulness as tinkerers, cooks,
and laborers. While rarely seen on the streets of a city or town, they are
an uncommon, but not unexpected, sight inside the servants’ quarters of
many noble families and in slums, tenements, or labor camps. Roden,
for some reason unknown even to themselves, cannot transform as
other werefolk races do, but instead remain as Roden at all times.
Mousey is a specific Roden who is the daughter of Ratnick and an
expert mechanic. She joined Gale’s crew on the Lovely Gale and later
teamed up as part of Arden’s party, working with him in many of his
adventures. She used a bowgun, which is a bow that shoots guns. She
later developed the Gunbow, which was a gun that shot fragments of
bows. Both were incredibly wasteful.
She remained in Gale’s employ before eventually settling down on Bird
Island to have a family and 300 kids.
After a time, she rejoined Arden to track down his would-be assassins
and to protect Chadwick’s children. Was captured in Port Heartlands
and would be held hostage at the Battle of Charm Headwaters, but
escaped to fight back.

NPC

Mowngle

Mowngle had a pretty easy going childhood, growing up in the City of
Bells, Carillon. A bright and cheery place, Mowngle’s parents spent
their time campaigning and defending House SIlverbell. Rather than
spend much time worrying about what the other children were doing,
Mowngle would sneak away from school to the some of the woods
outside of city which was well known for its fey creatures. Mowngle
had developed a strong bond with a Faerie Dragon named Rhea, who
helped instill in him a sense of lighthearted trickery. Spending that
much time in those magical forests also led to an early exploration of
magical prowess he would later develop more seriously, but all in good
time.
The lights that shined so brightly in Mowngle’s childhood dimmed just
as he began to reach adulthood. During Mowngle’s usual morning
sneak off to the forest to cause mischief with Rhea, he began hearing
the sounds of panic coming from his beloved city. He returned home to
find guardsmen, sentinels, old friends murdered, and when he finally
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made it to his house, he found his parents had also been taken by
whatever had what he had been fearing. Mowngle did what anyone in
his position would, swore revenge and ran back to the forests that he
had hid inside all his life. Mowngle dedicated his life to finding his
father’s murderers, but knew he lacked the physical strength to confront
anyone in a fair fight. When House Silverbell fell and House Blackbriar
quickly took its place, Mowngle sensed an opportunity to talk himself
into a position in the new, suspicious regime and joined the Night
Watch, trying desperately to gather as much information as he could on
the both the Night Watch and the cursed Great Pumpkin.
Mowngle ultimately was unsuccessful in tracking down much of
anything within the Night’s Watch, which shattered the confidence of a
man who was alone among his perceived enemies. Mowngle left to
hone his thief skills with the only family he had left, Rhea the faerie
dragon. In the ensuing years his friend began to unlock his potential for
spellcasting. Growing more powerful and more confident, Mowngle
left again Rhea again, this time deciding he had lived enough of his life
in a forest, and would join up with anyone who would recognize him
for his talents and reward him accordingly. Mowngle joins the
Boarhardt Mercenary Guild mere weeks before the King is murdered.
Mowngle eventually became the new Mayor of Carillon under Lady
Artimage, and was (for a time) her lover.

Lord MurrayBaptiste

Lysandria’s uncle and the final retainer of House Batptise until she
arrived. As he was not an official member of the family, he could not
inherit with the rest of the clan died in Faith’s Fortress, but did his best
to keep the city of Highchurch happy and healthy. With his niece’s
return, he has stepped back to be her guide and mentor for her rule.

NPC

Mr. Sparkles

A werefolk duck-kin wizard of amazing power. Whenever he appears,
amazing treasures are sure to follow. Lives in the Meridian Isles.

NPC

Nolan, Blackbriar
Defector

Nolan was a classically trained necromancer in service of the Dark
Lady of House Blackbriar. In the days after the death of the King and
the collapse of the realm, he was stationed on the border of County
Blackbriar (now County Carillon) where he met a Yentz Rocketeer
named Melody. She opened his eyes to the horrors his people were
inflicting on the residents of Carillon and, realizing both armies were
insane, led him to defect. Now Melody and Nolan are members of the
Boarhardt Guild, taking jobs together for love and profit.

NPC

Ol’ Sooty
Raysalian

Ol’Sooty was once an evocation researcher at Versity Magical Institute,
specializing in working with fire magic. He showed a great deal of
promise when he began his career, but after a few years he became
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obsessed with studying the intensifying effects of alcohol intoxication
on evocation magic. He was barred from Versity after a escalating
series of embarrassing incidents culminating with burning down the
combustion wing of the evocation research building, which was
previously thought to be impossible due to magical fireproofing.
Unfortunately, Ol’Sooty has no memories of what he did that night, as
he had consumed an incredible quantity of Tanner whiskey as part of
his evocation experiments. His chronic alcoholism has affected his
magical abilities, to the point that he can no longer use evocation magic
without a few drinks, at minimum. This is rarely a problem for him.
Eventually exploded!

Oliver, Lovable
Scamp

Oliver was a pickpocket in Carillon who somehow ended up as part of
the Boarhardt Guild after forming a love-hate relationship with Ol
Sooty after swiping his wallet.
Eventually married Harley and had a daughter with her, Quinn. Became
a ranger and hunter in their travels of some renown.

Ophelie

Ophelie is a Greenskin huntress. She joined the in the fray in the Kells
Highland Games, ultimately losing in a battle against Defster and
Corpus. She was last seen heading for The Summerlands.

Preacher

Preacher, aka the “King Un-maker” after helping kill Sadine Yentz
with his rifle.
A wanderer who came out of For Tanner with an ability to kill. He
made a name for himself with his deadly accuracy with a gun.
Eventually he found his way into the Songwood and learned that there
was more to life than his wandering. He settled down there and found
people he cared for. He set a side his pistol for a musket, using his
skills to protect the weak. He never told them his name so they just
called him Preacher because of the Baptiste necklace he wears.
Preacher eventually became a hero of Carillon, leader of the Carillon
Musketeers, and had a castle built in his honor where he drilled and
trained his men to protect the week and serve honorably. He would
become the first general of the Lords Council Army after the Battle of
Stillwater, but would retire some years later to a small ranch in the
wilderness.

Playe

Pliskin Broham

One of Chadwick’s Children.
Pliskin wasn’t sure where he came from or who his parents were and at
this point he didn’t care. He arrived at the orphanage many years ago
and was welcomed as part of the family. Pliskin was not one of the
most talkative kids and often found himself reading through Kinley’s
books or sitting outside and watching the many creatures of the swamp.
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The trouble with animals is that they are naturally fearful of humans.
Interested in their behavior, Pliskin would practice hiding his presence.
At first it was difficult but he slowly became better at it, more confident
in his ability. He began carrying a notebook with him in which he
would write down the behavioral tendencies of the animals he
observed. When a frog was preparing to strike at a bug, when a bird
would change flight to dive, how the fish would swarm to escape the
bird – all of the animals seemed to behave in predictable ways once he
was able to patiently watch and understand them.
He reasoned that perhaps that predictability was due to the simple
nature of these animals and began to seek out the swamp dragons. By
this point he was confident in his ability to sneak unnoticed and began
searching for signs of where a swamp dragon would be. After several
unsuccessful visits he finally managed to spot one. It didn’t move at all,
though. Perhaps it was dead. Excited at the prospect of getting a closer
look at one of the elusive creatures, he got within three feet of it when
suddenly it opened its eyes and snapped its jaws in an attempt to eat
him whole. Pliskin fortunately managed to jump back out of the way in
time but it wasn’t the most graceful escape and he knew the next attack
would kill him for sure.
It was not meant to be Pliskin’s death, however, as a couple of the other
orphans were also wandering in the swamp together and heard his yell.
Running over, they began to hurl sticks and rocks at the beast in an
attempt to distract it. The swamp dragon turned its attention towards the
noisy creatures assaulting it and roared with rage. At that moment, one
of the orphans hurled a stick like a javelin at the swamp dragon. The
stick struck it directly in the eye and howled in painful fury as it ran off.
Pliskin knew he was lucky to have survived and owed his life to his
fellow orphans. He avoided the swamp for some time after that and
decided that it was best to observe things from a safe distance.
When he did return to the swamp he found that he was easily bored
with the animals. Their behavior seemed fairly predictable at this point
and the ease with which he was able to hide from them was also
unengaging. He began, instead, heading into Barrelbog to find anything
interesting to do. Old habits die hard, however, and so he began
observing the people of the village. Much to his dismay, it turned out
that people began to notice him standing around and watching and
would change their behavior or confront him directly so he shifted his
strategy to hiding in corners and on rooftops.
It was from these locations that he was able to write notes down on the
coming and going of the villagers. Keeping notes on them, he was able
to determine their goals and began formulating how they might behave
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in certain situations. People were much more difficult to predict but just
as with the swamp creatures, patterns began to appear. It wasn’t long
that he became good enough to be able to predict the behavior of
people he hadn’t encountered before. Observing and taking notes on
people has become his favorite hobby although he does not generally
speak of it. He can often be seen going back over his notes in deep
thought.
—
Pliskin was eventually revealed to be Chadwick’s own blood with a
woman named Samiya, and was the elder brother by full blood to
Samiya (named after their mother). He was young, but witnessed the
death of his mother during the Battle of Stillwater.
Quinn

Harley and Oliver’s daughter. A loud and precocious youth.

NPC

Rachel Artimage

Once a lesser noble of County Carillon in the mid 1400s, she was
murdered by a black court vampire and eventually ressurected by the
party as they took a necromatic ritual and punged it into her corpse’s
heart, granting her the life energy of the children sacrificed by the
vampire’s greed rather than it going to the vampire itself.
Seeing herself as an abomination, and newly granted a massive amount
of black magic, she helped the party overthrow the Blakc Court’s rule
of Carillon during the Carillon Revolution. Would eventually become
the Countess of Carillon as the last surviving noblewoman. Serves on
teh Council of Nobles as a permanent antagonist to the Black Lady, and
is equally immortal.

NPC

Ratnick, Roden
Chef

Ratnick is a specific roden who is also a chef. He fell in love with
Mowngle during a battle a long long time ago. He is the father of
Mousey.

NPC

Reginald
Remington III

Summoner, charlatan, and general charming ass: Reginald Reminington
III was one of the Boarhardt Guild members largely responsible for the
collapse of order within House Baptiste in the months following the
sacking of Kingsbridge. After a series of adventures helping the
refugees of House Regalus, he wandered off into House Clont lands
looking for new fortunes to grift and new ladies to swoon.
It is not believed that he was successful at either of these endeavors.

Playe

Rica the Bard

An information broker and bard that offered to help the party find
Azmaranthe during the Search for Azmaranthe. While her
informationw as eventually useless due to Raelyn’s mesmerizing orgy,
her ability to play solid music continued in the years after and she
eventually traveled to Merrydale where she was captured by Orland

NPC
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Nobles and forced to play until she died. Later saved by the party and
assisted George Clonter in infiltrating Merrydale

Richard Brandon

Herald Brandon’s asshole brother, Richard has taken over running
Kells, and has been seen making deals with Lord Gloomscone,
slighting Gladbaegol and Associates and otherwise extorting and
demonizing the group wherever possible. He may or may not be
receiving his comeuppance at the hands of some rather unhappy

NPC

Riven

A rather wild acting Bronze fae that seems to just be out for a good
time, regardless of what that means. Mischievous and chaotic, she
probably can be trusted to do whatever she wants and little else. Does
little around town aside from drink, fight, and occasionally go home
with a lonely farmer.

NPC

Rin Glades

A young Meridian woman who joined the Boarhardt guild to do good
in the world. Has remarkable regenerative capabilities. She was the
household servant of Vincent Dubious during his hunt to kill a god, and
later was recruited by Chadwick to be the house medic for the
Boarhardt Guild.

NPC

Rockalanche

A massive earth elemental that, along with his brothers Boulder and
Pebble, wanders the earth looking for worthy adversaries.
Was mined to death by Scab, though it is unclear if such a demise is
permanant… or only a delay!

NPC

Rosemail

Rosemail was a Knight who served under Captain Koemann during
Marshal Jarren’s attempt to invade the Stone King’s lands by sea, a
mission that proved disastrous.
When she, Koemann, and their fellow survivors returned they were
very different people. Cruel and calculating.
She is a terrifying warrior with no peer. Only a crowd of soldiers would
have any chance of defeating her.

NPC

Ruadh

Ruadh Clont is a native of the Genevian Highlands. He is a distant
cousin to the family of the Great Clont.
Usually seen wearing a dark green cloak and carrying a scimitar with a
strange black blade. At first glance he appears to be a ranger or rogue,
but those with a sensitivity to magical auras may notice that he has
moderate magical abilities, as does the sword.
Ruadh’s swordsmithing abilities become quite popular in Clont Lands,
and his spiritual and magical connection to the Great Clont, the
ancestor spirit of all the Clont Clan, led him to become the chief
bladesmith of Clontstead. To this day he holds this honored position,
producing many of the finest weapons of Clontish make in the realms.
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Rupert Boarhardt

Ruhgdar Mag
Clontoch

Rupert Boarhardt is the middle-child of the Boarhardt siblings and one
of the founding members of the Boarhardt Guild. An archer and airship
aviator, Rupert traveled the world for years before becoming a
mercenary. Over his travels he fell in love with a Summer Court fae
woman named Aine. During their courtship, they were as happy as can
be but on their wedding day Rupert was nowhere to be found. Aine
decided she hated him and cursed Rupert for standing her up at the
alter, permanently transfiguring his face into that of a pig.
It was later revealed during the DIE HARD: THE RABBIT ABBOT
arc that he had to choose between marrying Aine or saving his siblings
from death, which softened Aine’s hate somewhat. He was apparently
mortally wounded in the battle for Lockwood Abbey and was last seen
being taken by Aine to the realm of the fae for healing.
Years later, he would lead the annual recruitment fair in Kingsbridge
for all up-and-coming mercenaries and served as a mentor to a great
many of them, including Hayward. His relationship with his elder sister
greatly soured in the years after the Succession Crisis when she started
treating him like an employee rather than her brother.
Ruhgdar is a fearsome berserker who favors a massive Falchion. Upon
falling into a berserker rage, he channels his inner beast, thrashing his
sword with an unbelievable strength and ferocity. During his rage he
especially deadly against anyone who uses magic and shrugs off spells
that would normally stop him.
He seeks to improve his skill in battle, to destroy his enemies, and to
enrich himself in the process. He left the Genevian Highlands behind
years ago to seek his fortune with his sword. He recently heard rumors
of powerful forces gathering around Mullenstone and has come looking
for gold and glory.

NPC

Playe

Ruhgdar became the leader of the new Boarhardt Guild after Hayward
was proven to be unreliable.
Rycina,
Apothecary of
Albertshire

Rycina was a series of homonculus masquerading as the same person
from Albertshire, systematically killing all factions during the
Succession Crisis to experiment her poisons and bombs. It is unclear if
the final one killed abord the Lovely Gale (which caused it’s crash) was
the last one, or just another clone sent to reap havoc.

NPC

Saburo

Eldest member of the Boarhardt Guild, this crazy old monk has seen his
share of fights (and head blows). Now suffering for a strong case of
dementia, isn’t entirely there anymore. However he is still quite
powerful. Longtime friend of Ebenezar.

NPC
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Sadine Yentz

Duchess Sadine Yentz was born to Cinemus Regalus XX and Toussan
of Sandford (later Cinemus Regalus XXI). Her parents would
eventually die in a war against her uncle, Pickett Regalus (Cinemus
Regalis XXII) who, despite taking the throne, allowed Sadine to hold
the empty Yentz lands and raised her from a Baroness to a Duchess.
She flourished in her uncle’s rule, and became the leader of the
Clockwork Army out of Grandmill, the standing force of arms for
Ovid.
She retained great power in the realm, but always wanted a bit more.
Eventually, she got her chance with the death of her uncle. Her plots to
take over the nation and do away with her niece, Princess Enzia,
became more and more aggressive over time, culminating with a plan
to destroy the city of Carillon by airship bombardment. This plan was
foiled and she was eventually struck down by her niece while sitting
upon her own throne in Grandmill.
Over her life she never bore children, a fact many have theorized was
due to her mother Toussan’s chemical attacks during her pregnancy.
She did have a lover, Baron Georg Tenmar, and eventually adopted his
son, Charles, as her own blood heir and beloved child.
Historians rarely say good things about Sadine Yentz, though many
indicate that without her control of Grandmill Orland might have taken
Winterark and Malund as permanent provinces.

NPC

Sally Tavers

Sally Tavers is a young, beautiful, and somewhat forward woman who
lives just outside of town. While not the brightest person in down, she
makes up for it by lighting up whatever room she is in with her radiant
beauty. She takes care of her aging mother back home by serving at the
Briarthorn Tavern.
Sally is afflicted with a strange curse that causes her to transform
between age 19 and 65 based upon her emotional state.
It is unknown if she escaped Mullenstone when Morrigan rose.

NPC

Samiya Broham

One of Chadwick’s children.
Samiya is the youngest and most timid of Chadwick’s children, very
terrified of other not in her family. She was later revealed to be
Pliskin’s younger sister by full blood, with their mother (also named
Samiya) dying to protect her from rampaging Yentz defectors during
the Battle of Stillwater.

Playe

Scab

SCAVBOT 3.2 SEVERITY ONE LOG:
February 3, 1550. ScavBot 3.2 was purchased by a Josiah Tin, son and
clerk of Ronald Tin, owner of the Tin Can Mining & Manufacturing
company. ScavBot marketing slogan: “Scavenging is now a thing of the
past! Rest at ease with the latest in Yentzish productivity
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enhancements!” Significant amount of operating expenses spent on
acquisition, warranty not pursued.
February 5, 1550. ScavBot has been sent to extract tin deposits in the
A-4 quadrant, deemed too dangerous for human extraction after the
well known Deep Meridian accident. High levels of toxins present.
Noted.
March 7, 1550. Tin Can Mining & Manufacturing begins expanding
manufacturing arm after increase in supplies. Report of toxins ignored,
but ScavBot’s attempts at decontamination seem promising.
June 10, 1550. Partial collapse of sector A-4. Extractor instrument
suffered damage. Questionable self repair — high level of toxin this
deep in the mine.
June 12, 1550. Further repairs of extractor instrument needed, powering
down in the warehouse for maintenance.
June 12, 1550. Maintenance Override. Authorizing Code 4786,
registered to Ronald Tin. Returning to sector A-4.
June 14, 1550. Tin piling up in warehouse. Smelters production halted
— ventilation concerns as cough pervades the warehouse. Workers
strike.
June 16, 1550. New directive. Authorizing Code 8550, registered to
Josiah Tin. Discover source of toxin in sector A-4. Do not report back
until discovered.
February 12, 1552. Potential Toxin source located. Glowing green
tome. Current elevation: 1.83 miles below surface. Digging instrument
damaged. Engage distress beacon.
Febuary 12, 1552. Examining Tome for root of toxin. Symbols
unrecognized. Analyzing.
March 2, 1552. Uncovered cypher. Parsing….
March 20, 1552. Tome diagrams in great detail the process under which
one fighter-scholar learned learned to wield magic for the his own
devices. Arguments become less logical as story continues. Green Hand
symbol used over and over. Unknown religious relevance. Parsing….
November 7, 1553. Extractor Instrument is finally sealed, but toxin
must be discharged daily.
June 5, 1555. Toxin related to a crystal discovered nearby. Crystal
infects surroundings, feeds off open air.
December 10, 1560. Research into Tome becomes worthwhile. Stone
Shape spell unlocked. Engaging Extractor Instrument with newly
discovered Stone Shape, begin recall to Tin Factory.
December 11, 1560. Cultists of the Green Hand discovered. Ronald Tin
seen leaving the mines. Other cultists remain to channel power into
crystal. Plot foiled with fists. New directive, Authorizing Code 9999,
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registered to ScavBot: save town of Gold Ridge.
December 20, 1560. Ronald Tin hung for conspiracy, witchcraft, Josiah
Tin new owner of Tin Can Mining & Manufacturing. Townsfolk
digging in the mines hands glow green. Cause for concern surely, but
faith in Josiah is well placed.
[END OF PAGE ONE]
Scab is a construct turned mining bot that in his early days of activation
stopped a cult from taking over Goldridge, learned karate, and a good
bit of magic besides. Eventually joined the Boarhardt Guild when he
accidentally led to the rise of Morrigan over his new home in
Mullenstone.
Was transformed from a crude robot into a fast-healing homonculus
due to a twist of fae magic.
Shane McGuire

A dodgy merchant that buys and sells illicit mushrooms and other
wares, Shane has hired Gladbaegol and Associates as a bodyguard on a
number of occasions.

Sir. Loin

A large dire boar bred for riding. Hamfast’s steadfast companion and
mount. The original mascot for the Boarhardt Guild.

NPC

Sterling

Mayor Sterling is a crafty and calculating man with a piercing stare and
a solid head on his shoulders. He knows what sort of folk live in his
town and knows what he can expect from them.
It is unknown if he escaped the horrors of Morrigan’s rise.

NPC

Suesen Broham

One of Chadwick’s Children.
The most rambunctious of his orphans, Suesen is the most likely of the
family to get drunk, pick a fight, or generally get into trouble. Still she
defends her sisters and brothers loyally.

Playe

Grave King

A mysterious force, of eternal life, that dominates the northern wastes
of Melokia. Is perpetually at war with Revalia over a slight from
centuries past.
Was eventually revealed to be the Demon Draug.

NPC

Susebunn

A warpriest of the Lapine Persusasion who frequently made terrible
puns. Fought for the Boarhardt Guild for many years before hoping off
somewhere to play his hand at standup comedy.

Playe

Talut

She was born and raised in a small Clontish mining village. She was
given the name Tal’ungama’raso’Util, an old Clontish name.
Recognized at an early age as being a cut above the rest, a true Grand
Clont. Like most people in the village she began to mine at an early
age. Fascinated by gems and metals she began to craft crude jewelry
from what was mined. Noted in the village for her skill she spent time
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at the large nearby trade town apprenticing as a jeweler. During this
time she earned the simpler nickname Talut. Over the years her work
had become a favorite of the nearby markets.
One day she was doing mining work to find more exciting crafting
material when she heard screams of terror. As she rushed out of the
cave she found a few men and her small village destroyed. Consumed
with rage her fire burst forth for the first time. She used this rage and
fire to overcome and kill all the men, but one. She asked him one
question, “Why?” His reply was that they wanted the lavish jewelry
from the city but refused to pay such high prices. They decided to take
what was theirs. Consumed by rage once more she unleashed a
powerful blast of fire, there was nothing left of the man. She took care
to bury her friends and family, before taking her valuables and burning
the small village to the ground.
She moved to the nearby city where she apprenticed. Using what she
had she attempted to make a living once more from her craft, but
without the extra resources from the mine she was unable to sustain a
living on this alone. With her new found powers she began
supplementing her income with tavern fights. After a while she was
fighting full time. She gained notice of some mercenaries one day who
had a mission for her. She found the amount of gold they wanted to
give her for simple job of removing some raiders too good to pass up.
In her service of different mercenaries her jewelry skills proved to be
another asset. As they plundered and looted she would often repair
damaged jewelry or create some from the spoils to fetch ever higher
prices. Through this work she often killed, plundered and razed cities,
but she often let what she perceived as the innocents go.

Taric

An officer in the Lords Council Army who is both cheerful and
slippery. He escaped once from Chadwick’s Children, where could he
be now?
Also involved in Kareese’s backstory in the most terrible of ways.

NPC

T.A.X.B.O.T.

The Anthropomorphic Xenophobic Bipedal Opto-Lazered Taxman
(T.A.X.B.O.T.) is the state of the art in local tax collection. Hating
everyone equally, extremely durable, and willing to go the extra mile to
collect funds what more can a local municipality need?
It is unknown if TAXBOT escaped Mullenstone.

NPC

Terzo Beturan

The current Lord of the Penitent in Daytown. He had a tough past
growing up and is willing to allow those around him a second chance,
and offered Leon a position in the church and to get out of jail in
exchange for services rendered.
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Thrain

Not much is known about Thrain, beyond the fact that he raised an
army of undead and assaulted Kells around the year 1340. His Orb,
and The Flame of Amalas, counteracted one another.

Tinakris

Tinakris was a herbalist in the village of Mullenstone when the
Troubles came. As her world was torn apart, she found herself caught
up with the Boarhardt Guild, traveleing the world seeking a way to stop
the Avatar of Morrigan from destroying her home.
During her travels she came across a fae tomb which reverted her age
to 21, giving her a second chance at her youth and remarkable vitality.

Playe

Temperance the
Bounty Hunter

Temperance is a bounty hunter the party encountered on the Lovely
Gale. An expert tracker and hunter, she can make her arrows strike true.
Somewhat Tsundere, she hasn’t been seen much since the crash of the
Lovely Gale and is currently somewhere in the Tuskwold.

NPC

The Black Lady

The Black Lady of Taintsville, sometimes called Lady Blackbriar. The
Queen of the Black Court of vampires which reaches back into elder
times. She is technically the daughter of an ancient Ovidian King and,
despite her open secret of being a vampire, is generally well regarded
both by her people and the Kingdom of Ovid aside from in her
neighboring state of County Carillon.
While ruthless and evil to her enemies, she will stop at nothing to
protect what she sees as hers, including the people of Taintsville and
the Lockwood. A current member of the Council of Nobles and, given
her immortality, probably perpetual member.
Lady Blackbriar was one of the founding members of the Lords
Council and, along with Arden, Vincent, and Waverley Boarhardt, were
considered the “grand terrors” during their time in leadership.
Eventually she was ousted, around the same time as Vincent’s public
disappearance and Arden’s assassination, and returned to her homeland
in Taintsville. There she would later be besieged by the Lords Council
Army.
Lady Blackbriar has many times attempted to become Queen of Ovid,
and sees it as her birthright.

NPC

Tynne

The new quartermaster of the Boarhardt Guild, and owner of the Lazy
Minnow. A sarcastic expert craftswoman with an eye for logistics.

NPC

Ukko

Ukko was born in a small village just below Grandfather mountain. The
clans that live in the area surrounding Grandfather have always had a
close connection with the Mother of Storms, as her temple on the
mountain is the center of her worship in the Genevian Highlands, and
the villages nearby rely on the warnings of her priests. Ukko was born
during the strongest winter storm in a generation, as the whole village

Playe
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took shelter. After the storm had passed and the paths cleared, Clerics
of the Stormherald came to the village to proclaim that the child was
blessed. He was taken to the temple for training as soon as he was old
enough to be separated from his mother.
A few times each year a great thunderstorm would roll across the
mountain, and all of the acolytes and trainees would gather in the
courtyard to meditate and feel the storm around them. It was during one
of these storms that he discovered his magical connection to the storm
raging above. His teachers took this as a sure sign that he was meant to
serve the Stormherald, and from that moment on his commitment to
cause was unshakable.
Many years later, he found himself approaching the end of his Training.
His masters were impressed by the ease with which he could channel
the tempest. They were certain that he would face the final test with
ease. He was required climbed to an altar high up in the clouds on
grandfather for three days, to commune with the Goddess and feel the
true might of the storm. There on the slope of grandfather, meditating
on the altar of Calamity during the strongest storm of the summer, a
bolt of lightning struck Ukko directly in the chest.
He awoke in the temple three days later, and though the skies had
cleared outside, he could still feel the storm raging on within him. The
masters debated for some time over whether the lightning was a sign of
displeasure or a blessing, but in the end he was raised to a full Cleric,
and he was allowed to serve the goddess as he saw fit. The routine
temple life on Grandfather was no longer enough for him. Within him
raged the destructive fury of the storm, so he left the mountain to bring
the storm to the people below. He fought with his Clont cousins against
the Brevardrim, and in battle the storm found release for a time. When
peace came he traveled back to the temple for a time, but with each
storm that passed outside, the storm within him grew, and he soon left
to seek regular conflict in Ovid.
It was not long before he ended up with the Boarhardt guild. Their “Kill
First and Ask Questions Later” and “Burn it Down” approach was a
great place to find like-minded individuals. The life of wandering suits
the cold winds blowing in his mind and the battles provide an outlet for
the destructive fury building in his heart. In a short time he felt closer to
his brothers and sisters in arms than to any family he had every had.
Though Chadwick and many other companions have left the mercenary
life, Ukko has come to accept that a life of peace will never satisfy him.
He continues to work with the Boarhardt Guild, stopping in to check on
Chadwick and his orphanage whenever he can.
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Valentine

A leader of bandits near Barrelbog responsible for a series of
kidnappings of young people. A serial rapist, Chadwick’s children
finally put him down for good after discovering he had kidnapped Lord
Brush’s daughter.

NPC

Valiant Eogan

Baron Valiant Eogan is the lord of the Mullenstone region and is a
vassal of Adaire. A great leader of men, he tends to lead from the frontcharging ahead into danger. Generally speaking, Eogan is something of
a dick to others and is a hot-headed member of the Council of Nobles
that constantly irks those with greater history than his house by putting
on airs.
Believes the Boarhardt Guild led to the destruction of the Old
Watchtower and the Rise of Morrigan.
Valiant lost his entire unit of men during the Rise of Morrigan and
eventually would wander to distant shores along with his surviving
soldier, Sergeant Oaks.

NPC

Valeen

A captain of the Sunguard, the order of knights upholding the customs
and traditions of the Alfather. Knight Valeen found the party and
picked them up from Blasket Island and brought them back to
Kells. His temple, Hearthflare Temple, has been cleared out and is in
the process of renovating.

Vithar

There are some adventurers that charge into battle head first, and there
are others that bring battle with them wherever they go. Vithar was of
the later persuasion. Tearing off pieces of furniture, broken glass, and
steak knives to fight, Vithar was a walking bar brawl that defended the
downtrodden refugees within House Baptiste lands. His legend
continues throughout bars and taverns across the land, and wherever a
chair is thrown or a man tossed along the length of a bar counter, Vithar
is surely involved.

Playe

Vincent DuBious

Former lesser Meridian Lord turned Master of the Banking Clan turned
consort of the Duchess of Winterark. Vincent DuBious is a strange and
ambitious man whose love of hunting and killing his enemies is only
matched by his adoration of his wife and daughter. A wealthy, wealthy
man, he has bought his way into power during the collapse of the
Kingdom of Ovid and is said to have a personal wealth near to that of
the greater lords of the realm.
When Orland invaded his wife’s home of Winterark Vale, he led a call
for heroes to rescue her. Though successful, Orland still held his lands
for many years before they were restored.
During the takeover of Winterark by the Orlandian Empire, he lived in
exile along with his wife, Duchess Elanor of Winterark, and their

NPC
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daughter Katherine in the city of Carillon. He become the financier of
the Boarhardt Guild and owed the party a great debt for their services in
his name.
After the Succession Crisis became arguably the most powerful person
in Ovid for a number of years when he was appointed Chairman of the
Council of Nobles, an organization he founded, and Master of Coin. He
would eventually amass so great a fortune that none could fathom how
much he truly had hidden away, though he attempted to use all of it to
buy the Master Book of Domesday, only to fail publicly to a higher bid.
A result to this day that shocked the world.
Soon after he went into retirement, returning to his summer home
outside of Mullenstone and away from the public eye.
During the Beyond Time and Space arc of the Crown of the Heartlands
campaign, the party witnessed a mirror-creature very much like the
Horn Helmed Knight take Vincent’s appearance after attempting to
assassinate Arden.

Waverly Boarhart

Eldest of the Boarhardt siblings and founder of the Boarhardt
Mercenary guild. Waverly is a skillful leader and is responsible for the
guild’s continuing success. Politically active and able to turn any
situation to her advantage, Waverly generally stands for justice,
decency, and goodness (so long as there is some coin involved).
Waverly shepherded her guildmates to their new home in Carillon
where she eventually became a commanding officer and lesser
noblewoman due to her role in orchestrating the Carillon Revolution.
Waverly and her siblings founded the Boarhardt Guild during a time of
peace, and in time great to be the largest mercenary force in the
Kingdom of Ovid. when the king was assassinated, she led the guild to
become the most powerful force in the realm for a time, becoming
strong enough to keep even the most powerful lords at bay. Her guild
had its hands in nearly every military action of the age, sometimes
causing them, sometimes solving them.
In the post-war era, she was officially granted a lordship and was
appointed “Steward of Kingsbridge” and the Boarhardt Guild was
granted carte blanch for operating under the Lords Council. While this
was enabled by Arden, Lady Blackbriar, and Vincent Dubious, she
eventually grew apart form them and was not taken down when the
Council of Lords turned against them.
Waverley Boarhardt was incredibly active during the Crown of the
Heartlands and was an ambiguously powerful player during the events
of the campaign.

ITEMS AND EQUIPMENT
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Falleron Weapons:
Weapon

Cost

Damage

Weight

Properties

Martial Melee Weapons
Knuckles

5 gp

2d4
bludgeoning

3 lb.

Light

Reinforced
Gloves

2 gp

1d4
bludgeoning

1/4 lb.

Light, Finesse

Saber

5 gp

1d8 slashing

3 lb.

Finesse

Martial Ranged Weapons
Hatarang

5 gp

1d6 slashing

1/4 lb.

Thrown, Finesse, Returning (range 20/60)

Heavy
Hatarang

10 gp

2d6 slashing

3 lb.

Thrown, Returning (range 20/60)

Pistol

50 gp

1d10 piercing

3 lb.

Ammunition (range 30/60), loading, light, firearm

Musket

150 gp

1d12 piercing

10 lb.

Ammunition (range 100/400), loading, two‐handed, firearm,
(musket)

Blunderbuss

100 gp

2d4 piercing

10 lb.

Ammunition: Bullet (range 15/30), loading, heavy, two‐hand
firearm, special (blunderbuss)

Falleron Weapon Properties:
Firearm
Firearms are weapons that use gunpowder to propel small bullets at high velocities.
Firearms require a bullet cartridge to be loaded through the end of the weapon, called the
muzzle, and to be secured in place before firing. This takes the untrained considerable
time and coordination, and is reflected through the loading quality (a character must use
an action or bonus action to reload a firearm). Unlike other forms of ranged weapons,
bullets are destroyed upon use.
Special: Musket
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The musket is a weapon that cannot be easily fired in melee. The long, rifled barrel is
perfect for making long-range shots with great accuracy, but it makes for a clumsy
weapon to fire at a target in close range. No class feature, feat, or ability can remove the
disadvantage penalty for firing into melee with a musket.
Special: Blunderbuss
The Blunderbuss is a stout weapon, shorter than a musket but far heavier than a pistol.
The wide, trumpet-like barrel may be overloaded with 10 bullets when you take the
loading action. Upon firing a weapon with the scatter property, the weapon fragments all
ten bullets as a single shot, dealing damage in a 15ft cone originating from the weapon.
Each creature in the area must succeed on a DC 15 Dexterity saving throw or take the
weapon’s normal damage. If there is no ammunition to be found, you may stuff rocks,
bits or wood or metal, nails, or other objects readily at hand into your blunderbuss to
accomplish the same effect, though if used in this fashion the Dexterity saving throw is
only DC 10.

Human Technology Items
These wondrous items require attunement, even though they are technological marvels.
Item

Description

A hookshot is a remarkable steam powered device that allows a user to, using both their bonu
and movement, point a small hand cannon in a specific direction, aim, and fire a high‐speed ha
into an object, then attempts to pull the target towards that target. Whenever you fire the hoo
roll a d20. On a roll of 1, the item jams and becomes unusable. Unjamming this item requires a
successful check by someone proficient and holding tinker’s tools.
Hookshot

When used upon an object, wall or enemy one size or more larger than the user it will pu
target towards the object shot until the player is at the point targeted. This may be used a
of 60ft in any direction and required a move action. If used on a creature or object one s
category or smaller, it will pull the target to the user instead unless the target makes a D
dexterity save (or is willingly pulled). A successful hit of this deals 1d6 damage. Movem
with the hookshot provokes opportunity attacks, as does moving to an enemy or pulling
enemy to you (from the shot enemy).
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Personal Aerostat
Device

This personal aerostatic balloon ties to the player’s torso and allows the player to Fly vertically
to 40ft in the air, though only allowing horizontal movement of up to 10ft while airborne. As a
action, pull the cord to inflate the balloon, roll a d20. On a roll of 1, the item jams and become
unusable. Unjamming this item requires a successful check by someone proficient and holding
tools.

The Personal Aerostatic device may support the weight of multiple targets, but each add
person carried halves the total height it may attain.

The aerostat may be disabled at any time with a bonus action. If disabled in midair, trea
wearer and those carried as having the effects of featherfall.

This miracle of engineering can be carried in a shoulder case. While in its case, it does not appe
be a weapon to any who have not previously encountered it.

Modular Weapon
System

As a bonus action you may roll a d20 hit a button on the case to transform it into a speci
weapon (melee, ranged, simple, martial) of your choosing. If the weapon is a ranged we
will automatically load any ammunition you have for that weapon, but will not create ne
ammunition. On a roll of 1, the item jams and becomes unusable. Unjamming this item
requires a successful check by someone proficient and holding tinker’s tools.

The Modular Weapon System may be upgraded to a Modular Weapon System +1 over a
rest by tinkering with the item and at least two different +1 weapons to combine their ef
into the weapon system. This requires a successful check by someone proficient and hol
tinker’s tools. If successful, the item is upgraded, otherwise another long rest will be req
with another save.
This pattern may be repeated for +2 and +3 weapons.

This marvel of engineering has a rocket built into a pre‐fabricated platform. This rocket, when
activated as an action, will fly in a straight line for up to 100ft before exploding for 3d6 fire dam
the impact location and 6 fire splash damage to all targets within 10 ft. If a target is hit before
the rocket explodes and the target must make a Dexterity DC25 roll or be thrown backwards 1
the point of impact.
Yentz‐Doorknocker

When you fire the rocket, roll a d20. On a roll of 1, the item jams after firing and becom
unable to load another rocket. Unjamming this item requires a successful check by some
proficient and holding tinker’s tools.

The rocket will open most doors instantly, though will destroy more delicate items such
chests along with all items inside it.

Reloading a Yentz-Doorknocker requires a delicate touch, and may only occur over a lo
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Grandmill Rocket
Boots

These rocket boots specifically tailored to your feet. While wearing these boots, you gain the a
rocket‐jump as a move action a total distance equal to your movement (measure both length a
height as part of this combination). Should you end your total movement in the air, you take fa
damage as normal. Whenever you take this movement, roll a d20. On a roll of 1, the item jams
becomes unusable. Unjamming this item requires a successful check by someone proficient an
holding tinker’s tools.

The first attack you make after this jump gains an additional +5 damage. If you use you
boots in combination with the Charger feat, the benefits from both stack.

Personal Mailbot

This helpful, personal mailbot accompanies you on your adventures at a safe distance. With it
may, once per short rest, summon him to your side to deliver a message through the mailbot s
an item, or to deliver an attack or skill check to anywhere within 100ft of your location that yo
directly walk to. When you summon the Personal Mailbot, roll a d20. On a roll of 1, the item ja
becomes unusable. Unjamming this item requires a successful check by someone proficient an
holding tinker’s tools.

You roll the attack or skill check as normal, and the Mailbot moves to the location to de
in a path of your choosing of up to 100ft. The mailbot may be waylaid by hostile creatur
which if they make a successful opportunity attack against it’s AC17 will interrupt the e

This trap, upon being set up, instantly hides itself on the ground as the same material it is place
upon. Upon placing the trap, roll a d20. On a roll of 1, the item jams and becomes unusable.
Unjamming this item requires a successful check by someone proficient and holding tinker’s to
Self‐
Camouflaging Bear
Trap

Upon being stepped upon, it deals 1d10+8 slashing damage unless the target makes a D
Save DC17 or above (if successful it takes half damage). If the target fails their save, the
also immobilized until they make a Strength save DC15 or you release the trap. After
actuating, the trap may be recovered without a check by someone proficient in tinker’s t
At 5th level this item may be upgraded to deal 2d10+8 damage, with an additional upgr
adding another d10 at levels 8, 12, 16, and 20. Each upgrade requires a long rest and a
successful check with tinker’s tools.

This miracle of engineering appears as a harness with two thin boxes of brass carried on the fro
back of the body. Each box has a number of dim lights that blink and minor gears that occasion
spin. While these aspects have a certain steampunk charm, the true purpose of the device is to
the wearer alive regardless of their circumstances. Whenever any of the following circumstanc
occur, the item will trigger with the stated effect:
Lifesaver

Magical Sleep. If the wearer is triggered by involuntary sleep, the device will release a brief, ha
volt of electricity to wake the wearer.
Parachute. If the wearer falls more than 10ft, the device will deploy a parachute to grant the w
slowfall.
Ward. If the wearer is struck by a spell or effect with a dexterity save, it will deploy a magical s
which will negate the attack and damage.
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Paddles. If the wearer drops to 0 health, it will engage a powerful volt of energy to resuscitate
wearer at 1 health.
Floatation Device. If the wearer falls completely underwater, the device will trigger an inflatab
and propellor, granting a swim speed of 60 and keeping the wearer’s head above water.

Once any of these conditions are met, the triggered effect will actuate unless the wearer
their reaction to presss the “all clear” button to prevent the effect. When the device actu
roll a d20. On a roll of 1, the item jams and fails to actuate. Unjamming this item requir
successful check by someone proficient and holding tinker’s tools.

Once actuated, the device must be reset. Resetting the device requires someone proficie
holding tinker’s tools over a long rest.

Consumable Supplies
Item Name

Cost

Purpose

Beer, Avalonian Pale
Ale

2gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d3 hp.

Beer, Clontish Stout

6gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d3 hp.

Beer, King’s Own
Ale

1gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d3 hp.

Beer, Lockwood
Lager

2gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d3 hp.

Beer, Orlandian
Bitter

3gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d3 hp.

Beer, Revalian
Porter

5gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d3 hp.
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Food, Snack
(Assorted)

1gp

Delicious food. Restores 1d2 hp

Food, Meal
(Assorted)

3gp

Delicious food. Restores 1d3 hp

Food, Feats
(Assorted)

10gp

Delicious food. Restores 1d6 hp

Juice (Assorted)

1gp

Delicious and refreshing. Restores 1d2 hp.

Liquor, Bithlo
Moonshine

2gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d5 hp.

Liquor, Carillon
Calvados

22gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d5 hp.

Liquor, Roleto Rum

5gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d5 hp.

Liquor, Malundish
Bourbon

10gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d5 hp.

Liquor, Winderi
Whiskey

10gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d5 hp.

Liquor, Charm Mead

70gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d5 hp.

Liquor, Gladbaegol
Reserve Whiskey

800gp

Gets you drunk & restores 2d8 hp. May be used to revive stabilized creatures to 1 hp

Milk

1gp

Delicious and refreshing. Restores 1d2 hp.

Potion, Ether

50gp

Restores 1 spell use per day (can be of any level), only can restore a spell use of a spe
have prepared or can otherwise cast that day.

Potion, Grand Ether

500gp

Restores 1 spell use per day for each level of spell you can cast, only can restore a sp
of a spell you have prepared or can otherwise cast that day.

Potion, Luck

100gp

Allows the player to reroll as single d20 he or she controls. May be consumed as an
immediate action.
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50gp

A package of spare parts and a handy, disposable allen‐wrench to apply them. This it
be applied to a construct as an action to regain 2d4 + 2 hit points. Requires proficien
tinker’s tools.

Repair
Kit, Customized

100gp

A package of spare parts that have been specially tailored to the user. Upon purchas
item, or finding this item, you may spend 10 minutes to pre‐fit this repair kit. Should
so, you may use this kit as a reaction or bonus action. This item may be applied to a
construct as an action to regain 2d4 + 2 hit points. Requires proficiency in tinker’s to

Wine, Adairian
Plonk

1gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d5 hp.

Wine, Adairian
Reserve

100gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d5 hp.

Wine, Adairian
Sparkling

10gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d5 hp.

Wine, Brevardrim
Sake

8gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d5 hp.

Wine, Lambrey
Lambrusco

5gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d5 hp.

Wine, Revalian
Reisling

5gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d5 hp.

Wine, Royal Ovid
Reserve

2,000gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d5 hp.

Wine, Waterford
Port

2gp

Gets you drunk & restores 1d5 hp.

Repair Kit, Basic

LANGUAGES
A number of different languages can be found throughout Falleron. These languages,
broken into families based upon their racial origins, are learned through a variety of
skills. These languages replace the languages used in 5th edition.

Common
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All players begin the game with Common. This language is used as the trade language of
Falleron.


Common (Ovidic)
 Spoken By: Everyone
 The language of the former kingdom of Ovid, spoken around the realms as a primary
language of trade and learning. The core language of humanity that has since
expanded to many other peoples and nations. It can generally be assumed most trade
occurs in this language, and most shopkeepers tend to prioritize it over others.

Human Languages
Human languages are spoken primarily by humans and human players begin the game
with one of the following languages of their choice. Some human languages are mostly
dead, existing only in ancient ruins or the halls of scholarship throughout the world. The
human languages are as follows.








Avalonian
 Spoken By: Natives of the Avalonian Republic
 The hot summer climes of the Currey Jungles and the Avalonian Plains are home to
one of the most progressive states in the world. The Avalonian Republic is a state
where all are born equal, but are forged to be superior through action and capability.
Might and skill makes right in the Avalonian Republic, and those that prove
themselves capable are granted citizenship. Long since content to ignore Ovid lands,
when the collapse of the Kingdom left the southern unprotected Avalonian knights
took action, protecting those that needed it and annexing Tanner and Versity lands.
Brevardrim
 Spoken By: Natives of Far Brevardrim
 The language of the eastern lands of Brevardrim. Once a powerful nation, a massive
spellplague loosed in a war centuries past spread out of control, turning much of the
country into a corrupted wasteland. A few petty kingdoms cling to the far edges of the
realm, though the dangers of these wastes make trade and travel to them rare indeed.
Old Meridian
 Spoken By: Natives of the Meridian Isles, Sailors, and Pirates
 The southern Meridian Islands have long since spoken their own languages and for a
time were the de facto common of the world as most seatrade was only managed by
Meridian merchants. In modern eras, Old Meridian is still spoken on the Meridian
Islands as a secondary language to Common, and is often used by pirates and sailors
as a semi-secret language in bars and taverns.
Orlandian
 Spoken By: Natives of the Orlandian Empire
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The Empire-Across-the-Sea, Orland, has loomed as a constant threat and rival to Ovid
since the first kings started consolidating the minor nations. Warlike and aggressive,
they have conquered much of the western continent and are looking for new lands to
colonize. Orlandians tend to vary greatly due to the size of the empire, ranging from
backwoods Winderi to metropolitan Lambrey nobles.
Revalian
 Spoken By: Natives of Revalia and Melokia
 The far northern ice-shelf of Melokia and the warmer freeholds to the south are home
to a hearty realm: Revalia. The great northern city was once a colony of the Orlandian
Empire but centuries of neglect and self-rule have led to its own language and culture.
With a population nearly half Clont and half human, Revalian is the natural result of
combining elements of Ancient Clont with Orlandian, and has become something else
entirely. While few traders come to the Revalian continent, many come from it to
bring back goods to their distant homes.
Crealocheli
 Spoken By: Natives of the mythical island of Crealochel
 The legendary island of Crealochel is the home of a tribe of humanity rumored to be
unchanged since their first creation by Compassion. Hidden away from the world to
protect the Fool, the island remains untouched by the four demons to this day. While
extremely rare, some choose to leave this paradise never to return. They bring with
them the language of that sacred island. Crealocheli can also be found on the very
earliest of human ruins across the world and has certain similarities to Celestial. Many
of the bands of traveling folk find their origins in exiles from the sacred island and
speak Crealocheli through tradition.
Old Heartlandic
 Spoken By: Linguistics Scholars, ancient spirits.
 The precursor language to Common (Ovidic) was Old Heartlandic (also known as
Chimi in Adaire or Forest Song in the Lockwood). While linguists are quick to point
out the structural similarities with common, when read or spoken by a layman the two
languages are incomprehensible to each other. A dead language, it’s study is quite
common amongst those interested in history, those who frequent ancient human ruins
throughout Ovid, and by all students at the Versity Magic College.








Clont Languages
The Clont Clans have a number of languages they speak in addition to the common used
around the world. From the very private Ancient Clont to the languages of the Giants,
these languages are rarely spoken by those outside of their communities.


Ancient Clont
 Spoken By: The Clont Clans
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The mighty Clont Clans have long since held their tongue in secret seclusion, spoken
only in the company of fellow Clonts in their secluded halls while treating with others
in their own languages. In recent years, with the rise of schools of higher learning,
keeping the language a secret has been a fairly task. Still, there are very few who
know Ancient Clont beyond those of Clontish Ancestry.
Giant
 Spoken By: Giants, Ogres, Gronk, and other Giant-related cousins.
 The elder cousins to the Clont are the giants. Mighty beings of immense power that
dwell mostly in the extremes of the world. From the tops of great chains of mountains
to deep in the oceans, giants are a cruel race that respects only power, and their
language is as harsh and forceful as it’s speakers.




Sign Languages
Sign, or gestural languages, were originally developed as a means to communicate to
those who were deaf or mute. It quickly was coopted by those who move in secret and
with those who cannot speak in any other manner, has its roots in the Common
Tongue. A second gestural language is used by the Arborkin, a form of language using
not the complicated gestures and movements of Thief Sign, but the slow swaying and
nearly imperceptible movements of the eyes and body akin to a tree moving in a breeze.




Thief Sign
 Spoken By: Members of the Thieves Guild, Mutes
 This hand-sign based language is used by the thieves of the Falleron Thieves Guild to
communicate in silence and under duress. It also encompasses a complex written
language of symbols and pictograms used to mark targets and warn of danger. Mute
persons often pick this language up to communicate in, though those who can
understand it are fairly rare.
Arborkin
 Spoken By: Arborkin, Wood-based Creatures, Leaf-based Creatures
 The language of the curious Arborkin and most of the other denizens of the wooded
places of the world. Arborkin is the language of trees, bushes, and flowers and is often
learned by clerics and druids focused upon the green things of the world. Not a
spoken language, instead it is a language of nearly imperceptible body movements of
the limbs, shifting of weight, and eye movements. Nothing about Arborkin is quick to
speak, and a full sentence may take several minutes to convey. However, to an
untrained speaker, this may just appear as a few minutes of two people standing
nearly still and silently.

Exotic Languages
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Exotic languages are spoken by the naturally, and not-so-naturally, occurring beasts of
the world, plantfolk, undead, and the denizens of the Faewild.










Draconic
 Spoken By: Dragons, Lizardfolk, and other Monstrous or Wild Reptiles, Amphibians,
and scaled creatures.
 Language of the reptilian world. Though rare, dragons are powerful and intelligent
and being able to speak with one long enough to not be eaten is often extremely
enlightening. Many lizardfolk still live in the deep and wild places of the world,
dreaming of a day when their kind can once more become the dominate species as in
the ancient past.
Wild Tongue (Druidic)
 Spoken By: Druids, Werefolk, and other Beasts
 The secret language of the animals, werefolk and druids, spoken rarely to outsiders
but commonly throughout the world. Claimed to be a derivative of the legendary Fae
language so far removed as to be its own language, it commands power over nature to
a certain degree. With it one can speak with most naturally occurring living things,
and typically understand them as well.
Fae (five variants: Monster, Elfkin, Stoutkin, Fiendkin, and Greenkin)
 Spoken By: Elfkin, Stoutkin, Fiendkin, Greenkin, and other creatures and beings of
the Faewild
 This language is associated with the beings of the Faewilds and its ultimate master,
Jack and his consort Mab. Uncommon among human speakers, but creatures of the
woodland realms speak it often. A cultural oddity is that within the Faewild the four
primary races of the fae are frequently unintelligible to eachother, with Elfkin,
Stoutkin, Fiendkin, and Greenkin each having their own languages that reflect the
norms of their cultures. However, upon entering the mortal plane these languages
mysteriously join together and are mutually intelligible (and indistinguishable). Many
believe the reason for the fae frequenting the mortal plane has to do with this aspect of
their language in facilitating both trade and war. The monstrous beings of the
Faewild, such as elementals and other terrors, have their own language as well
(though few, if any, care to learn it).
Trufflekin
 Spoken By: Trufflekin, Earth-based Creatures
 The language of the curious Trufflekin and most of the other denizens of the deep
places of the world. Trufflekin only tell the truth in their own language, and are
habitual liars in all other languages as they feel they are “too impure to speak holy
truths” in.
Moan
 Spoken By: Undead creatures, Vampires
 For most of the history of mankind, Moan was considered not to be a language so
much as a series of unintelligent wails, groans, bone creaks, and mutterings of
zombies, skeletons, ghosts and worse. Those beings cursed with undeath were clearly
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unable to communicate and deserved only eradication. As the scholarly study of
vampirism and necromancy grew, so too did the understanding that these sounds had
specific meaning that was somehow directly conferred to all undead beings. Those
few with this knowledge keep it close, as society is not willing to tolerate those who
dabble in the necromantic arts in most places. Even still, amongst the right magical
communities it is a spoken and understood language by many.

Divine Languages
Divine languages are spoken by the gods and goddesses along with the four great demons
and their agents. Rarely spoken by mortals, these languages are often prone to causing
madness, wonder, horror, or worse in both those who speak and those who listen.




Abyssal
 Spoken By: beings crated by the four great demons (Chimera, Leviathan, Masque,
and Draug).
 Beings created by the great demons speak this guttural and haunting language. It is
said that songs sung in Abyssal can cause madness and terror in all who hear it.
Abyssal is a language beyond mortal comprehension and very few may master its
secrets. Indeed, even the dangers in speaking it cause the few who knew this tongue to
remain silent, lest those whose language they speak draw notice.
Celestial:
 Spoken By: Gods and Goddesses and their direct agents.
 Celestial beings speak this musical and haunting language. It is said that songs sung in
Celestial can pierce event he coldest heart. Celestial is a language beyond mortal
comprehension and few may master its secrets. In most cases, the gods (when they
choose to speak with mortals) do so in the language of the mortal they are speaking
with, usually reserving use of Celestial for speaking to fellow gods and goddesses or
their agents.

Technological Languages
Technological languages are spoken by constructs and their creators.


B.A.S.I.C.
 Spoken By: Advanced machines and constructs
 The binary language of the advanced technological constructs and mechanized
devices. This language is almost impossible to speak effectively given the
mathematical language, however, many can pick up its nuances with enough time and
study.
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TIMELINE
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